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1.1: Introduction 
As the world economy recovers from a position of financial crisis, insurance 
companies around the world are laced with key challenges across their value 
chains rewarding customers, distributors, and employees. Insurers have to 
rebuild trust with customers as yell as cultivate loyalty among the agents. 
corporate agents and brokers who distribute their products. Improving the 
condition adroitness of profitability through operational efficiency is critical. 
Adroitness is needed in technology and processes to adapt to expanded 
regulatory reporting requirements and provide more transparency to clients, 
who expect anytime access to their insurance provider via the Web. a call 
center, or a voice response unit. Apart from the tight regulation and financial 
performance, the top three priorities fir insurance companies are superior 
customer experience. efficiency. and effective distribution management. 
Although there are regional and line-of-business differences, insurance 
companies generally are looking to improve their interactions directly with 
customers, as well as those through agents and brokers. Insurer recognize that 
powerful technologies are available to tap the enterprise's potential to improve 
sales and service interactions, address customer preferences, automate 
processes. and reduce cost. A major advantage to leveraging these technologies 
is to provide visibility for channel partners into client needs, leading to 
additional sales opportunities and increased customer loyalty through their real 
engagement. To carry out these priorities, insurance companies need 
technology platforms and tools that enable collaborative customer 
knowledge—the seamless unification of accurate data that empowers company 
representatives with insight into customers' history, preferences. and needs in 
order to deliver more personalized service, which results in higher sales and 
satisfaction levels. 	Customer information, the foundation of customer 
relationship management (C'RM9). must be treated as a corporate asset that 
allows organizations to compete in a complex and rapidly evolving world. 
Without collaborative customer knowledge. the value chain breaks down, 
becoming disjointed and thus tailing to meet expectations for a superior service 
experience. Internal operations remain inefficient and costly. The best 
distributors seek out insurers that provide value and ease of doing business to 
the value chain. 
As a life insurance policy is a key component of a financial plan of an Indian. 
If chosen well. it safeguards the financial future of a fancily if the breadwinner 
passes away. It however, it is bought for the wrong reasons, the same life 
policy can become a drain on resources and prevents the policyholder from 
meeting crucial Financial goals. Almost every Indian investor has a life 
insurance policy that he does not want (Kapoor, 2011). That is, getting struck 
with an unsuitable life insurance policy is very common, and escaping from a 
life policy requires a very high cost to the extent of losing up to 50 per cent of 
the premium paid. 
Business World (2006) reports that just five years after the life insurance sector 
was opened up to the private sector, two major distress sales have already 
rocked the industry. Inappropriate selling of life policy can also effect the 
valuation of life insurers negatively considering the fact that almost all of the 
private sector life insurance companies have incurred substantial losses. 
India's life insurance business transits to a new era from beginning September 
2010. when the stage was cleared for the debut of new-look unit-linked 
insurance plans (ULIPs) that hold the promise of being more transparent and 
investor-friendly. The IRDA (Insurance Regulatory and Development 
Authority) capped various ULIP charges. increased their lock-in period and 
mandated a minimum guarantee for such plans. Authority (IRDA) also 
considers this a positive approach towards building trust between customers of 
insurance products and the industry but through service quality. The agents are 
now required to submit a detailed report on lifestyle of buyers of life insurance 
policies, which include their travel plans. expenses on food, and so on. They 
will be now required to disclose their commissions. Previously the life 
insurance was being sold as a tax planning device, it is being sold as an 
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investment option now as market has good option of ULIP investment and 
hope in future it will be sold as insurance. 
i.ife insurance companies now see service quality and satisfaction as a way to 
retain customers and allow cross-selling other related services to transform the 
customer into a long-term client (Sathya. 2009). Besides, customer interactions 
for life insurance by insurers are relatively infrequent when compared to other 
industries like banking, investments retail or travel and in order to provide best 
services to customers, it is important that employees and agents should know 
the company, its processes and products extensively. With changing times, 
markets change, technologies change and so do customer needs. When 
employees and agents take responsibility and exceed customer expectations by 
serving as a single window for need fulfillment, stated or unstated, at no extra 
cost or delay, a customer is delighted. Such customers are not just loyal 
customers; they also become the most dedicated and effective salespersons and 
advertisers. Another important aspect leading to a loyal customer is being 
transparent and fair. However, the life insurance agents are usually blamed for 
not remaining far in their dealing with customers about hidden charges and 
make commitments beyond what is actually possible. Usually complicated 
communication by using jargons and also difficult documentation and 
processes with too much information overload are frequently found in life 
insurance mis-selling. Theoretically, people are naturally touched by great 
service, which highlights that customer satisfaction should result from good 
service quality, and should lead to patronage intensions. This needs to be 
examined in the context of life insurance business in India considering it to be a 
type of service factory (Schmenner 1986, 2004). 
In a life insurance business, multiple stakeholders, viz, customers, insurance 
companies. distribution channel networks. government and regulators, and 
others like consumer groups and media, interact with the system in different 
ways and have diverse expectations. therefore, the service quality items are 
likely to differ amongst stakeholders. The administrators of the life insurance 
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business find it very difficult to fix the norms that trould suit all the 
stakeholders (Prakash eta!, 2011). Hence, there is need of systematic academic 
research to date in respect of service quality and customer satisfaction for 
group life insurance business in India. Leading insurance executives recognize 
that they must invest in technology and better customer services that can 
leverage the customers and their data from disparate systems and deliver it to 
employees and distributors immediately to address customer needs in real time. 
This research describes the importance of better customer services which built 
on a foundation of a customer satisfactions and quality service platform. It 
presents the key business trends and challenges, discusses primary issues in 
Indian life insurance industry and highlights initiatives that forward-looking 
firms arc undertaking to improve customer services, efficiency of distribution 
channels especially in corporate products or group insurance. The research also 
relates with agents and corporate agents in providing satisfaction level to the 
corporate while offering them group life insurance products. 
1.2: An Overview of Insurance 
In India literacy levels is improving and it gives us great pleasure that the 
country has registered a considerable growth over a certain period of time, 
notwithstanding the fact that genuine, core literacy has not made much 
progress. The percentage growth observed only indicates that there has been an 
increase in the number of people who can write their own names, or any other 
parameter equivalent of that. While it serves the purpose of keeping a track of 
the illiterate masses leaning towards acquiring literacy skills, it does not really 
add up to a genuine growth of education in the society. If that is the trend 
noticed in acquisition of general levels of education, it is much less in the 
domain of financial services. It is unfortunate, in a way, that a large section of 
the highly literate intellectuals also shows a serious lack of interest in the 
domain of financial services especially in insurance industry thereby 
necessitating a certain and important role for regulator for the insurance 
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industry. Every human being lives on to make a better and secure future, since 
a secured future is a guarantee to have a better tomorrow and to make a secured 
tomorrow, one is required to become financially independent for sell' and the 
tamily. to fulfill the needs of the family members in the time of need. Insurance 
is one of' the options and insurance business is related to the protection of 
economic value of assets. 'the asset would have been created through the 
efforts of the owner. The asset is valuable to the owner. because they expect to 
get some benefits from it. It is benefit because it meets some of their needs. 
The benefit may be an income or in some other form. The product generated by 
a factory or by an animal will be sold and income is generated. In the case of 
vehicles, it provides contorts and convenience in transportation there is no 
direct income. Both are assets and provide benefits. Every asset is expected to 
last for a certain period of time during Which it will provide the benefits. After 
that, the benefit may not be available. There is a lite-time for a machine in a 
factory o a cow or vehicles. None of them will last forever. The owner is aware 
of this and so mange their affairs that by end of that period or life-time, an 
alternate is made available. Thus make sure that the benefit is not lost however 
the asset may get lost earlier. An accident or some other unfortunate event may 
destroy it or make it in capable of giving the benefits. An epidemic may kill the 
cow suddenly. In that case, the owner and those enjoying the benefits there 
form, Would be deprived of the benefits. The planned substitute would not have 
been ready. There is an adverse or unpleasant situation. Insurance is a 
mechanism that helps to reduce the effects of such adverse situation. It 
promises to pay the owner or beneficiary of the asset, a certain sum if the loss 
occurs. So Insurance, in law and economics, is a form of risk management 
primarily used to hedge against the risk of a contingent loss and insurance is 
defined as the equitable transfer of the risk of a loss, from one entity to another, 
in exchange for a premium. and can be thought of as a guaranteed small loss to 
prevent a large, possibly devastating loss. An insurer is a company selling the 
insurance. an insured is the person or entity buying the insurance. Insurance in 
the modern form originated in the Mediterranean during 13 -14th century. The 
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earliest references to insurance have been found in Babylonia, the Greeks and 
the Romans. the use of insurance appeared in the account of North Italian 
merchant banks who then dominated the international trade in Europe at that 
time. Marine insurance is the oldest forum of insurance followed by life 
insurance and fire insurance. The patterns that have been used in England 
followed in other countries also in these kinds of insurance. Law for insurance 
in India had its long back history with its origins in the United Kingdom with 
the establishment of a British firm, the Oriental Life Insurance Company in 
1818 in Calcutta, followed by the Bombay Life Assurance Company in 1823, 
the Madras Equitable Life Insurance Society in 1829 and the Oriental Life 
Assurance Company in 1874. However, till the establishment of the Bombay 
Mutual Life Assurance Society in 1871. Indians were charged an extra 
premium of up to 20 per cent as compared to the British (Avinash, 2008). The 
first statutory measure in India to regulate the life insurance business was in 
1912 with the passing of the Indian Life Assurance Companies Act, 1912 ("Act 
of 1912") (which was based on the English Act of 1909). Other classes of 
insurance business were left out of the scope of the Act of 1912: as such kinds 
of insurance were still in undeveloped state and legislative controls were not 
considered necessary (Sahai, 2012). General insurance on the other hand also 
has its origins in the United Kingdom. the first general insurance company 
Triton Insurance Company Ltd. was promoted in 1850 by British nationals in 
Calcutta. The first general insurance company established by an Indian was 
Indian Mercantile Insurance Company Ltd. in Bombay in 1907. Eventually, 
with the growth of fire, accident and marine insurance, the need was felt to 
bring such kinds of insurance within the purview of the Act of 1912. while 
there were a number of attempts to introduce such legislation over the years, 
non-life insurance was finally regulated in 1938 through the passing of the 
Insurance Act, 1938 ("Act of 1938"). The Act of 1938 (An Act to consolidate 
and amend the law relating to the business of insurance) along with various 
amendments over the years continues till date to be the first perfect piece of 
legislation on insurance and controls both life insurance and general insurance. 
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Genera] insurance, in turn, has been defined to include "fire insurance 
business". "marine insurance business and "miscellaneous insurance 
business", whether singly or in combination with any of them (Parveen, 2002). 
Insurance play a very important role in the development of economic and for 
that investments made by peoples of India are necessary and it's made out of 
saving. A life insurance company is a major instrument for the mobilization of 
saving of the people, particularly from the middle and lower income groups. 
These savings are channelized into investments for economic growth. The 
insurance act has strict provisions to insure that insurance funds arc invested in 
safe avenues, like government bonds, companies with record of profits and so 
on. The Life Insurance Corporation (LIC) is not an exception nowadays we 
have lots of other companies option for the better investment and all good life 
insurance have huge funds, accumulated through the payment of small amounts 
of premium of individuals .Theses funds are invested in ways that contribute 
substantially for the economic development of the countries in which they do 
business. 
More specifically. insurance can have effects such as promote financial 
stability, mobilize savings, facilitate trade and commerce, enable risk to be 
managed more efficiently, encourage loss mitigation, foster efficient capital 
allocation and also can be a substitute for and complement government security 
programs (Skipper, 2001). Insurance is an important growing part of the 
financial sector in virtually all the developed and developing countries (Das et 
al, 2003). Insurers facilitate risk to be managed more efficiently in three ways, 
through risk pricing, risk transformation, risk pooling and risk reduction 
(Skipper. H, 1997). 
Insurers evaluate potential losses-the greater the potential loss, the higher the 
price of insuring that risk. Insurers' pricing of risks provides information to 
policyholders about the consequences of their activities that will assist in the 
efficient allocation of resources (Webb. 2000). Insurance enables individuals to 
transfer their risk to insurers, transforming the insured's risk profile. Insurance 
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provides an important way of transferring risk from risk-averse individuals to 
companies that specialize in evaluating and dealing with risk. Insurance 
companies play a critical role as specialists in information about risks and in 
risk management (ACCC, 2002). Insurance companies are not simply firms 
that specialize in risk. Rather, in a world of informational asymmetries, they 
are specialists in gauging. monitoring and most particularly managing risk. It is 
this expertise that enables insurance firms to cope with difficulties such as 
moral hazard and adverse selection. The ability of insurers to transfer risk 
facilitates the purchase of significant items, such as motor vehicles and real 
estate. As a result, insurance coverage can have `positive externalities', 
including increased purchases, profits and employment. These arise not only 
from within the insurance sector but also outside it (Ward and Zurbruegg, 
2000). 
As noted above, insurers cover individuals against losses or manage risks by 
pooling risks. Aggregation brings other benefits. By insuring a large pool of 
individuals who are facing similar risks, insurance companies can predict with 
greater accuracy the likelihood of an event occurring. 'Phis is based on the law 
of large numbers, which states that although single events can be random and 
largely unpredictable, the average outcome of many similar events can be 
ascertained more easily than the outcome of a one-off event. The greater the 
number of policyholders, the more stable and predictable is the insurer's 
portfolio. This can lead to lower volatility, in turn enabling insurers to charge 
smaller risk premiums and maintain more stable premiums (Starr and 
Robinson, 2000). 
The Indian insurance market in spite of having a history covering almost two 
centuries took a turn after the establishment of the Life insurance Corporation 
(LIC) in India in 1956. From being an open competitive market to being 
nationalized and then back to a liberalized market again, the insurance sector 
has witnessed all aspects of contest. The Indian insurance market 
conventionally focused around life insurance until recently, a various range of 
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other insurance policies covering sectors like medical. automobile, health and 
other classes falling under general insurance came up. generally provided by 
the private companies. 
The Insurance Regulator Development Act. 1999 (IRI)A Act) allowed the 
entry of private companies in the insurance sector. \\hich was so far the sole 
prerogative of the public sector insurance companies. The act was passed to 
protect the concerns of holders of insurance policy and also to govern and 
check the growth of the insurance sector. This new act allowed the private 
insurance companies to function in India under the Following circumstances: 
• The Company should be established and registered under the 1956 
company Act 
• The company should only the serve the purpose of life or general 
insurance or reinsurance business 
• The minimum paid up equity capital for serving the purpose of 
reinsurance business has been decreed at Rs ?00 crores 
• The minimum paid up equity capital fr serving the purpose of 
reinsurance business has been decreed at Rs 100 crores 
• The average holdings of equity shares by a foreign company or its 
subsidiaries or nominees should not go above 26 per cent paid up 
equity capital of the Indian Insurance company. 
Some of the Sections of Insurance Act. 1938 compiled from IRDA Reports: 
Section 2(1 l), Insurance Act, 1938: "Li/_' Insurance Business" means the 
business of effecting contracts of insurance upon human life, including any 
contract whereby the payment of money is assured on death (except death by 
accident only) and the happening of any contingency dependent on human life, 
and any contract which is subject to payment of premiums for a term dependent 
on human life and shall be deemed to include: 
r? 
(a) the granting of' disability and double or triple indemnity accident 
benefits, if'so provided in the contract of insurance: 
(b) the granting of annuities upon human life, and 
(c) the granting of superannuation allowances and annuities payable 
out of any fund applicable solely to the relief' and maintenance of 
persons engaged or who have been engaged in any particular 
profession, trade or employment or of the dependents of such 
persons." 
Section 2(6-A), Insurance Act. 1938: "Fire Insurance business" means the 
business of effecting. otherwise than incidentally to some other class of 
insurance business, contracts of insurance against loss by or incidental to fire or 
other occurrence customarily included among the risks insured in tire insurance 
policies. 
Section 2(13-A). Insurance Act, 1938: ":tlarine Insurance Business" means the 
business of effecting contracts of' insurance upon vessels of any description. 
including cargoes. freights and other interests which may be legally insured, in 
or in relation to such vessels, cargoes and freights. goods. wares, merchandise 
and property of whatever description insured for any transit by land or water, or 
both, and whether or not including warehouse risks or similar risks in addition 
or as incidental to such transit, and includes any other risks customarily 
included among the risks insured against in marine insurance policies. 
Section 2(13-B), Insurance Act, 1938: ".Miscellaneous insurance business" 
means the business of effecting contracts of insurance which is not principally 
or wholly of any kind or kinds included in Section 2 (6-A). (II) and (13-A) of 
the Insurance Act, 1938." 
There is so marry important sections and provisions related to 
Agents/Intermediaries and compensations given in the Insurance (Amendment) 
Act, 2002. 
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The Insurance Industry has grown (premium as percentage of gross domestic 
product or GDP) From 2.3 per cent in 2001 to 5.2 per cent in 201 l.The report 
estimates the total insurance premium at approximately Rs $330-400 billion in 
2020 with Life Insurance making 90 per cent of the premiums. The profitability 
of the industry is negative as they have spent their energies in expanding their 
base in a rapidly growing market N\ ithout concentrating on the margins leading 
to a cumulative loss by private insurers of' around $3.5 billion. I lowever the 
huge size of the insurance market which has been estimate at an astounding 
$350 billion in premium by 2020 is attracting companies in droves. (S. 
Abhishek, 2011). Almost all major global insurance companies have a presence 
in India through JV (as government regulations only allow 49 per cent holding 
as per the new initiatives (FinMin, 2012). 
Some of the main points of report are: 
• Home insurance sector is likely to achieve a 100 per cent growth 
since home insurance are made compulsory for housing loan 
approvals by the financial institutions. 
• In the coming three years Health insurance sector is all set to 
become the second largest business after motor insurance. 
• During the period of 2008-09 to 2010-1 1 the non life insurance 
premium is likely to have a growth of 25 per cent. 
Indian life insurance sector may see a growth of 13 per cent-14 per cent by 
2015 and contribute 10 per cent to the total global premium income, a 
McKinsey report said. The life insurance companies' premium collection will 
touch Rs 5.5 trillion over the next four years, the report said, adding the 
country's insurance market will be one of the few in the world to grow in 
double digits. Major Indian insurance players have the potential to grow by 25 
per cent-30 per cent by 2015 if' they take appropriate strategic choices to adapt 
business models to regulatory changes, as per the report of McKinney and this 
report also pointed out that the players who emerge as clear winners will be 
those who can adapt swiftly to the new paradigm by redefining their business 
models with careful consideration to strategic issues around agency. 
bancassurance, innovation, geographic footprint, and value of existing 
customer franchises. 
With the rapid growth of the Indian Insurance industry, in particularly 
serving a Middle Class that is growing on both size and wealth every year, it is 
hardly surprising that Indian insurance companies are growing. and playing, an 
increasingly important role in the nation's financial services industry. This 
increasing market is creating considerable competition among Indian insurance 
companies in an industry that 20 years ago was relatively small. Insurance 
companies have the dual challenge of driving more satisfying relationships and 
connections with customers. while balancing their need to make the business-
critical decisions that impact their survival. 
LIC is a company that has been considered as monopolistic for the first rank 
in the industry for a while which it had approximately 70 per cent of market 
share, then ICICI Prudential Life Insurance, Bajaj Allianz, IIDFC Life, 
Reliance Life. Rirla Sun Life Insurance . TATA AIG Lite and others 
respectively. 1)ue to life Insurance market keep increasing intensely, beside of 
these five outstanding companies, the other companies create their mission as 
replacing themselves as the first one of market on i,IC and this causes the 
industry become a red ocean* unavoidable. In order to increase the market 
share, sales, and income of the companies, all small and big life insurance 
companies in India attempt to use many strategies to battle to be a competitive 
in the market. 
*Red oceans represent to all the industries in existence today — the known 
market space. In the red oceans, industry boundaries are defined and accepted, 
and the competitive rules of the game are known. Here companies try to 
outperform their rivals to grab a greater share of product or service demand. As 
the market space gets crowded, prospects for profits and growth are reduced. 
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Products become commodities or niche, and cutthroat competition turns the 
ocean bloody: hence. the term red oceans (See \Vikipedia). 
Korathueh (2010) indicated these strategies can he regarded as the lolloww- ing: 
• Multi-Channel Distribution Strategy. for the early decades, the channel 
distribution of life insurance has been mainly on "Agency Channel". 
Because of there were many drawback of the agency channel, for 
instant, a`ent transfer to the competitors, deception of agents. 
unavailable of agents, so many years later most of life insurance 
companies have tried emerging channel which is Non-Agency for 
towards the customers such as Bancassurance. Tele-sale, E-Commerce, 
Brokerage. Affinity Marketing. VVorksite Marketing, and TV Direct 
• Multi-product strategy, at the past there were not a variety of product for 
the alternative of the customer so it was not the customers need And due 
to customer behavior have been changed because of many factors such 
as social responsibility, environment, economic, public association, and 
others Thus, customers need is more customized Even one of the 
customers buys the products in different channels of course her/his 
purchasing behavior and needs are also different. Furthermore, the 
customer need for life insurance has different in each age group and also 
the insured need to review their needs in life insurance to suitable and 
appropriate with their age range. So, insurers need to know and 
understand their customer in-depth for using as a source of information 
to contribute vary of products in order to suit the customers. 
• Strategic Alliance Strategy; walk alone to achieve its goal might be not 
enough for being successful in the market. Therefore, most of insurers 
always look for their partner to be as an alliance for sharing growth and 
revenue. As you can see, many of' insurers incorporate with banks for 
creating the products and use as their channel. 
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• Fxisting-Channel Growth Strategy: both agency channel and non-
agcncy channel are necessary for increasing the sales of companies. 
More importantly, developing the potential of agents of different 
channels is very essential because developed the agent skills to motivate 
and induce the customers to buy the insurance products. For example, 
salesperson of a bank motivates one of the customers who actually 
attend to buy the insurance through bancassurance for only I Lac 
Rupees Annual Premium to change her/his mind to 2 Lac Rupees 
Annual Premium, also persuade the customer to buy another types of 
insurance (Cross Sale). Moreover, encourage the salesperson to be more 
active always. for example, motivate salesperson to have at least one 
customer in each week. This leads to increase the salesperson in each 
channel at the same time. 
• Customer Retention Strategy: extending to the new business or new 
customers is a good thing but it is important to maintain the existing 
customer as well because of gross written premium (GWP) is the 
revenue for lice insurance business that is from first year premium (FYP) 
which is from the new customer (new business) with renewal year 
premium (RYP) which is from the existing customers. Therefore. 
enhancing each new customer, the insurers have to pay for the 
marketing activity, commission expense, incentive remuneration, and 
administrative expense. So, more time customer stay with the insurers, 
more opportunity for the insurers earning the profits. Customer Relation 
Management (CRM) is one of the crucial concerns for maintaining the 
customers. 
• Differentiation Strategy; it is an influential for all of the business 
including insurance industry. Most of the insurers try to differentiate 
themselves in terms of insurance products, technology, and also the 
services. I-Iowever. any kinds of products, technology, and service once 
entrance to the market, it is not difficult to their competitors to imitating 
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and producing the similar products and services. Accordingly. even the 
insurers serve the customers with product differentiated, it is not enough 
because of short-term advantage. but more substantially the insurers 
need to he innovation development all the time and also being flexible 
for adapting itself to be leader of the market. 
As the above strategics can support the fact that insurance company is 
considered as a service firm so it is important thing to concern on the customer 
relationship as a key due to distribution channel position works regarding the 
closest with the customer so the insurance company must understand how the 
distribution channels applications affect the quality the relationship with their 
customers delivering superior services is the cornerstone of customer loyalty, 
as the causality of' relationships between loyalty and its main antecedents is 
described in the literature by the sequence "service quality-customer 
satisfaction-customer loyalty" (Zeithanll, 1988, lacobucci et al, 1995. Rust et 
al, 1995. Zeithaml et al. 1996. Bloemer et al, 2002. Chumpitaz 	and 
Paparoidarnis, 2004). 
Service organizations faces some quality challenges which are 
delivering superior services to satisfy their customers, achieving higher 
customer competition than their competitors, retaining customer in the long 
run, and gaining market share. Constantly, delivering services of superior 
quality, service providers must always assess their performance in relation with 
changing customer requests. Service providers must be proactive in collecting, 
collating and assessing their customers' service preferences against 
perceptions, to establish the extent to which customers requirement are being 
met by the services they provide and consequently take corrective measures to 
sustain service quality (Marva. 2005). Customer service managers should be 
aware that the dynamic nature of service quality demands frequent monitoring, 
since life insurance of distribution channels and customer satisfaction have 
been concerned and are very useful for developing and understanding for the 
practitioners, and better conceptualization of the issues of academics. 
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In present scenario of passionate competition. the key to sustainable 
competitive advantage lies in delivering high quality service that will in turn 
result in satisfied customers (Shemwell et al, 1998) aixl the service quality and 
customer satisfaction are inarguably the two core concepts that arc at the heart 
of' the marketing theory and practice (Spreng and Nfackoy, 1996). The 
importance of these two concepts is further manifested by the abundance of 
theoretical and empirical studies on the topic that have derived over the past 
few years. Therefore. there is not even a bit of doubt concerning the importance 
of service quality and customer satisfaction as the ultimate goals of service 
providers especially life insurance companies. Similarly, the need for striving 
for customer satisfaction lies in its ability to result in economic success. 
Customer satisfaction is considered a prerequisite for customer retention and 
loyalty, and obviously helps in realizing economic goals like profitability, 
market share, return on investment. etc. (Scheuing, 1995: Reichheld, 1996; 
Hackl and Westlund, 2000). On the other hand, the customer's overall 
satisfaction with the services of the organization is based on (or a function of) 
all the encounters and experiences of the customers with that organization. 
Similar to service quality, customer satisfaction can occur at multiple levels in 
an organization. e.g. satisfaction with the contact person, satisfaction with the 
core service and satisfaction with the organization as a whole. 
Cherefore, the purpose of this study is to compare the Corporate 
Products or Group Insurance Products customers' satisfaction of Indian life 
insurance industry in the different distribution channels like between agent and 
corporate agent. Completely the benefit from this investigation of satisfaction 
forward to all of the marketing managers and executive readers in life 
insurance field indeed for improving and apply of service quality. 
1.3: Statement of Prohlem 
Creswell (1994) and Pajares (2007) stated that problem statement is the issue 
that exists in the literature, theory or practice that leads to the need for a study 
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and When put clearly should answer the question: 'Why does this research need 
to be conducted'?' 
The insurance industry continues to make progress. "There was a general 
increase in premium income for both classes of business either from individual 
products or group insurance business. Ilowever. how this growth rate correlate 
with customer satisfaction in the life insurance Industry in India is impaired. 
Rather, the growth rate in insurance premium has a positive correlation with 
statutory/legal requirements that make insurance ineluctable. At the year 
ending 2011. twenty four companies registered through IRDA for doing 
business and for sustaining market advantage in this fiercely competitive 
industry hinges on the ability to understand and leverage the industry's most 
valuable asset — the customers. The customer is the only source of the 
company's present profit and future growth (Ddoro-Sem ah and Sobotie. 2009). 
Many people in this country are not aware of the existence of insurance 
policies in the country: others do not see the need of undertaking insurance 
policies even though they are aware of it''. 'Unfortunately in case of group 
insurance. corporate/firms neglects this part of benefits available for their 
employees. Consequently, clients (firm's owners) who are rightfully entitled to 
these products admit that they getting fed up in the process and stop pursuing 
it. Some. insured, do not make attempt to pursue at all because they thoughts 
that "Insurance companies, quick to collect premiums but slow at paying 
claims" and from a life insurance company's perspective it is essential to ensure 
that customers are satisfied with the product they invest as well as with the way 
the product is delivered. In life insurance industry customers have specific 
needs, expectations, and perceptions, but if a company is not able to exceed or 
at least meet these expectations. the customer becomes dissatisfied and 
probably does not consider for a repurchase or re-investment. One prerequisite 
for customer satisfaction is therefore that the company knows their customer's 
needs and expectations. More the gap between a company's and customer's 
perception concerning both service product and service delivery the smaller the 
probability of satisfying the customers. This indicates that service providing 
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companies and to have a more profound understanding or their crucial 
question. An investigation of' the relationship between service provision and 
customer satisfaction appears therefore of' great interest. \Vith respect to the 
above. the main problem of' this study is to answer the question: Are group life 
insurance clients/insured satisfied with service delivery of distribution channels 
of life insurance companies in India with much emphasis on Agent and 
Corporate Agent? 
The present study is concerned with Corporate Product and 
Distribution Strategies in Indian Life Insurance Industry. The corporate 
products and its distribution strategies in Indian life insurance industry and also 
to discuss the problems faced by them in implementing the distribution 
strategies and measures needed to solve these problems come under the 
purview of this study. The main focus is on the distribution strategies used by 
the Indian Life Insurance Industry for selling the corporate products which we 
called in another word as group insurance products. so both words 
interchangeably used while giving this research. 
The Life Insurance Industry and Corporate products Distribution Channel has 
been chosen for various reasons firstly. it plays an important role as it's directly 
concerned to one of the basic needs as a security of life for every citizen either 
working in corporate or in private sector Firms. The life insurance industry 
operates in a highly complex environment. Indian life industry has been 
creating in a rapidly changing environment particularly since opening of 
insurance in 2000. It is therefore important to examine what the modern trend 
are being introduced by the companies in their marketing strategies especially 
with the distribution channels and cope with the changing environment because 
this is a technological age and everyone is concerned about the new technology 
and innovations specially the young generation. Secondly. to choose the life 
insurance industry is that the contribution of the life insurance sector in the 
sphere of economic development and investment in the Indian economy has 
been quite significant and lastly, the functional performance of majority of the 
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insurance sector that is in the private sector deserves a significant 
consideration. The profitability trends, working of insurance company's 
dependence of good marketable products and better services are some of the 
areas \0hich have also been touched upon and lastly the intermediary's roles in 
insurance sector in India as lice insurance industry provides increased 
employment opportunities. The insurance industry alone provides the major 
employment to the Indian citizen. 
1.-t: Objectives of the St tidy 
• To work out the details of Corporate Product (Group Insurance) and 
need to disclose distribution channel strategies specifically for the 
corporate products in Life Insurance Industry. 
• To assess customers expectation and perception level towards service 
quality of the distribution channels in five dimensions: tangibility, 
reliability. responsiveness, assurance. and empathy (Parasuraman et al. 
1988). 
• To analyze the discrepancy gap between customers expectation and 
perception towards service quality of the distribution channel. 
• To identify the dimensions of service quality that ensures maximum 
satisfaction for the customers of Group products in the life insurance 
industry. 
1.5: Scope of the Study 
The today world is a world of avant-garde changes. It gives us a change to 
scrutinize the 20th century and prophesy the 21st century new challenges in 
various field are being accepted. The advantage of the information technology 
along with the industrialization in India demands a highly motivated, skilled 
and goal oriented work force especially in insurance industry. Quality of 
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services has become the watchword in today's industrial scene, because when 
there is proper quality of services for the customers it will lead to the 
satisfaction of the customers and hence the scope of the study was to analyze 
quality of' services provided by the better distribution channels in Indian life 
insurance for group life insurance products. 
1.6: Importance of the Study 
There is a much about the quality aspect viz, quality product, quality of 
material and inputs there in. quality of packing. quality of product development 
and quality of service. The quality of services and best option of distribution is 
pivotal aspects in Indian life insurance industry. This brings customer's 
satisfaction which includes customer expected benefits received through the 
distribution channels. Apart from this if the customers is provided with other 
extrinsic and intrinsic benefits then this will lead for high productivity and 
results in customer's satisfaction too. To introduce the best customer services 
practices into the organization it is the important to have encouraging 
atmosphere. Services are one of the most important factors, which lead to such 
favorable atmosphere. It produces more engagement with corporate customers 
for group life insurance. 
1.7: Hypotheses 
In the light of the above objectives, the following hypotheses have been 
formulated and tested: 
Fl 1: Satisfaction level differs in Group life insurance's customers between 
buying from Agent and Corporate agent. 
112: There is a significant relationship among tangibility, reliability. 
responsiveness, assurance, and empathy. 
H3: Thecustomer satisfaction of' Group life insurance can be predicted by 
tangibility, reliability, responsiveness, assurance, and empathy. 
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1.8: Methodology 
This research is based on a combination of quantitative (refers to the systematic 
empirical investigation of social phenomena via statistical, mathematical or 
computational techniques and qualitative research methods in order to achieve 
the objectives of the study. Researcher takes a holistic approach to analysing 
customer satisfaction, pinpointing the importance of a range of attributes or 
touch-points and identifying areas for prioritisation. This research steps were 
accordant with scientific research design. The aim of this study is to understand 
what customers of group life insurance in India perceive as measuring service 
quality through agents and corporate agents which constitutes a basis for the 
purchase of insurance policies or renewal of existing ones when the agreed 
upon time for cover expires. The data for this study was collected through a 
self administered questionnaire from policy holders (companies owners) from 
different parts of India especially big cities like Delhi/NCR. Bangalore, 
Chennai, Chandigarh, Kanpur, Kolkata. Faridabad. Ghaziabad, Patna and 
Mumbai. The reason for choosing these cities is because of industrial and 
commercial locations of India and a sizeable number of insurance companies 
and consumers are located there. The study used a descriptive survey research 
design with 500 questionnaires to obtain data from the respondents. These are 
those who had different types of group insurance po€icies. Of the 445 
questionnaires returned, 380 were found usable for analysis representing 76 per 
cent. 
A random sample of 500 Manufacturing firms was selected from website 
(http:llwww.fundoodata.comicompanics-detaiV). A questionnaire and cover 
letter mailed to the decision-maker of each firm like Owner/Director/Top 
Management executive and a follow-up letter and second questionnaire were 
mailed to non-respondents four weeks later. Of the original 500 questionnaires, 
445 (89 per cent) were returned and only 380 (76 per cent) were usable. Later 
on researcher went for field survey with an interview-schedule and well-
structured questionnaire to the target respondents to collect primary data and 
some more useful information's related to the group insurance. 
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The purpose of this research is to comparing group life insurance customers' 
satisfaction between Agent and corporate agent through live services quality 
dimensions from the customer points of view: Service dimensions (tangibility, 
reliability, responsiveness, assurance, and empathy) as independent variables 
and customer satisfaction as dependent variable. This research is to verify the 
gap between perceptions and expectations of corporate products or group life 
insurance's customer on service dimensions. 
The research is a field study because it will analyze perception and expectation 
of customers in their nature transaction. The variables under stud\, are neither 
controlled nor manipulated. and nor synthetic setting is created for this study. 
The unit of analysis for this study is customers of Group Life Insurance 
Products as respondents. According to Fisher (2004). there are several research 
methods that are considered appropriate in gathering information based on the 
topic area. Information contributing to this study was derived from primary and 
secondary sources. 
Source of Data and Collection Methods 
Data Collection 
After identifying and defining the research problem and determining specific 
information required to solve the problem the researcher will look for the type 
and sources of data which may yield the desired results, while deciding about 
the method of data collection to be used for the study, there are two types of 
data. For the process of collecting data, a questionnaire was developed to 
ensure that all the required information for the analysis is obtained. This survey 
is the most suitable for this study and since it was the least expensive, least 
time consuming, and requires fewer skills as comparing with conducting the 
other interviewing method. 
Primar}' Data 
Primary data are those which are collected for the first time. Primary data is 
collected by framing questionnaires. The questionnaire contained questions 
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which are both open-ended and closed-ended. Open-ended questions are 
questions requiring answers in the responders own words. Closed-ended 
questions are those wherein the respondent has to merely check the appropriate 
answer from a list of options available. Any doubts raised by the Respondents 
were clarified to get the perfect answers from the distributors. Open-ended 
questions yielded more insightful information, whereas closed-ended questions 
were relatively simple to tabulate and analyze. 
Primary data is very influential for this study. The researcher gathered the 
prime data through sets of sure questionnaire for this study. The 
questionnaire is designed based on the research purpose. Other primary source 
regarding the information related to distribution strategies and corporate 
products gathered through the personal interviews with experts. Sales manager. 
brokers and agents and top level management. 
Secondary Data 
Secondary data means data that are already available i.e. they refer to the data 
which have been collected and analyzed by someone and can save both money 
and time of the researcher. The secondary data for this study included many 
regarding to previous researchers and studies in the related study area. The 
several sources are IRUA Website, Life Insurance Council. National Insurance 
Academy, Swiss Re, India insure and India Brand Equity Foundation (IBEF) 
etc. and annual report from various insurance companies in India. Altogether 
relevant books, journals and periodicals, research papers. published thesis. 
articles, financial dailies, websites, are also consulted by the researcher for 
better referencing. 
Population and Sample 
The process of drawing a sample from a large population is called sampling. 
Population refers to the total of items about which information is defined. Well 
selected samples may reflect fairly and accurately the characteristics of the 
population. This research questionnaire was distributed to the small group size 
companies at limited areas in India typically in business locations like 
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I)elhiiNCR. I3angalore, Chennai, Chandigarh, Kanpur, Kolkata, Faridabad. 
Ghaziahad. Patna. and Mumhai etc many more by personal visits and through 
social networking s at Linkedln and l'acehook. Certainly, the study population 
embraced respondents who have bought the group life insurance policy fi'om 
Life Insurance companies operating, in India like LIC. ICICI Prudential Life 
Insurance. 1-II)FC Life. I3ajaj Allianz. Reliance Life. SBI Life Insurance and 
others. Random Sampling technique adopted (Probability sampling). 
The collected data is compiled, tabulated and analyzed with the help of the 
various statistical tools. Tables were prepared on the basis of questionnaire 
responses from customers of group life Insurance products. The study used a 
descriptive survey research design with 500 questionnaires to obtain data from 
the respondents. These are those who had different types of group insurance 
policies. Of the 445 questionnaires returned, 380 were found usable for 
analysis representing 76 per cent. So researcher has 380 nationally 
representative sample sizes for this study. 
Field Work 
An interview-schedule and well-structured questionnaire is administered to the 
target respondents to collect primary data (Copy of questionnaire is attached in 
the Appendix 1). Open and close ended questions are used in the questionnaire. 
The order of the questions is in such a manner that they begin with simple 
questions and lead on the questions that needed more involvement from 
respondents. 
W/tç researcher choose shall size companies? 
The focus in the small group area is a little different in that small corporations 
are generally controlled by their owner or a small group of owners who have 
personal interests that must be satisfied through the selection of a group life 
insurance plan. Also, there cannot be as much custom tailoring, or quite as 
much imagination, thus producing interesting problems to be addressed. As far 
as the needs of the group marketer, the insurance company, are concerned, 
there is some difference between large groups and small groups. 
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For large -roups, the key to successful marketing and maintenance of cases in 
force tends to be on the development of good relationships with brokers. 
consultants. and the clients themselves with an accent on the efficienc" of , the 
distribution efticiencv in terms of' accurate and timely claims payment. low 
administrative cost. and innovative funding arrangements. For small groups. by 
contrast, there is much more of' a one-on-one aspect in the sale, involving in 
most cases agents who work with the purchaser-owner in a very personalized 
relationship. This bears much resemblance to the one-on-one sale of individual 
life policies. Thus, focus here will be exclusively on the small group. 
1.9: Method of Analysis 
For analyzing the data statistical tools have been used. For test of significance 
Independent sample t-test. Correlation Analysis, ANOVA (One way analysis of 
variance) and Multiple Linear Regression (MI,R) have been done. Percentage 
bar graphs and pie chart also been done f'or analysis of data. In this study, the 
analysis part uses the statistical software named SPSS 20. Data will first of all 
be keyed in on the SPSS worksheet before the analyzing step begins. 
Obviously. SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) program 
provides an easy work for researcher in evaluating and managing all of the 
information gartered from the primary sources. Furthermore, it gives a lot of 
useful statistical tools for evaluating data in testing the study hypothesis. Three 
major statistical analysis methods used in this research can be easily calculated 
which are reliability analysis, descriptive analysis and statistical inference 
analysis. 
Independent sample t-test is a statistical technique that is used to compare 
two population means in the case of two samples that are correlated. Paired 
sample t-test is used in 'before after' studies, or when the samples are the 
matched pairs. or the case is a control study. 
t- test (paired sample) for test of significant difference 
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t- 	x\n or t = 
5 	 S 
d = the mean of the ditlerence 
S = the standard deviation of the difference 
Value of S is calculated as follows: 
Note: it is based on n - l degree of freedom 
An independent samples t-test is used to determine differences between the 
means of two distinct samples within a population. It is also referred to as a 
between-subjects design. 
The formula for the independent samples t-test is: 
t =  (11 -12) - (ftl - J12) 
`(xl - X2) 
The numerator is the difference in means between the two samples. and the 
denominator is the estimated standard error of the difference. Where (xl - x2) 
is the standard error that is calculated for using the pooled variance. 
A t-test can be performed to see if the population means behind two data sets 
(samples) are similar enough to conclude that they could have come from the 
same population. This is the test that is used to see if two samples are 
statistically -equivalent". If the samples are from different (repeated) 
experiments and are found to be "equivalent", then the experiment is 
repeatable. 
The equal variance that is part of the test name (t-test, equal variance) implies 
that the variance in the population(s) behind the samples is equal. If you are 
testing to see if the two samples (from repeated experiments) could have come 
from the same population. the equal variance requirement is automatically met. 
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Notes: 1, The term "equivalent" is in quotes because it is not a statistical term 
—Statistics would simply say that the population means behind the two samples 
are not different. 
?. A measurement is rehi-uiuhle it' multiple readings of the same item (by the 
same individual) produce the same result. Repeatable deals with equipment. 
3. A measurement is reproclucih/e it' readings of an item by multiple users 
(using the same procedure) produce the same result. Reproducible deals with 
people. 
Le~ene's test is an inferential statistic used to assess the equality of variances 
in different samples. Some common statistical procedures assume that 
variances of the populations from which different samples are drawn are equal. 
Levene's test assesses this assumption. It tests the null hypothesis that the 
population variances are equal (called homogeneity of variance). If the 
resulting p-value of 1.evene's test is less than some critical value (typically 
0.05). the obtained differences in sample variances are unlikely to have 
occurred based on random sampling. "hhus, the null hypothesis of equal 
variances is rejected and it is concluded that there is a difference between the 
variances in the population (Levene. Howard, 1960). Procedures which 
typically assume homogeneity of variance include analysis of variance and t-
tests. One advantage of Levene's test is that it does not require normality of the 
underlying data. Levene's test is often used before a comparison of means. 
When Levene's test is significant, modified procedures are used that do not 
assume equality of variance. 
Levene's test may also test a meaningful question in its own right if a 
researcher is interested in knowing whether population group variances are 
different. It can be used to determine is variances across samples are equal. to 
see if data is suitable for parametric tests like ANOVA. 
One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) is a technique used to compare 
means of two or more samples (using the F distribution). It produces an F 
statistic, the ratio of the variance among the means to the variance within the 
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samples. Essentially, the ratio of variance is a comparison of the variance 
amongst the different groups to the variance amongst all the individuals within 
those groups. In ANOVA two sets of variances are calculated i.e. between 
group means, "how different are the means": variation due to the systematic 
dill'erences and within group's means, "how much spread is in the population" 
because of random error. 
- of„)- 
k•1 
F=  
k= Number of groups 
N = total number of subjects in study 
n= total number in relevant group 
MM = mean of the means 
M~ = mean of each individual group 
F= variance between groups / variance within groups 
An ANOVA is an analysis of the variation present in an experiment. It is a test 
of the hypothesis that the variation in an experiment is no greater than that due 
to normal variation of individuals' characteristics and error in their 
measurement. In its simplest form, ANOVA provides a statistical test of 
whether or not the means of several groups are all equal, and therefore 
generalizes t-test to more than two groups. Doing multiple two-sample t-tests 
would result in an increased chance of committing a type I error. For this 
reason. ANOVAs are useful in comparing two. three, or more means. (Tree 
Fruit Research and Extension Center). 
Correlation is a statistical technique that can show whether and how strongly 
pairs of variables are related. For example, height and weight are related; taller 
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people tend to be heavier than shorter people. The relationship isn't perfect. 
People of the same height vary in veight, and you can easily think of two 
people you know where the shorter one is heavier than the taller one. 
Nonetheless, the average weight of people 5'S" is less than the average weight 
of' people 5'G", and their average weight is less than that of people 57". etc. 
Correlation can tell you just how much of the variation in peoples' weights is 
related to their heights. Although this correlation is fairly obvious your data 
may contain unsuspected correlations. You may also suspect there are 
correlations, but don't know which are the strongest. An intelligent correlation 
analysis can lead to a greater understanding of your data. There are several 
different correlation techniques. The Survey System's optional Statistics 
Module includes the most common type, called the Pearson  or product-moment 
correlation. The module also includes a variation on this type called partial 
correlation. The latter is useful when you want to look at the relationship 
between two variables while removing the effect of one or two other variables. 
Like all statistical techniques, correlation is only appropriate for certain kinds 
of' data. Correlation works for quantifiable data in which numbers are 
meaningful. usually- quantities of some sort. It cannot be used for purely 
categorical data, such as gender. brands purchased, or favorite color. 
Correlation Coefficient 
The main result of a correlation is called the correlation coefficient (or "r"). It 
ranges from -1.0 to +1.0. The closer r is to +1 or -1, the more closely the two 
variables are related. 
If r is close to 0. it means there is no relationship between the variables. If r is 
positive, it means that as one variable gets larger the other gets larger. If r is 
negative it means that as one gets larger. the other gets smaller (often called an 
"inverse" correlation). 
While correlation coetfticients are normally reported as r = (a value between -1 
and +1), squaring them makes then easier to understand. The square of the 
coefficient (or r square) is equal to the percent of the variation in one variable 
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that is related to the variation in the other. After squaring r. ignore the decimal 
point. An r 01 .3 means 25 per cent of the variation is related (.5 squared =.25). 
An r value of .7 means 49 per cent of the variance is related (.7 squared = .49). 
A key thing to remember when working with correlations is never to assume a 
correlation means that a change in one variable causes a change in another. 
Sales of personal computers and athletic shoes have both risen strongly in the 
last several years and there is a high correlation between them, but you cannot 
assume that buying computers causes people to buy athletic shoes (or vice 
versa). 
The second caveat is that the Pearson correlation technique works best with 
linear relationships: as one variable gets larger. the other gets larger (or 
smaller) in direct proportion. It does not work well with curvilinear 
relationships (in which the relationship does not follow a straight line). An 
example of a curvilinear relationship is age and health care. They are related. 
but the relationship doesn't follow a straight line. Young children and older 
people both tend to use much more health care than teenagers or young adults. 
Multiple regressions (also included in the Statistics Module) can he used to 
examine curvilinear relationships, but it is beyond the scope of this article. 
Multiple Linear Regressions 
A statistical technique that uses several explanatory variables to predict the 
outcome of a response variable. The goal of multiple linear regressions (MLR) 
is to model the relationship between the explanatory and response variables. 
The model for MLR, given n observations, is: 
y;=Bo+Bix;i +BZx;2 +...+BPx;P+E; wherei=1,2,...,n 
MLR takes a group of random variables and tries to find a mathematical 
relationship between them. The model creates a relationship in the form of a 
straight line (linear) that best approximates all the individual data 
points. (Investopedia) 
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Multiple linear regressions (Nil RZ) are a multivariate statistical technique for 
examining,: the linear correlations between two or more independent variables 
(lVs) and a single dependent variable (UV). 
Multiple regressions are a statistical technique that allows us to predict 
someone's score on one variable on the basis of their scores on several other 
variables. An example might help. Suppose we were interested in predicting 
how much an individual enjoys their job. Variables such as salary. extent of' 
academic qualifications. age. sex, number of years in full-time employment and 
socioeconomic status might all contribute towards job satisfaction. It' we 
collected data on all of these variables, perhaps by surveying a few hundred 
members of the public, we would be able to see how many and which of these 
variables gave rise to the most accurate prediction of job satisfaction. We might 
find that job satisfaction is most accurately predicted by type of' occupation, 
salary and years in full-time employment, with the other variables not helping 
us to predict job satisfaction. When using multiple regression in psychology. 
many researchers use the term "independent variables" to identify those 
variables that they think will influence some other "dependent variable". We 
prefer to use the term "predictor variables" for those variables that may be 
useful in predicting the scores on another variable that we call the "criterion 
variable". Thus, in our example above, type of occupation, salary and years in 
full-time employment would emerge as significant predictor variables, which 
allow us to estimate the criterion variable — how satisfied someone is likely to 
be with their job. As we have pointed out before, human behaviour is 
inherently noisy and therefore it is not possible to produce totally accurate 
predictions, but multiple regressions allow us to identify a set of predictor 
variables which together provide a useful estimate of' a participant's likely 
score on a criterion variable. 
There are certain terms that need to clarify to allow you to understand the 
results of the statistical technique: 
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R. R Square, Adjusted R Square 
R is a measure of the correlation between the observed value and the predicted 
value of the criterion variable. In our example this would be the correlation 
between the levels of job satisfaction reported by our participants and the levels 
predicted for them by our predictor variables. 
R Square (R2) is the square of' this measure of correlation and indicates the 
proportion of' the variance in the criterion variable which is accounted for by 
our model - in our example the proportion of' the variance in the job 
satisfaction scores accounted for by our set of predictor variables (salary, etc.). 
In essence, this is a measure of how good a prediction of the criterion variable 
we can make by knowing the predictor variables. However. R square tends to 
somewhat over-estimate the success of the model when applied to the real 
world, so an Adjusted R Square value is calculated which takes into account 
the number of' variables in the model and the number of observations 
(participants) our model is based on. This Adjusted R Square value gives the 
most useful measure of the success of our model. lf, for example we have an 
Adjusted R Square value of 0.75 we can say that our model has accounted for 
75 per cent of the variance in the criterion variable. 
Beta (standardized regression coefficients) value is a measure of how 
strongly each predictor variable influences the criterion variable. The beta is 
measured in units of standard deviation. For example. a beta value of 2.5 
indicates that a change of one standard deviation in the predictor variable will 
result in a change of 2.5 standard deviations in the criterion variable. Thus, the 
higher the beta value the greater the impact of the predictor variable on the 
criterion variable. When researcher have only one predictor variable in model. 
then beta is equivalent to the correlation coefficient between the predictor and 
the criterion variable. This equivalence makes sense, as this situation is a 
correlation between two variables. When researcher have more than one 
predictor variable, than researcher cannot compare the contribution of each 
predictor variable by simply comparing the correlation coefficients. The beta 
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regression coefficient is computed to allow researcher to make such 
comparisons and to assess the strength of the relationship between each 
predictor variable to the criterion variable. 
Standard Error (this term was first used by Yule. 1897) is the standard 
deviation of a mean and is computed as: 
std.err. _ O (s2/n) 
\\-here 
s2 is the sample variance 
n is the sample size. 
Standard error of the mean (first used by Yule. 1897) is the theoretical 
standard deviation of all sample means of size n drawn from a population and 
depends on both the population variance (sigma) and the sample size (n) as 
indicated below: 
_ (2 n) l t where 
2 is the population variance and 
n 	is the sample size. 
Since the population variance is typically unknown, the best estimate for the 
standard error of the mean is then calculated as: 
= (s2/n)I/2 
where 
s2 is the sample variance (our best estimate of the population variance) and 
n is the sample size. 
Residuals are differences between the observed values and the corresponding 
values that are predicted by the model and thus they represent the variance that 
is not explained by the model. The better the lit of the model, the smaller the 
values of residuals. The difference between the observed value of the 
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dependent variable (v) and the predicted value (y) is called the residual (e). 
Each data point has one residual. 
Residual = Observed value - Predicted value 
e—y y 
Both the sum and the mean of the residuals are equal to zero. That is, E e = 0 
and e = 0. 
Simply residual means "observed value" minus "predicted value' of dependent 
variable 
Standard Residual Value is the observed minus predicted divided by the 
square root of the residual mean square. 
T-value is the observed value of the T-statistic that is used to test the 
hypothesis that two attributes are correlated. The T-value can range between - 
infinity and +infinity. A T-value near 0 is evidence for the null hypothesis that 
there is no correlation between the attributes. A T-value far from 0 (either 
positive or negative) is evidence for the alternative hypothesis that there is 
correlation between the attributes. 
The definition of T-statistic is: 
T = r x SQRT ((n-2) / (1 - r=r)) 
Where r is the correlation coefficient, it is the number of input value pairs, and 
SQRT is the square root function. 
If the correlation coefficient r is either -1 or +1, the 1-value is represented by 
NULL. If the T-value is too small or too large to be represented by a number, 
the value is represented by NULL. 
P-value is the probability, when the null hypothesis is true, that the absolute 
value of the T-statistic would equal or exceed the observed value (T-value). A 
small P-value is evidence that the null hypothesis is false and the attributes are, 
in fact, correlated. 
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1.10: Significance of the Study 
The study is important in various \vat's to all interest stakeholders of the life 
insurance industry. To those in charue of managing the lit insurance 
companies in India. the findings of this research has brought a more reliable 
scientific perspective for measuring the level of customer satisfaction With the 
service they deliver to their customers/clients. This study Will also serve as a 
commendable source of information that brings to light means of' enhancing 
customer satisfaction With service delivery in the group lit e insurance products. 
It will basically bring out dimensions of service delivery that clients view as 
vital. This will support management strategic decisions in critical areas of 
operations. For instance. designing Workable service delivery strategies that 
will help to create and deliver customer value, achieve customer satisfaction 
and loyalty, build beneficial relationships with customers that Will achieve 
sustainable business growth in Indian Lite Insurance Industry. To the insurance 
policy makers like IRDA (Insurance Regulatory Development Authority), the 
findings and results of this study will provide insights and a more reliable guide 
to monitoring the impact of the services of' life insurance companies in the 
country. It will also be a yardstick for measuring partly their respective policy 
goals and objectives. 
1.11: Research Gap 
A review of the literature, however, indicates that research on group 
insurance and its marketing is very limited and academic research on group 
insurance distribution and marketing is scarce. Furthermore, studies on group 
insurance marketing have been conducted mostly in Western countries but 
because of' the increasing importance of Asia in the World economy and 
because of the benefits of group insurance for employers. employees, and 
insurance companies, it is essential to explore group insurance marketing and 
its distribution in this region. 
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To till the gap in the research, researcher adopted a field survey and interviews 
approach to evaluate how one successful life insurance company in India 
distributed its group insurance products and services. A field survey and 
interviews approach can confine reality in greater detail and allow the 
researcher to investigate a contemporary phenomenon in its real-life context 
when phenomenon and context cannot he separated. Researcher assumed that a 
successful group life insurance marketer in India would be capable of 
establishing its competitiveness through effective distribution channel 
strategies particularly by providing the best possible and quality services 
delivery. There are important theoretical and practical implications to 
understanding how successful life insurance companies in India market their 
group lile insurance products and apply distribution channel strategies. 
Consequently, the purposes of this study were to examine how an individual 
Indian life insurance company succeeded in group life insurance distribution 
and how its strategies involved in marketing. To succeed and for survival in 
such a competitive market group insurance markets have to find effective 
distribution ehamcl strategies that help them identify target markets, satisfy 
customer needs, and enhance customer relationships. 
1.12: Limitations of the Study 
The main limitations of this study are constraints of resources, access to 
information, and time. Researcher intends to answer these questions 
considering only limited size of samples and area confined to major cities of 
India. Researcher realizes that it is not necessarily representative but we believe 
it can give us beginnings of answers and a preliminary idea about the 
customers' satisfaction with the distribution channel of group insurance 
products in Indian life insurance industry. The financial and material resources 
needed for a large sample size for this study is inadequate. it is obvious that 
researcher would not have access to every customers of group life insurance of 
the Indian life insurance industry as respondents to fill questionnaire. Language 
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is also another access limitation as most of'the group insurance policy holders 
cannot read nor understand policy documents. These limitations, in particular. 
are causing us to delimit the study to only major cities firms and to the literate 
insured. In addition, the study is also constrained by time. It is conducted 
within an academic time range. 
.\lthouli ever, effort was made to conduct survey as rigorously as possible but 
certain limitations were unavoidable and such limitations are as follows. 
• the study is based on primary data through survey and questionnaire. 
So this study has been confined to 380 respondents among the 
customers of group life insurance from major cities of India because of 
limited resources and time limitations. 
• The information collected for the purpose of the study was obtained with 
the help of questionnaire framed in a well manner and send to the 
several companies who knows about the group life insurance products. 
• It follows from the above that some element of bias on the part of the 
informant can't altogether be ruled out although however possible cross 
checks were used to verify the corrections of the information. 
• The major part of the stud %' is based on primary source of information 
but somewhere due to non availability of information from direct source 
secondary source is used. 
• 'Ilse present study is basically qualitative in nature but wherever needed 
an appropriate data were used in support or otherwise of the statement 
made. 
• It would have been better to include some more companies from the 
public sector area but the choice was restricted keeping in view the 
limitations of the resources and time and the difficulty of obtaining 
information from public sector undertakings. 
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• Much of the information represents opinions of customers of group life 
insurance products, rather than concrete facts established by detailed 
market research. 
• The Term 'corporate product' is used inconsistently. 'Corporate 
Product' is not clearly defined in many of the sources used for this study 
and in India it is interchangeable term with group insurance under the 
heading of Corporate Solutions which is clearly given on the websites of 
the various life insurance companies like Met Life Insurance, Max New 
York Life Insurance and many others etc, thus, in this study 'corporate 
product' may refer to a 'Group Insurance. 
• Most of the information is based on focus groups, main cities surveys 
and studies. This may mean that information is not completely 
representative of the entire Indian life Insurance Industry. 
• Finally, it is beyond the scope of this research to fully cover all of the 
relevant issues pertaining to the Group life insurance market, and so 
some issues are only briefly dealt with. 
1.13: Delimitation of the Study 
The study has been delimited to only Metropolitan cities of India and the 
reason for choosing these cities is because of industrial and commercial 
locations of India and a sizeable number of insurance companies and 
consumers are located there. Moreover insured/clients in this study have been 
limited to only institutions (Firms(Companies owners), and not the individuals 
who are also customers of group insurance and significance in considering 
overall customer satisfaction with service delivery. Finally, the sample for this 
study has been delimited to a sizeable three hundred and eighty (380) who have 
already bought the group life insurance products. 
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1.14: Conceptual Definitions of the Stud-*- 
The following terms are defined to clarity their use in this study: 
1- ('orjporale Product Group Insurance. 'Corporate Product' is not clearly 
defined in many of the sources used for this study and in India it is 
interchangeable term with group insurance under the heading of' 
Corporate Solutions which is clearly given on the websites of the 
various life insurance companies like Met Life Insurance. Max Ne%\ 
York Life Insurance and many others etc, thus, in this study 'corporate 
product' may refer to a '(rroup Insurance. 
Group Insurance. Group insurance is an insurance that covers a group of 
people. usually who are the members of societies, emplo,-ees of a common 
employer, or professionals in a common group. Group insurance is a coverage 
plan in which individual employees or members are included under one 'master 
policy' owned by their employers. Because the group insurance plan has so 
many contributors, the policy often provides coverage for more services at a 
much lower cost per participant. Group insurance today embraces group life 
insurance, group accident and health insurance, group accidental death and 
dismemberment insurance, and group annuities (William J. Graham). Group 
life insurance is almost a universal employee benefit. Group life insurance 
coverage on employees and dependents is widely available through employer-
sponsored plans, labor unions, multiple employer trusts, professional 
associations. and'other groups (George F. Re:jda. et, al 1947). 
1.15: Structure of Research Questionnaire 
In this study, the structure of questionnaire validated to measure the different of 
group life insurance customer's satisfaction in India. Obviously, the 
questionnaires assures unfaltering of the respondents that further bring out 
exact responses. This research presents the satisfaction consequence of service 
quality provided by life insurance companies in India. As this manner, the 
questionnaires are divided into three sections: 
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Section I: General Information 
Section2: Customers' Expectation 
Section 3: Customers Perceptions 
Section I of questionnaire consists of eighteen questions to find out the 
respondents attitude towards to the life insurance companies in India. Also, this 
first section reveals of the respondents' life insurance distribution channel 
either Agent or corporate agent. Then, the reasons on deciding to buy via this 
channel and the media that they perceived through are revealed as well. 
Section 2 and 3 used to measure the customer satisfaction by evaluating service 
quality in Group Life Insurance in India. The SERVQUAL instrument was 
selected to measure service quality SFRVQUAI, initiated by Parasuraman et 
al, 1988, emphasizes on the service attributes. 
SFRVQUAT. can be functionalized by both qualitative and quantitative 
research. Nevertheless. SERVQUAL model is normally used in quantitative 
research and including questionnaire, indicated by Kasper et al, 1999. 
Referring to Kasper et al, 1999, stated that the wording of the question asks 
should be state positively or the negatively worded question to avoid artificial 
results. In this research, SERVQUAL ask the respondents to evaluate 44 items 
using the rating of a seven-point scale worded positively in short statements. 
The seven-point scale used for the SERVQUAL was 1= Strongly Disagree, 
2=Disagree, 3= Slightly Disagree, 4=Neutral, 5=Slightly Agree, 6Agree and 
7=Strongly Agree. These items were customized to evaluate the customers' 
perception and outlook of service quality which consequence to customer 
satisfaction on the life insurance industry. 
Section 2 of the questionna ire is to identify respondents' outlook on the service 
provide by Life Insurance Companies in India. The outlooks are measured by 
the 22 service attributes used seven-point interval scale, worded positively in 
short statements. 
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Perceived Service 
Expected Scnice 
AGENT: 
Tangibility 
Reliability 
Responsiveness 
Assurance 
Empathy 
CORPORATE 
AGENT: 
Tangibility 
Reliability 
Responsiveness 
Assurance 
Empathy 
OverallCustonwr 
Service SatisPnction Qualily 
Section 3 of the questionnaire is to cover on the perceptions of respondents on 
the service provided by the life insurance companies in India. Of course, the 
entirely questions are on seven-point interval scale. 
The section 2 and section 3 of the questionnaire has five parts which related to 
the variables recommended by Parasuraman et al. 1998: tangibles, reliability, 
responsiveness, assurance and empathy. 
Section 3 emphasized on emergence of service provided, claim process, 
supportive customer service. trustworthiness of the insurer and insure attention. 
This part also has 22 items on the services with worded positively in short 
statements that meet customer satisfaction. This part also enquires the summary 
attitude toward the satisfaction on the distribution channel and their future 
willingness to use the channel. 
1.16: Conceptual Research Framework 
All details related to the research framework clearly shown by the figure 1.1 
given below. 
Independent 	~V 	Dependent 
Variablex `~~/ 	Variables 
Figure: 1.1: Conceptual Research Framework Using SERVQUAL Model 
(Parasuranman, Zeithaml and Berry, 1988) 
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1.17: Chapter Scheme 
The whole study has been divided into six chapters; First chapter is on 
Introduction which is detailed above. Second chapter is devoted to selective 
reviews of literature related to the Insurance Industry and related to research 
study, despite the fact that a lesser work has been done especially on 
distribution channel strategies of group insurance of life insurance industry. 
Third chapter depicts conceptual frame work of the insurance and life 
insurance industry and It deals with the overall development from the 
beginning the latest position. Fourth chapter gives a detail overview of 
corporate product or group insurance product and about the distribution 
channel strategies in Indian life insurance industry. Fifth chapter is heart of 
thesis and focused on distribution channel strategies of group insurance 
products in India and gives detail analysis of information obtained with the 
help of questionnaire and interviews and interpretation of formulated 
hypotheses for this research work. Chapter sixth involves the summarization, 
conclusion implications and suggestions for potential future research. the 
whole study has also been shown by the structural presentation as fig. 1.2 given 
below. 
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2.1: Introduction 
This section reviews prior research related to both group life insurance 
purchase and its services provided by the distribution channels but as such 
there is no existing research has examined the group insurance products and its 
distribution strategies of the life insurance companies in India. However, a 
related literature has examined individually about the group insurance products 
and distribution channels strategies and lastly the customer satisfaction through 
service quality as distribution channel main motive is to satisfy the customer by 
providing the quality service delivery to their customers. 
This chapter includes 1) Studies on Life Insurance; 2) Studies on Group 
Insurance policies; 3) Empirical Studies on the Distribution channels and 4) 
Customer Services and Satisfaction. 
2.2; Life Insurance 
Life insurance in India is bright and returning the market to strong growth with 
strong economic expansion, increasing affluence and the emergence of the 
middle class. Life insurance is considered as a social security tool because 
without the provision of insurance, this human society would consist of hapless 
old people, helpless widows, unprotected orphans and the economy would not 
survive let alone grow, factories would not restart after a tire, houses cannot be 
rebuilt after an earthquake or a cycle or a motorcycle for that matter cannot he 
replaced after being stolen unlike a socialist society or a highly developed 
capitalist society where the State takes care of individuals who become 
destitute or deprived, in a developing society like ours, the State is too poor to 
take up such responsibilities (Agarwal. R, 2011). An individual with economic 
security is fairly certain that he can satisfy his needs (food, shelter, medical 
care, and so on) in the present and in the future. Economic risk (which we will 
refer to simply as risk) is the possibility of losing economic security". The 
cooperative or pooling) concept became formalized in the insurance industry, 
Under a formal insurance arrangement each insurance products customers 
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(policyholder) still implicitly pools his risk with all other policyholders" 
(Anderson and Brown. 2005). 
The consumer definition of insurance differs significantly from the 
interpretations of the actuarial profession and the private insurance industry. 
the actuary views insurance in terms of the probabilistic law of large numbers 
and the central limit theorem as "a mechanism for translerrinu actuarial risk 
and dealing with it through pooling" (Dicke. 1996). 
Studies on life insurance investment date back to I leuhner (in Suhir Sen 2008) 
who postulated that human life value has certain qualitative aspects that gives 
rise to its economic value. But his idea was normative in nature as it suggested 
'how much' of life insurance to be purchased and not 'what' will be purchased. 
There were no guidelines regarding the kind of life policies to be selected 
depending upon the consumers capacity and the amount of risk to be carried in 
the product. 
Ileubner (in Suhir. Sen. 2008) who postulated that human life value has certain 
qualitative aspects that give rise to its economic value and its judgments are made 
on both the normative as well as positive issues. Subsequent studies by Yaari (1965), 
Borch (1977). Karni and /ilcha (1985 and 1986). Lewis (1989), Bernheim 
(1991) and others gradually incorporated these positive issues. The economics of 
insurance demand became more focused on evaluating the amount of risk to be 
shared/distributed between the insured and the insurer rather than the questions 
and methods for evaluation of life or property values at risk. This was mostly due 
to association of risk(s) with individual life or property that called for an economic 
valuation of the cost of providing insurance. Considering the fact of uncertainties 
associated with the time ot'death and individual can enhance his life time utility via 
purchase of a life insurance policy and can leave a sum assured amount as a 
portion of his income for dependents. 
Pratt (1964) and Mossin (1968) proposed the simple models of' insurance demand 
by considering a risk-averse decision maker endowed with an initial wealth level. 
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[lie results indicate that demand for life insurance varies inversely with the 
amount of wealth an individual possesses. 
Hakansson (1969) examined bequest motive in considerable detail using a 
discrete-time model of demand for financial assets in general and life insurance 
purchase in particular. 
Pissarides (1980) exteixled Yaarfs work to prove that life insurance was theoretically 
capable of absorbing all fluctuations in lifetime income. 
Karni and Zileha (1985) developed a methodology towards measuring 
individuals' risk perceptions (risk averse or otherwise) and how such perceptions 
affect insurance demand. 
Lewis (1989) using a theoretical model concluded that the number of 
dependents also influences the demand for life insurance. 
Berry (1995) present that the life insurance is a specialized service that is 
characterized by involvement of the customers due to the importance of 
tailoring specific needs, the varieties of the products available in market, the 
complexity involved in the policies/processes and the need to involve the 
customer in every aspect of transaction and its required sensitivity is needed in 
dealing with consumers of insurance policies and these characteristics make 
customers to seek long-term relationship with their insurance agents and 
service providers in order to reduce uncertainties and risks. 
Randhey and Ahuja (1999) contended that need for private sector entry has 
been justified on the basis of enhancing the efficiency of operations, achieving 
a greater density and penetration of life insurance in the country, and for 
greater mobilization of long-term savings for sustained development 
infrastructure projects. 
Catalan et al. (2000), lmpavido and Musalem (2000) defines life Insurance 
products as encouragement for long term saving and the reinvestment or 
substantial sums in public and private sector projects. By leveraging their role 
as Financial intermediaries, life insurers have become a key source of long term 
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finance, encouraging the development of financial markets. Life insurance is 
considered to be a fumt of saving. competing with other forms of saving (like 
bank deposits, securities, and other savings) in the market, However, the theory 
of life insurance demand was developed through the life-cycle hypothesis of 
comumptioa  
Rao, S. (2000) analyzed that India is still an underdeveloped insurance market. 
it has a huge catch-up potential. According to him even though there is strong 
potential for expansion of insurance into rural areas, growth has so far 
remained slow. Considering that the bulk of the Indian population still resides 
in rural areas, it is imperative that the insurance industry's development should 
not miss this vast sector of the population. 
Rao Tripti, D. (2000) stated that privatization of insurance industry is based on 
the view that competition would enhance efficiency through increased resource 
utilization. It would spill over as benefits to the consumers in terms of 
reduction in premium costs with proper pricing policy and wider choice. 
Liberalization may also increase the scope of operation of insurance business 
from limited area to untapped areas like health, crop and unemployment. 
Anderson and Brown (2005) consider insurance is a kind of pooling of risk 
concept which became formalized in the insurance industry under a formal 
insurance arrangement each insurance policyholder still implicitly pools their 
risk with all other policyholders. 
Krishnamurthy, S. (2005) revealed that Insurance companies have a pivotal 
role in offering insurance products which meet the requirements of the people 
and, at the same time. are affordable. With the liberalization and entry of 
private companies in insurance, the Indian insurance sector has started showing 
signs of significant change. 
Sebivam (2005) said that "Insurance is simply a devise whereby many people 
contribute to a pool, so that a few who suffer a loss may be compensated". 
Namasivayam et al. (2006) studied the socio-economic factors influencing the 
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decision to obtain life insurance policy and but at the same time other 
socioeconomic factors like age, education level and gender of the policyholders 
are insignificant but income level, occupation and family size are significant 
factors influencing the preference of the policyholders towards various types of 
policies. 
Becerra et aL (2009) pointed out that consumers' tendency for saving is low 
due to the limited credible alternatives to life insurance as a savings vehicle, 
and relatively low penetration of life insurance products. 
Nwankwo et al. 2009 states that insurance can be defined as a risk 
management tool for coping with uncertainties associated with daily living 
whose possession gives a known cost to these uncertainties. 
Clifford et at (2010) the stated that consciousness is low and needs to be 
improved among the uneducated, lower age group and daily earnings class and 
also shows that real growth in life insurance will occur when customers 
recognize the true value of life insurance beyond tax saving. 
In short, the theoretical review generated that life insurance consumption increases 
with the breadwinner's probability of death, the present level of family's 
consumption and the degree of risk aversion. In the next section, researcher 
explores selected empirical studies to highlight the benefit and importance of 
corporate product or group life insurance and its demand. 
2.3: Corporate Product or Group Insurance 
From a basic viewpoint, life insurance policies can be categorized as either 
term life insurance or cash value life insurance (Rejda, 2004). Term life 
insurance provides temporary and pure protection, whereas cash value life 
insurance policies not only provide protection for the whole life of the insured 
but also builds a source of saving/wealth, which is called; the cash value. A 
number of cash value life insurance policies are available to customers in India. 
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This section will review group life insurance products available in market for 
the customers. 
Group Insurance is less complex than individual instu'ance for a number of 
reasons. First since there is one master contract. administrative costs are lower 
also group life insurance contract generally require little or no individual 
evidence of insurability, being underwritten on the basis of the group as a unit. 
Therefore, adverse selection concerns are minimized and Finally most group 
insurance is written as yearly renewable term insurance, one of the most 
standardize insurance products in existence (Black and Skipper, 1994). 
Pauly et al. (1999) illustrated that group insurance is vital for employers, 
employees, and insurance companies. For employers, group insurance provides 
more risk pooling or premium averaging; for insurance companies, the 
administration costs of group insurance are lower than those of individual 
insurance; for employees and their families, group premiums are lower than 
what they would have to pay for individual policies and they often have more 
confidence in insurance companies selected by their employers. 
Vearian (2003) presented that group insurance is designed so that employers 
can get widespread insurance coverage for their employees at a reasonable cost, 
which also helps improve employee benefits and morale, helping companies 
retain talented professionals. 
Gupta and Westall (1994) stated that annuities products being less complex 
than ordinary life insurance and group insurance less complex than the 
individual insurance. 
Feldstein and Allison (1974) emphasize the group insurance as tax advantages, 
whereas Feldstein (1973) cites, in addition to group purchasing and tax 
reductions, the supposed desire of unions and employers to provide visible 
benefits. 
Muncil (2009) given that group insurance has broad benefits and its 
importance cannot be overstated. However, since most group insurance policies 
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are one-year contracts, many group insurance underwriters face the challenge 
of renewing their contracts every year. Employers typically look for ways to 
improve their current plan design, service satisfaction, or insurance rates of 
their policies. To meet market competition, group insurance rates continue to 
drop, sometimes even in cases where claims experiences have been poor. 
A review of the literature, however, indicates that research on group 
insurance and its marketing is very limited and academic research on group 
insurance distribution and marketing is scarce. Furthermore, studies on group 
insurance marketing have been conducted mostly in Western countries but 
because of the increasing importance of Asia in the world economy and 
because of the benefits of group insurance for employers, employees, and 
instance companies, it is essential to explore group insurance marketing and 
its distribution in this region. To fill the gap in the research, we adopt a field 
survey and interviews approach to evaluate how one successful life insurance 
company in India distributed its group insurance products and services. A field 
survey and interviews approach can confine reality in greater detail and allow 
the researcher to investigate a contemporary phenomenon in its real-life context 
when phenomenon and context cannot be separated. Researcher assumed that a 
successful group life insurance marketer in India would be capable of 
establishing its competitiveness through effective distribution channel 
strategies particularly by providing the best possible and quality services 
delivery. There are important theoretical and practical implications to 
understanding how successful life insurance companies in India market their 
group life insurance products and apply distribution channel strategies. 
Consequently. the purposes of this study were to examine how an individual 
Indian life insurance company succeeded in group life insurance distribution 
and how its strategies involved in marketing. To succeed and for survival in 
such a competitive market group insurance markets have to find effective 
distribution channel strategies that help them identify target markets, satisfy 
customer needs, and enhance customer relationships. 
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2.4: Distribution Channel  
Distribution means a company looking for a system that alloxv`-,n ~~ 
gain access and to purchase a product. An efficient distribution structure 
decisions should include i.e. assessing the best way get products to customers, 
determining if products need a reseller network or not, arranging a stable 
ordering system, creating a delivery system, and establishing facilities for 
product storage. 
Despite these differences, the various types of intermediaries nevertheless 
compete for the same customers. (Cummins and Doherty 2006) 
Distribution strategies for group life insurance products in Indian life insurance 
industry would be channelize through following ways: Agent, Corporate 
Agent, broker, bane assurance, alternate channel, online marketing, Worksite 
marketing, sales team and others. 
In context to this, a brief account of reviews about the studies is given below: 
Root, F. (1964) direct channels are more helpful in ensuring that service is 
performed. Indirect channels marketing, on the other hand, were traditionally 
considered to have more stages in the distribution process than direct channels 
marketing and to require fewer investments (in terms of both money and time) 
by the companies than direct marketing. 
Mayers and Smith (1981) suggest that the independent agents have a 
comparative advantage because of their knowledge makes them effective in 
influencing claim settlements and because a threat to switch their business to an 
alternative insurer is credible. These advantages should be more important for 
insurance against risks for which the coverage involves a more complex and 
costly claims settlement process. 
Dubinsky et al. (1988) investigated that when agents' sales supervisors are 
high on initiating, agents had less role indistinctness and more job satisfaction. 
When sales supervisors were high on consideration, agents tend to have less 
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role conflict and higher job satisfaction. Moreover, it was concluded that role 
conflict apparently raises agents' role ambiguity, reduces their job satisfaction, 
and augments their performance. 
Rao and Machiraju (1988) contended that a proper understanding of the 
environment, characteristics, strengths and weaknesses of the available 
financial instruments, and the changing scenario would be of immense 
advantage for the proper and successful functioning of I,IC marketing force. 
de Brentani (1989) and from the viewpoint of Cooper (1979) in a distribution 
system with a tendency towards new market, ability of new channels to better 
satisfy consumer needs, or at lower costs than existing channels, is the final 
conditions For survival and success of' new channels. 
Slattery (1989) states that putting the customer first and, exhibiting trust and 
integrity have been found essential in selling insurance. 
Crosby et al. (1990) stated that if the insurance sales agents fully understand 
the customers' needs and requirements as well as build a trusting relationship 
between them than it will develop and promote long-term mutually beneficial 
relationship. 
Zweifel and Ghermi (1990) concluded that distribution by independent agents 
incurs the highest costs compared to the distribution via exclusive agents, 
branch offices or direct distribution. 
Biemans (1991) concluded that the firm needs to focus on marketing activities 
such as demonstrations of the product, advertising, brand development, 
promotional events, and organizing distribution channels. 
Barrese and Nelson (1992) state that independent agents are better able to deal 
with insurers when there is a conflict with the policyholders, as they can 
threaten to move the customer to another insurer and also contended that 
insurers incur higher monitoring costs when dealing with independent agents. 
l'IcElroy et al. (1993) investigated three forms of commitment namely, job 
involvement, professional commitment, community commitment and their 
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relationship to insurance agents' perceptions, attitudes, and performance. The 
results revealed that professional commitment demonstrated strong and 
pervasive relationship with job perceptions, job attitudes, and annual earned 
income. Community commitment exhibited only isolated effects. In addition. 
Job involvement was significantly associated with some specific job 
perceptions and attitudes but not with performance. 
Dutta et al. (1995) contended that the introduction of an additional channel 
may represent a safeguard against lock-in problems with existing channels and 
that multiple channels facilitate the firm's ability to evaluate the performance 
of the different channels. 
Kitchell (1995) stated that a future orientation will positively affect the 
exploitation of new distribution channels both directly and indirectly mediated 
by willingness to cannibalization. Expected advantages for the customers are 
important in development of new channels projects. Indeed it has more 
emphasized the importance of understanding and meeting customer wants for 
the success of new business services development. 
Berger et aL (1997) contended that due to the higher costs and ability to 
provide higher service quality, independent agency insurers tend to focus on 
complex, counseling-intensive insurance products and compensate for their 
higher costs with higher revenues which result from higher service quality. 
Anderson et al. (1998) stated from the insurers point of view that the use of 
independent agents enables insurers to reduce transaction costs and to write 
more profitable business. 
Barney (in Peng and Dinitch 1998) illustrated that the best intermediary are 
already know the market and products in which they specialized, will already 
have a list of customer and a good connections and networks within those 
markets. 
Posey and Tennyson (1998) stated from a customers' point of view, the higher 
quality from independent agents results from a reduction in search costs. 
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Frazier (1999) conducted a review study to show that charnel integration, 
effective resource allocation, and coordination in integrated supply networks 
can coordinate distribution channels and improve channel performance. 
Chung (2000) observed that 'ideological system' of control not only 
encourages agents to provide life-long personalized and quality services to 
customers, generate strong mutual trust among agents and managers 
themselves, but also made agents willing to behave altruistically, in turn 
sustaining a warm and supportive working environment. 
Corsch (2000) divulged that multiple opportunities like electronic and 
traditional channels both increase the range for segregation and may lead to 
higher customer retention rates which allow the provision of value to the 
customer beyond the main product. 
Jo Black Nancy (2000) stated that Customer perception of the availability of 
channels and a high level confidence to one channel has a positive effect on its 
choice. The more new distribution channels are it is more important that one 
consumer pay attention to the organization's reputation as a saving factor of the 
risk in choosing a distribution channel which means Client characteristics, 
service characteristics, Channel feature and the organization's reputation is very 
important variables for the choice of the distribution channels. 
Malliga (2000) suggested that LIC should adopt special marketing strategies 
and modern sales techniques for better performance of the agents. 
Tam and Wong (2001) narrates that the customer satisfaction and acumen 
orientation significantly influence the future business opportunities and if the 
salespersons are able to foster their relationships with the clients, clients will be 
more satisfied and more willing to trust, and thus secure the long term demand 
for the services. 
Eastman et al. (2002) found that agents appeared to be more concerned about 
non-Internet direct marketing. 
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Jawaharlal and Seethapati (2002) stated that most of the individual selling 
methods and techniques developed because of the challenges of selling 
unsolicited goods. Individuals selling in life insurance are done primarily 
through the independent agents and most of the organizations have also started 
deploying their own direct sales teams. 
Chandrasekhar and Das (2003) maintained that the updated technology not 
only creates now business opportunities, but also improves the business 
profitability and efficiency and LIC can have a competitive advantage over 
private players. as they have a large amount of past data generated over the 
years though their problem could be that they are data rich but information-
poor. 
Gera (2003) contended that distribution in the life insurance industry includes 
the promotion and the personal selling functions. The customer needs to be 
moved through the stages of awareness, interest, desire, action to generate a 
sale and then provide after-sale functions viz, policy delivery, premium 
payment reminder and claims settlement etc. 
Jawaharlal (2003) stated that since insurance organizations have realised the 
importance of timely customer service in the competitive market, the insurance 
agents must have to be on their toes catering to the growing customer needs 
and serving them always. The future referrals can come from satisfied 
customers. The agents need to carry out jobs like collection of premium, 
revival of lapsed policies, nomination and assignment, grant of loans, payment 
of survival benefits, settlement of surrender value. policy alterations and the 
settlement of claims and provided the best service to the customers. 
.1. Mathew et al. (2003) examined a model proposed as an instrument to assess 
some of the possible determinants of customer loyalty. The model was based 
on the agents' ability to deliver on factors related to service quality. The 
measurement scale used in the study was based on the importance/performance 
paradigm. The results, somewhat surprisingly, indicated that respondents 
believed that their individual agents were performing at an above average level. 
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Lal and Dhanda (2003) conducted a survey of agents, development officers, 
and employees to know their perception towards different variables viz., life 
insurance products, amount of premium, working conditions, training 
programmes. computerization and efficiency level etc. The study revealed that 
there are no significant differences in the opinion of agents, development 
officers, and employees with respect to the aforesaid variables. 
Mathew et al. (2003) found that independent agents who have ability to 
effectively communicate information, provide service and effectively solve 
customers problems, will no doubt, be able to sustain long-term business 
relationship with the customers. 
Banumathy and Manickam (2004) concluded that agents providing the good 
services in pre-sales for immediate issuance of policies but once it's issued 
agents don't offer good services means no prompt services after-sales and at 
the stage of maturity when a customer approaches them for settlement of 
claims. It, therefore, makes sense to look at well-balanced, alternative channels 
of distribution and need to perform consistently. 
Muralidharan (2004) stated that tied agents, direct selling, corporate agents, 
group selling, worksite marketing, brokers and cooperative societies, call 
centers, marketing through mailers etc. are the distribution channels being 
utilized by the life insurance industry. 
Verma (2004) remarked that the brokers are specialists and are unlike agents. 
Brokers facilitate insurance activity on the most basic level, by getting clients 
the protection they need at the price they can afford and at the time they need 
it. Agents may not be able to strike best deals, as they do not have access to the 
entire insurance market but brokers can do wonders for their clients. 
Raju Satya 12. (2004) concluded that the insurance agents, development 
officers' employees, executives at different levels should work together to 
achieve the objectives and mission and also to face the present and future 
competition as a challenge. The insurance product and services should be 
designed and offered as per the customer requirements. 
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Wallace et al. (2004) observed that a multiple channel distribution strategy 
serves as an instrument by which to increase customers' satisfaction and 
customer loyalty, which is of particular importance in an increasingly 
competitive enviramtcnt. 
Bliat (2005) stated that most of the traditional insurance products have been 
sold through independent agents who are not the regular or on-roll employees 
of the organisation and the organisational success, however critically depends 
on the effectiveness of these people because independent agents is the public 
face of an insurance company. 
Jampala (2005) stated that direct sales channel is more useful for corporate 
sales (group insurance business) and even for catering to the High Net-worth 
Individuals (HNIs) and its reduce the dependency on the tied agents. 
Noor and Muhamad (2005) suggested that organizational commitment and 
intrinsic motivation positively influence salespeople to perform customer-
orientation behaviour in their selling activities. 
Rajatanavin (2005) found that whole brand image of the company, depends 
directly on the sales force and its ability to develop strong relationship with 
customers. 
Woodside and Biemans (2005) concluded that bringing a new product to 
market requires new activities and resources related to the creation of demand, 
markets, delivery channels and successful diffusion of products requires 
adoption among users, complementors and intermediaries which is very 
important for successful products service. 
Fan and Cheng (2006) suggested that life insurance companies need to train 
their sales representatives to an adequate standard in competencies of problem 
solving, communication, information technology utilization, culture 
compatibility, emotional intelligence, collective competence and ethics. 
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Eckardt, M (2007) states that the main function of intermediaries is to ensure 
the correspondence between the particular needs of the potential clients and the 
insurers products. 
Moller and Rajala (2007) concluded that those firms with innovative approach 
may create future demand and new markets by integrating their complementary 
resources, products, and channel relationships through networking. 
Falande et al (2007) illustrated that the Insurance industry is going to witness 
sea changes in its marketing strategies. ]'hc existing and the new insurers will 
devise different strategies to retain and enhance their market share. It would be 
done by various methods by bringing in new practices, settings new service 
standards and creating new benchmarks. 
Sharma and Mehrotra (2007) showed that although multi-channel strategies 
increase the firm's reach for customers, multiple channels also create channel 
conflict and increase the dil•liculty for a lirm to recover its costs. 
Harrison and Waluszewski (2008) evaluate that customers and other external 
factors to the firm may have an important role in commercialization by 
identifying potential users, demonstrating how the product works, assessing its 
market potential, and evaluating the extent to which it meets user needs. 
Eckardt.M and D.S. Rathke (2010) used a sample of 927 insurance 
intermediaries in Germany. By performing 01.5 estimations, they tested the 
impact of the different distribution channels and other factors on 
intermediaries' service quality. Depending on the proxies used for service 
quality, they found mixed evidence for the product quality hypothesis. Service 
quality depended to a large extent on the information-gathering and processing 
activities of the individual intermediaries, independent of the respective 
distribution channel. 
Selvakumar and Privan (2010) found that insurance companies are 
increasingly taping the semi-urban and rural areas to take across the message of 
protection of life through insurance cover. Higher level of protection implies 
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that customers are more conscious of the need for risk mitigation, grater 
security, and about the future of their dependents. Insurance sector has been 
evolving and improving its underwriting and risk management abilities. 
A.A. Maiyanki, S.S. Mokhtar (2011) in this ICT age, there is substantial 
growth of internet based services. This study states that how to gain a better 
understanding of the service quality dimensions that affect customer 
satisfaction in online marketing from a customer perspective and identifies 
seven service quality dimensions having a strong impact on customer 
satisfaction. 
But in practical indirect channels were found to provide many benefits, 
particularly for Group Life Insurance companies in India. Therefore, the 
literature does not provide a conclusive answer as to what the best distribution 
channel is. At the conceptual level, it might not seem appropriate to examine 
the choices of distribution channels separately direct versus indirect. However, 
in practice, these two types (Agent and Corporate agent) of distribution systems 
signify two ends of a continuum. The life insurers choices of different 
distribution channels pose the interesting question that which distribution 
channel will improve the customer satisfaction level of corporate product's 
customers. Hence, the objective of this research is to assess the customer 
satisfaction level between Agent and Corporate Agent in the Indian life 
insurance industry. Jr order to assess the impact of distribution channel on 
customer's satisfaction in the Indian life insurance industry, this research 
estimates the customer's expectation and customer perception as two kinds of 
attributes which leads to overall customer satisfaction in case of group life 
Insurance products to the different firms. 
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2.5: Customer Satisfaction and Service Quality 
Customer 
Insurance businesses as well as other businesses are responsive of the need to 
serve customers better. They are improving their services through a variety of 
initiatives. One of the things at the bottom of these initiatives is a consideration 
of what a customer is (Partridge, 2002). 
Hayes (1997) express that "Customers' is a generic term referring to anybody 
who receives a service or product from some other person or group of people. 
Reizenstein, Richard C. (2004) and Kendall, Stephanie D. (2007) stated that 
customer also known as a client, buyer, or purchaser is the recipient of a good, 
service, product, or idea, obtained from a seller, vendor, or supplier for a 
monetary or other valuable consideration. 
Nimako and Azumah, (2009) illustrated that customer also included by 
extension any entity that uses or experiences the services of another and also be 
a viewer of the product or service that is being sold despite deciding not to buy 
them. 
Customer service 
Grunrous (2000) defined service as, "A service is a process consisting of a 
series of more or less intangible activities that normally, but not necessarily 
always, take place in interactions between the customer and service employees 
and/or physical resources or goods and/or systems of the service provider, 
which are provided as solutions to customer problems". 
Walfricd et al. (2000) asserted that '`service as a set of characteristics that meet 
the clients' needs, strengthen the links between the organization and customers 
which ultimately enhance the clients value as well." 
Ylikoski (2001) brings up that serving has the attributes of changing and 
disappearing. In addition. customers participate in producing the service. 
Therefore, it is no wonder that the customer can experience the service in 
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various different ways. The quality of the service eventually depends on the 
customer's experience.  
Rissanen (2005) states that exploring; developing and analysing service is 
difficult since its central nature is irrelevant. Service is produced and consumed 
at the same time. 
Customer Snrisf ietion 
Cardnzo (1965) also confirms that the higher the level of customer 
satisfaction, the more likely the customer will make repeated purchases and 
purchase other products or services of the firm. Generally speaking, if the 
customers are satisfied with the provided goods or services, the probability that 
they use the services again increases. Also, satisfied customers will most 
probably talk enthusiastically about their buying or the use of a particular 
service; this will lead to positive advertising. On the other hand, dissatisfied 
customers will most probably switch to a different brand; this will lead to 
negative advertising. 
Customer satisfaction is said to be central to the marketing concept, with 
grounds of strategic connections between satisfaction and service performance 
(Truch, 2006). 
Churchill and Surprenant (1982) describe the process in terms of a cognitive 
comparison between prior expectations and the perceived performance of a 
product or service. Consumers are said to be satisfied when actual outcomes 
exceed expectations in the positive direction (positive disconfirmation), are 
dissatisfied when outcomes exceed expectations in the negative direction 
(negative disconfirmation), and are satisfied (or not dissatisfied) when 
outcomes match expectations (zero or simple disconfirmation). 
Tse and Wilton (1988), Pizam and Ellis (1999) described satisfaction is 
measured to be a global assessment of a customer's familiarity with a product 
or service offering. Global assessments of service experiences has been 
described as a cognitive assessment of the sum total of satisfactions with the 
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individual elements or attributes of all the products and services that make up 
the experience. 
Davitlow and Uttal (1989) commended that customer's expectation is formed 
by many uncontrollable factors which include previous experience with other 
companies and their advertising, customers, psychological condition at the time 
of service delivery, customer background and values and the images of the 
purchased product. 
Mackenzie et al. (1996) as cited in Back et al. (2009) that in the era of 
increased competition, the importance of achieving high levels of customer 
satisfaction has gained the attention of researchers and practitioners alike; as it 
(customer satisfaction) is fundamental to the marketing concept as the notion of 
satisfying the needs and desires of consumers. 
Wilkinsson and Young (1999) stated that bond-building and achievement 
should be seen as an active process and the various dimensions of a 
relationship network and self organise into a mutually consistent pattern of 
performance, perceptions, and attitudes. 
Edvardsson et al. (2000) stated that the customer satisfaction has greater 
influence on retention of customers and add-on of newly customers which help 
in profits for service companies. 
Liu (2000) stated that customer satisfaction is a function of service 
performance relative to the customer expectation and it is important to 
understand how customer expectation is formed in order to identify the factors 
of service satisfaction, 
Hernon and Whilwan (2001) defined customer satisfaction as a measure of 
how the customer perceives service delivery. 
Reisig and Chandek (2001) conferred the fact that different customers have 
different expectations, based on their knowledge of a product or service and 
this can be implied that a customer may estimate what the service performance 
will be or may think what the performance ought to be. 
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Rohtedo (2001) stated that customer satisfaction and reliability gained through 
high quality services create competitive advantage as well as essential long-
term success for firms and due to this, companies are searching for different 
strategic management choices to gain highly perceived service quality in their 
firms. 
Kemeloor (2002) and Osuagw a (2002) illustrated that if companies to be 
efficient and et!ecti%e in toda-,'s business environment and market place, 
organizations have to evolve strategies. policies and practices that should be 
different from those used in the past: this is because of the continual changes in 
the business environment and the near unpredictable nature of the environment 
and one of such strategies for a product like insurance will be the perceived 
quality ot'thc product offered to the customers. 
Manning and Reece (2004) assumed that the assessment of the service product 
will increase when sales personnel offer the customer more than expected and 
that customer has to acquire value from the relationship. Reliability, credibility. 
reaction willingness, empathy towards the customer, queues, size and 
atmosphere in addition to the tangible environment of the service place, locality 
and fulfilling customer needs all create customer satisfaction. 
Homburg ct al. (2005) contended that customer satisfaction has acquired a 
significant position in the marketing literature over the last few decades as 
satisfied customers can provide a long-term benefit for companies. This may 
include customer loyalty/retention and higher profitability. 
Jang and Liu (2009) contended the most widely recognized theory which is the 
expectancy-discontirmation theory, with this theory, customers' satisfaction 
judgments are the results of comparisons between customers' expectations and 
perceived performance. If the perceived performance happens to be more than 
the expectation, the expectation is said to be positively disconfirmed and the 
customer is satisfied. IIowever, it' the perceived performance is less than the 
expectation, the expectation will be negative discontrmation and the customer 
will be pronounced as dissatisfied. 
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M. H Siddiqui and T. C. Sharma (2010) investigated that liberalization of the 
financial services sector has led to insurance companies functioning 
increasingly under competitive pressures; so companies are consequently 
directing their strategies towards increasing customer satisfaction and loyalty 
through improved service quality. 
Z. Yaacob (2010) author enlightened that the customer satisfaction requires 
continuous improvement at different intensity levels and indicated that there 
exists a significant difference in customer satisfaction between highly prevalent 
and less prevalent itnplemcnters. 
Service Quality 
A service has been described as an activity or benefit that one party can offer to 
another that is essentially intangible and does not result in the ownership of 
anything with its production been or otherwise not tied to a physical product 
(Kotler and Armstrong 2008). Service quality can be defined as the 
difference between customers' expectations for service accomplishment prior 
to the service encounter and their perceptions of the service received 
(Asubonteng el-al, 1996). Services however, can be distinguished from goods 
by the following characteristics namely: intangibility, inseparability, 
variability, perishability, and ownership. 
Swan and Comb (1976) in their study identified two important dimensions of 
service quality; `instrumental quality' - describing quality in terms of their 
physical aspect and `Expressive' dimension relating to the intangible or 
psychological aspect of the service. 
Crosby (1984) defined Quality as conformity to requirement while Zeithaml er 
al, (1993) suggested that quality is capable of been assessed by three levels of 
expectation namely, the consumers expectation about the desired level of 
service; what the customer wants and the predicted service level. 
Parasuraman et al. (1985) concluded that service quality is the degree and 
tendency of incongruity between customers' service perceptions and 
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expectations. It is generally agreed by sonic to be the core criterion for overall 
customer service. 
King (1992) extracted four important insurance quality factors from the study 
conducted by the National Association of Life Underwriters and the factors are; 
financial stability of the company, reputation of the insurer, agent integrity and 
the quality of information and guidance from the agent. 
Ennew et al. (1993) indicated that a comparison of mean scores on the 
importance of service attributes provides a very effective method of measuring 
the ability of services to meet the needs of the customers. 
loran (1993) established that quality should form the basis of all the activities 
going in insurance industry because customer want more quality service 
through responsive agents with better contact and personalized 
communications from the insurer, also accurate transactions and quickly solved 
problems are kind of service expected by the customers. 
Walker and Baker (2000) opined that one of the crucial elements of insurance 
quality understands of customers' expectation because their expectations serve 
as standards against which service performance is measured. 
Brady and Cronin (2001) said that quality is not really different from the 
satisfaction that a consumer can derive from the consumption of that service 
and hence, satisfaction can serve as a means of measuring quality. 
Fitzsimmons and Fitzsimmons (2001) stated that service quality is the 
reinforcement of services marketing and the foundation of sustainable success 
and survival in the marketplace because of the unpredictable development of 
service sectors worldwide, service quality is today considered as a driver to 
corporate marketing and financial performance. 
Taylor (2001) described that quality of service, customer satisfaction and 
loyalty are fundamental for the survival of insurers and further added that 
development of close relation with the customers, quality after sales services 
and good customer relation can lead to very positive results for the insurers. 
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Tam and Wong (2001) asserted that customer satisfaction and the 
salesperson's relation course of actions significantly influences the prospect 
business opportunities and as the salespersons is able to improve their 
relationships with the clients, clients are more satisfied and are more willing to 
trust, and thus secures the long-term demand for the services. 
Gefan (2002) also defined service quality as the opinionated comparison that 
customers make between the quality of the service that they want to receive 
and what they actually get. 
Helier et al. (2003) found that in insurance purchase brand preference is an 
intervening factor between customer satisfactions and repurchase intention and 
the main factor influencing the brand preference is the perceived value and 
customer satisfaction. 
Joseph et at (2003) concluded that insurance agents should constantly monitor 
the level of satisfaction among his/her customers to keep themselves close to 
the customers for fulfilling their needs. 
Affiaine Abmad (2008) assessed service quality in insurance industry to 
evaluate Customer's general expectation and perception of insures in terms of 
service olYered at the insurance service counter and its shows huge gap for 
reliability, responsiveness and empathy in which reliability shows highest gap 
between customer's perception and expectation. Thus, results of this study 
underscore the need for insurance provider to gear customer service and quality 
improvement efforts towards component of reliability. 
Baran et al (2008) states that it is usually agreed that service quality and 
service satisfaction are related, but some doubt how exactly they are related. In 
an effort to answer this question, the authors add that customer satisfaction is 
transaction specific whereas customers attitude toward a company's service 
quality is an enduring attitude. 
A. Ismail et al. (2009) the authors highlighted that service quality is a decisive 
determinant of organisational competitiveness. The ability of an organisation 
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implements service quality program will positively motivate customers' 
perceive value; this may lead to increased their satisfaction, 
C. Christou et al. (2009) examined that the marketers have been working 
industriously to determine the factors that lead to customer satisfaction 
presuming thnt customer satisfaction automatically leads to repeated customers. 
Service quality, customer satisfaction, customer loyalty and repeat business are 
issues well recognized and investigated by researchers. 
C.Dominiei (2010) focused that in order to he successful in the market it is not 
sufficient to attract new customers managers must concentrate on retaining 
existing customers implementing effective policies ol'customer satisfaction and 
loyalty. 
M. 1. lshaq (2010) investigated the impact of service quality on the overall 
customer satisfaction and the findings of this research provide insights for the 
managers to develop and maintain the customer's desired service quality. 
Siddique and Sharma (2010) observed that quality insurance services help to 
distinguish one from others who arc also offering identical services; also it 
offers a way of achieving success among competitors. 
Ueno (2010) the authors observed that "the service quality gaps model is the 
conceptualization of service quality as the gap between customer expectations 
on the services and perceptions of the service performance". 
A. P_ Korda and A. Song (2011) concluded the concept of service quality in 
the marketing literature. Several measurement scales have been proposed, but 
some of these take into account only the method of measurement and ignore 
the idea that the same instrument may not be able to be automatically applied in 
different industries or in different cultures. Therefore, this research aims is to 
evaluating the quality of insurance services provided by the agent and 
corporate agent in India using customers' assessment, so as to come out with 
effective strategies that will offer best value to the customers, profitability to 
the insurance companies; and overall boost the demand for group life insurance 
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in India. However, not niuch research on customer satisfaction with distribution 
channels in life Insurance Industry in India related to the group life insurance 
products. This research, therefore seeks to cut into customer satisfaction with 
distribution channel in the life insurance industry in India with emphasis on 
group life insurance products. the wide range of literature on service quality 
and customer satisfaction is that service quality and customer satisfaction are 
conceptually distinct but closely related constructs (Parasuraman et.al, 1994; 
Dabholkar. 1995; Shemwell et.al, 1998). The effort adopts a different approach 
(from the earlier works on service quality and customer satisfaction) to 
operationalize customer satisfaction. In order to investigate the link between 
service quality and customer satisfaction, operating elements of service quality 
and customer satisfaction are required. The research literature on service 
quality has identified numerous models by different researchers across the 
world. However, the SERVQUAL instrument (Parasuraman et.a1,1988), a 22-
item scale that measures service quality along five factors, namely reliability, 
responsiveness, assurance, empathy and tangibles, forms the foundation on 
which all other works have been built. On these factors this research examining 
the relationship between service quality and customer satisfaction. 
No as such study has been carried out in the area of Customer satisfaction for 
the customers of Group life insurance products. Given the importance of the 
life insurance industry in India in terms of increasing market size, growing 
competition and the share of the total insurance premium market, this study 
attempts to identify the service quality dimensions which contribute to the 
maximum customer satisfaction in the selling of group life insurance products 
in India. 
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3.1: Introduction 
India's immediate rate of' economic growth over the past decade has been one 
of the most significant developments in the global financial system. '111is 
growth traces its origin in the introduction of economic liberalization in the 
early 1990s. which has equipped India to take advantage of its economic 
potential and to a large extent raise the standard of living of' its people. The 
Indian economy is the world's eleventh-largest by nominal (iI)P and third-
largcst by purchasing power parity (PPP). India became one of the fastest-
grou, in`t major economies, post economic reforms in 1991 and projected GIMP 
of India in 2013 is `,oink,, to be 52 trillion which makes India at tenth rank and 
projected GDP in 2015 is going to be S2.9 trillion and it will come on ninth 
rank. (World Defense Review) 
India is one of' the G-20 major economies and a member of' 13RICS (Brazil. 
Russia. India, China and South Africa). In 2011, the country's GDP PPP per 
capita was 53.703 International Monetary Fund (IMF), 127th in the world, thus 
making a lower-middle income economy (Report. Investing in India). India 
recorded the highest growth rates in the slid-2000s. and is one of the fastest-
growing economies in the world. The growth was led primarily due to a huge 
increase in the size of' the middle class consumer, a large labor force and 
considerable foreign investments. India is the fourteenth largest exporter and 
eleventh largest importer in the world. Economic growth rates are projected at 
around 7.5percent for the 2011-12 fiscal years. India's large service industry 
accounts for 57.2percent of the country's GDP while the industrial and 
agricultural sectors contribute 28.6percent and I4.6percent respectively. 
(Economic Survey, 2010) 
The insurance industry is a key component of' the financial infrastructure of an 
economy, and its viability and strengths have far reaching consequences for not 
only its money and capital markets, but also for its real sector. A well 
developed and evolved insurance sector is a boon for economic development as 
it provides long-term funds for infrastructure development and concurrently 
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strengthens the risk-taking ability of the country. Further, insurance has been a 
notable employment generator. not only for the insurance industry, but has also 
created significant demand fir a range of associated professionals such as 
brokers, insurance advisors, agents. underwriters, claims managers and 
actuaries. It is not surprising" therefore, that economists have long argued that 
insurance facility is necessary to ensure the completeness of' a market (B. 
Suman. 1999). 
India's growing consumer class, rising insurance awareness, increasing 
domestic savings and investments are among the most critical factors that have 
positively driven the market penetration of' the insurance products among its 
customer's segments. However, there are large untapped areas, which have yet 
not benefited from the upside of insurance. Imparting financial literacy. 
incentivizing Indian households to transfer savings from physical assets to 
financial assets and taking the distribution network to rural areas are expected 
to help bring more and more individuals within the insurance ambit. While 
insurance penetration in India is higher than that in countries such as China and 
Brazil. it still has a considerably long way to go. «'ith new insurance company 
coming in India , increase in awareness about Insurance in India and good 
marketing and advertising campaigns carried out by the insurers will give rise 
and will grow the insurance market in future. The life insurance business is 
significantly influenced by the state of the economy of a country and major 
factors that influence it are the rate of growth of GDP. the levels of domestic 
savings, household financial savings, disposable income. etc. The size of' the 
life insurance market is also influenced by the rate of growth of population, 
social security and healthcares systems. changes in customs, social practices 
risks etc. It has been observed that societies in which the standard of living has 
been steadily improving experience high insurance penetration. Market 
competition exerts a very positive influence on market expansion. The recent 
upsurges in the Indian economy and market reforms leading to competition 
have created tremendous opportunities for the growth of the life insurance 
industry. However, in the present chapter researcher will discuss insurance and 
life insurance only and its past and present scenario. 
3.2: Insurance-A Basic Concept 
Insurance is generally considered a means of protecting one's family against 
the unforeseeable circumstance of the death of an earning member. However, 
there are a number of other benefits that are not apparent. Some benefits accrue 
to the individuals and their families, while others assist economic development. 
For instance, an insurance company takes the risk of large and uncertain losses 
in exchange for small premiums. This gives a sense of confidence and security 
to the insured individual through the protection of insurance in the event of an 
unfortunate incident. In large sized commercial and industrial organizations, it 
facilitates operations as many of the risks are transferred to the insurer 
(NCAER, 2011). 
By the nature of its business, insurance is closely linked to saving and 
investing. The mutual dependence of insurance and capital markets plays an 
instrumental role in channeling funds and investment capabilities to augment 
the development potential of the Indian economy. 
Insurance is a form of risk management which is used primarily to protect 
against the risk of a contingent, uncertain loss. Insurance is defined as the 
equitable transfer of the risk of loss, from one entity to another, in exchange for 
payment (ABC Consult Biz). Insurance is essentially an arrangement where the 
losses experienced by a few are extended among many who are exposed to 
similar risks. It is a protection against financial loss that may occur due to an 
unexpected event The insured receives a contract called an insurance policy 
which details the conditions and circumstances tinder which the insured will be 
compensated (A. Sugutha Rania, 2007). 
The different types of insurance have come about by practice within insurance 
companies, and by the influence of legislation controlling the transacting of 
insurance business. Broadly, insurance may be classified into the following 
categories: (NOS Study Material) 
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Basis of Nature of 	Business point of 	Risk point of View 
Insurance 	Views 
Life Insurance 	 I,ife Insurance 	Personal Insurance 
Fire Insurance General Insurance 	Property Insurance 
Marine Insurance 	I 	 Liability Insurance 
Social Insurance Fidelity 	Guarantee 
Miscellaneous Insurance 	 Insurance 
Source: NOS Study Material 
Life insurance or life assurance is a contract between the policy owner and the 
insurer, %%- here the insurer agrees to pay the designated beneficiary a spun of 
money upon the occurrence of the insured individual's death or other event. 
such as terminal or critical illness. In return, the policy owner agrees to pay a 
stipulated amount at regular intervals or in lump sums (Intelligent 
Investments). Insurance other than 'Life Insurance' falls under the categor\ of 
General Insurance. General Insurance comprises of insurance of property 
against tire, burglary etc, personal insurance such as accident and health 
insurance, and liability insurance which covers legal liabilities. There are also 
other covers such as errors and omissions insurance for professionals, credit 
insurance etc. (Imam. Ashraf. 2011) 
3.3: Developmental Phases of Insurance 
The insurance industry in India has come a long way since India abandoned 
public sector exclusivity in the insurance industry in favor of market-driven 
competition with the passage of the Insurance Regulatory and Development 
Authority (IRDA) Act in 1999. This shift has brought about major changes to 
the industry for both the life and non-life insurance sectors in India, which were 
nationalized in the 1950s and 1960s. respectively, were liberalized in the 
1990s. The beginning of a new era of insurance development has seen the entry 
of international insurers, the proliferation of innovative products and 
distribution channels, as well as the raising of supervisory standards. The 
growing demand for insurance around the world continues to have a positive 
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effect on the insurance industry across all economies. India. being one of the 
fastest-growing economics (even in the current global economic slowdown), 
has exhibited a significant increase in its GDP. and an even larger increase in 
its GDP per capita and disposable income. Increasing disposable income. 
coupled with the high potential demand for insurance ot'ferings. has opened 
many doors for both domestic and foreign insurers. The insurance industry in 
India has visibly progressed since the time when businesses were tightly 
regulated and concentrated in the hands of a 1e~v public sector insurers. The 
following table given below as table 3.1 briefly depicts the evolution of the 
insurance sector in India in tabular form. In India, the Ministry of Finance is 
responsible for enacting and implementing legislations for the insurance sector 
with the Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority (IRDA) entitled 
with the reLulatory and developmental role. 1'he government also owns the 
majority share in some major companies in both life and non-life insurance 
segments. With the passage of the Insurance Regulatory and Development 
Authority' Act in 1999. India abandoned public sector exclusivity in the 
insurance industry in favor of market-driven competition. This shift has 
brought about major changes to the industry. The new era of insurance 
development has seen the entry of international insurers, the proliferation of 
innovative products and distribution channels, and the raising of supervision 
standards. 
The period post-sector liberalization, which known as Phase I. has witnessed an 
unprecedented surge in the sales of insurance products. with the industry 
recording a CAGR of 24.2 per cent in annualized premium equivalent during 
FYOO-05. (CII Report, Sep 2010) 
The insurance industry, in its first phase of development, has been relying on 
regular capital infusions from the promoters as its lifeline. High new business 
strain and expanding distribution networks have resulted in accounting losses 
across the industry. In order to meet their commitment toward claim settlement 
and reserve creation, promoters have been investing additional capital, 
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resulting in "cash-burn." The trade-off between "growth" and "profitability" 
was heavily inclined toward the former. 
The next four to five years can he termed as Phase II. which saw players focus 
on an expanding product range. developing innovative products and building a 
robust distribution channel. During this period. i.e.. FY05-09. the industry 
grew at a Compounded Annual Growth rate (C'AGR) of 25.9 percent. Insurers 
were shifting weight from the phase I (philosophy of growth versus 
profitability) to the Phase II (mantra of profitable growth). As a result, the 
focus shifted from "growth" to "profitabilitN." with product pricing becoming 
more rational based on more conservative assumptions. Product innovation 
continued and traditional policies gained some foothold in an otherwise unit-
linked investment plans (ULIP) driven market. 
The Indian life insurance industry stands at the threshold of launching its Phase 
III growth. the phase is marked by bringing the industry to a stable position, 
ensuring "stable profitable growth." Most large players will now look to 
decelerate the pace of distribution growth and increase their focus on the 
retention of channel partners as well as improve channel productivity. Further. 
insurance companies are working toward improving persistency. 
At this cross section, the role of the regulator becomes critical. The Insurance 
Regulatory and Development Authority (IRDA) is in the finalization stage vis-
a-vis most of its regulations, which would be instrumental in navigating the 
future course of the insurance industry. IRDA has introduced certain 
regulations to help improve disclosures, profitability and capital as well as 
ensure consumer protection. Further, the regulator is amid finalizing the norms 
for the initial public offering ([PO) of insurance companies. In a sector where 
none of the players are listed, the IPO of insurance companies could be a 
milestone in the future growth of the sector. Risk management plays a very 
critical role in the insurance business. In the next three to four years. India 
plans to shift from the current solvency I norms to risk-based solvency norms, 
called the solvency II model. This change will result in the better 
apportionment of risk in the backdrop of the actual risk associated with the 
asset. \Vith the rising competition, the industry may also witness consolidation 
among smaller players and the emergence of some large players. The regulator 
is in the process of finalizing guidelines for mergers and acquisitions in the 
insurance space in India. The government, regulator and the insurance 
companies are now focused on maintaining a favorable environment for 
sustainable growth. higher contribution of the industry to economic 
development and the increasing reach of insurance to the underdeveloped areas 
of the country. The Insurance sector in India governed by Insurance Act. 1938. 
the Life Insurance Corporation Act. 1956 and General Insurance Business 
(Nationalization) Act, 1972. Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority 
(IRDA) Act, 1999 and other related Acts. With such a large population and the 
untapped market area of this population Insurance happens to be a very big 
opportunity in India. In spite of all this growth the statistics of' the penetration 
of the insurance in the country is very poor (Imam, A. 2011). The private 
insurers in India are new and have accumulated funds equal to about one-eighth 
of the L.I.C's. But even their investment in the various sectors and contributing 
the directly and indirectly to the country's economic development, would be of 
similar proportion. With an annual growth rate of 15-20 percent and the largest 
number of lilt insurance policies in force, the potential of the Indian insurance 
industry is huge. The total value of premiums has also grown more than 8 fold 
from the pre-liberalization levels while the total premium value was around Rs. 
41000 crores (t ISD 91 1 1 mn) in 2000, it has now reached Rs. 3, 33.498 crores 
(l'SI) 74110 mn) during the FY 2010-1 I as shown in fig 3.1. 
Table 3.1: Chronological Evolution of the Insurance Industry 
Year _Development 
1818 	1 Oriental Life Insurance Co. was established in Calcutta. 
1850 	Triton Insurance company Ltd. set up in Calcutta. 
1871 	Bombay Mutual, India's first life insurance company set up. 
1874 	Oriental Insurance Company set up.`   
1907 	Indian mercantile Insurance ltd. the first company to transact 
all classes of general insurance business set up. 
1912 	Life Assurance Act (Act VI) of 1912 enacted. 
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u,overnment 	starteu 	puniisning 	returns 	or 	we 	insurance 
j companies 
1928 The Indian Insurance Companies Act was passed to collect 
statistical data on both life and non-life.  
Draft Insurance Bill introduced 
The Insurance Act of 1938 \\as passed: there was strict state 
1937 
1938 
supervision to control frauds. 
Committee headed by Cowasji Jehangir set 	up to revie\\ 1945 
malpractice and take corrective steps. 
Insurance 	Amendment 	Act. 	1950 	put 	in 	place 	based 	on 1950 
recommendations of a committee under S R Ranganathan. 
Among other things the Act provided for a Controller of 
Insurance (Col), constitution of Life Insurance Corporation and 
the General Insurance Council. 
The Central Government took over 245 Indian and tbreign life 1956 
insurers as well as provident societies and nationalized these 
entities and The LIC Act of 1956 was passed.  
1957 Reinsurance Corporation of India, first Indian Reinsurer setup. 
1957 The code of conduct by the General Insurance Council to 
ensure fair conduct and ethical business practices was framed. 
1968 	1 Insurance Act amended further to provide effective control 
over general insurance companies requiring increased deposits 
from them; also 	rovided for setting p of"I'AC. 
1971 Ordinance 	promulgated 	to 	replace 	the 	General 	Insurance 
Emergency Provisions Act, 1971. 
1972 General Insurance business nationalized. 
1973 GIC set up. 
Beginning of Economic Liberalization.  
Malhotra Committee constituted for insurance sector reforms 
1991 
1993 
(April) and deregulation. 
1994 Detariflication of aviation, 	liability, personal accidents and 
health and marine cargo products. 
1996 Interim 	insurance 	regulatory 	authority 	setup 	through 	a 
(Jan) resolution.     
The IRA bill drafted. 1996 
(Sep) 
1996 IRA bill introduced in parliament and referred to Standing 
IDec) Committee. 	 - 	--' 
Insurance Regulatory Authority came into existence. 1997 
1997 IRA 	is 	withdrawn 	following 	opposition 	to 	foreign 
(Aug) participation. 
1997 Indian government clears greater autonomy to LIC. GIC and t 
(Nov) four subsidiaries. 
1998(Ju Union budget announces opening up of insurance sector. 
n) 
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1998 	Union budget decides to allow 40percent foreign equity 
(Nov) 	participation in Private sector (26percent to foreign companies 
and l4percent to NRI's, ()CB's. and l"lls. 
1999 	The Standing Committee headed by Murali Deora decides that 
foreign equit} in private insurance should be limited to 
26percent. The IRA bill is renamed the insurance Regulatory 
and Development Authority (IRI)A) Bill and cleared by 
parliament. 
2000 	IRI)A made statutory body. 
2000 	[R[;\ issues first set of guidelines for insurance companies. 
(Jul) 
2000 	First three licenses awarded to private companies, three others 
(Oct) 	receive in-principle clearance:. 	- —~ 
2000 	ICICI prudential and I IUI C Standard Life launch insurance 
(Dec) 	policies become first private companies to operate in India 
since 1972 and first life insurers in almost five decades. 
2002 	IRDA Insurance Brokers Act passed.  
200 03 formation of the Agricultural Insurance Company of India Ltd. 
(AICIL) to underwrite crop insurance and other allied 
insurance business in the country.  
2005 	I)e-tarit'fication of marine hull. 
2006 	Relaxation of foreign equity norms, thus facilitating the entry 
of new players.  
2007 	De-tariffication of all non-life insurance products except the 
auto third-party liability segment. 
Source: Compiled from Various Sources 
Figure 3.1: Life and Non-Life Premium Growth (2001 to 2011) 
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Insurance industry in India is still dominated by the public sector: private 
insurance players continuously Innovative their products and services for 
increasing their market share. Fntry ot international insurance player as joint 
venture \\ ith local companies here in India providing the platform for the 
development in industry and gives idea of innovative products and distribution 
channels and the raising of supervision standards. Since opening up. the 
number of participants in the sector has gone up from six insurers (including 
the I.IC. Iun- public sector general insurers and the General Insurance 
Corporation (GIC) as the national re-insurer) in the year 200O to 49 insurers 
operating in the life. non-life and re-insurance segments as of April 2011. 
While insurance penetration in India was only 1.93 percent of GDP (life: 1.39 
and non-life: 0.54) in 1999, it has now reached 5.25 percent (life: 4.60 and non-
life: 0.65) indicating that more and more Indians are getting themselves and 
their assets insured. India's gro%\ ing consumer class, rising insurance 
awareness. increasing incomes along with domestic savings and globalization 
are among the most critical factors that have positively driven the market 
penetration of the insurance products among its consumer segments (India 
Insure Report). 
In present scenario India's Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority 
(IRDA), has granted registration to twenty three private life insurance 
companies and eighteen general insurance companies. Counting the existing 
public sector insurance companies, there are currently total twenty four Indian 
insurance companies in the life insurance business and twenty seven operating 
in general insurance business. 
General Insurance Corporation has been approved as the Indian reinsurer for 
underwriting only reinsurance business. Registered numbers of the Indian 
insurance companies including both life insurance companies and general 
insurance companies are given below: 
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Table 3.2- Registered Insurers in India 
(As on 30 h` September, 2011)  
Types 	of Public Sector Private Sector Total 
Business 
Life insurance 	1 	 23 	 24 
General 	6• 21** 27 
Insurance 
Re-Insurance 	1 	 0 	 1 
Total 	 R 44 52 
Source: ]RDA Annual Report 2010-11 
*Includes specialized insurance companies- ECGC and AIG. 
*' 
 
Includes four Standalone Health Insuranec Companies 
— Star Health and Allied Insurance Co., Apollo Munich Health 
Insurance Co., Max Bupa Health Insurance Co.. and Religare Health 
Insurance Co. 
Note: List of insurance companies registered in India is given in Appendix No .II. 
3.h Regulation of Insurance Business 
In present scenario of changing world and trade liberalisation, there was also a 
need for regulation of business is concern. With this concern, a regulator was 
formalized for the insurance sector in 1999, Insurance regulatory development 
authority (IRDA) was set up under Companies Act. Any Company aspiring to 
do business either in Life or in Non-life Insurance arena need to register itself 
with IRDA. They not only look at regulative frame work but also prohibit 100 
percent foreign ownership of an Indian Insurance Company. An Indian 
Promoter is requiring investing either wholly or teaming up with a foreign 
insurer, which can own not more than 26 percent of the shares in a venture but 
now its change to 49 percent shareholding. The overall objective is to further 
deepen the reform process which is already underway in the insurance sector 
and also to meet the growing capital requirement of insurance companies. 
Foreign re-insurers will be permitted to open branches only for re-insurance 
business in India and the provisions of Section 27E. which prohibits an insurer 
to invest directly or indirectly outside India the funds of policy holder, would 
apply to such branches. (TI IR HINDU, October 5. 2012) 
Another cause of concern is the delay in the formulation of unified Act for 
issues relating to the insurance. Also with new modules coming in the financial 
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planning arena, it is again necessary to frame out some laws to control the 
activities in future. With fee regime coming slowly into the market, regulating 
and controlling over the same will be requiring as a need of hour. 
A'er Objectives of the IRDA 
Facilitating of competition so that it help in enhancement of the 
customer satisfaction through increased consumer choice and lower premiums 
and keep ensuring of the financial security of the insurance market. The IRDA 
opened up the market in August 2000 with the invitation for application for 
registrations. The Authority has the power to frame regulations under Section 
114A of the Insurance Act, 1938 and has from 2000 onwards framed various 
regulations ranging from registration of companies for carrying on insurance 
business to protection of policyholders' interests. 
In December. 2000. the subsidiaries of the General Insurance Corporation of 
India were restructured as independent companies and at the same time GIC 
was converted into a national re-insurer. Parliament passed a bill de-linking the 
four subsidiaries from GIC in July, 2002. (IRDA Report, 2007) 
Today there are 24 general insurance companies including the ECGC and 
Agriculture Insurance Corporation of India and 24 life insurance companies 
operating in the country. The insurance sector is a colossal one and is growing 
at a speedy rate of 15-20 percent. Together with banking services, insurance 
services add about 7 percent to the country's GDP. A well-developed and 
evolved insurance sector is a boon for economic development as it provides 
long- term funds for infrastructure development at the same time strengthening 
the risk taking ability of the country. The primary objective for the current 
regulations is to promote stability and fair play in the market place. Regulation 
affects the economics of both the supply side (the policyholder's supplier of 
funds) as well as the demand side (the insurers-borrowers of funds). The Indian 
consumer, being extremely price sensitive, adjusts rapidly to the altered 
economics, which could affect the persistency trend in the industry. IRDA's 
role will be critical for further industry growth and the rise in penetration 
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levels. Realising the importance of enhancing the awareness regarding various 
aspects of insurance, the IRDA has launched an awareness campaign with the 
objectives of: (a) developing and promoting efficiency of the insurance sector: 
(h) improving policy holder protection: (c) setting up a dispute resolution 
mechanism: and (d) regulating the intermediaries. 
3.5: Insurance Penetration and Insurance Density in India 
Iwo important indicators of the level of development of the insurance sector in 
any country are: 
(i) Level of Insurance Penetration which is measured as the percentage of 
insurance premium in gross domestic product (GDP):and 
(ii) Insurance Density Ratio (wherein insurance density is defined as the per 
capita expenditure on insurance premium and is directly correlated 
with per capita GDP) 
Both insurance penetration and density have increased significantly over the 
years as shown by the given below table 3.3, which is happens especially with 
the opening up of the insurance industry to the private sector. 
Table 3.3: Life Insurance Penetration and Density in India 
Year 	Insurance 
___ Penetration 	_ 
2001 	2.15 
2002 	2.59 
Insurance 
Density 
9.1 
11.7 
2003 
2004 
 2.26  12.9  
15.7 2.53 
2005 2.53 18.3 
2006 4.1 33.2 
2007 
	
4.0 	 40.4 
4.0 41.2 
4.6 	 47.7 
4.4 55.7 
2008 
2009 
2010 
2011 	- 	3.4 49 
Source: IRDA Report 
however, er, in the life insurance sector. India's performance in terms of 
percentage of penetration at 4.6 per cent is remarkable as comparable with 
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some developed countries and is above the world average of 4.0 per cent but 
main dipped towards the low which is 3.4 per cent witnessed in 2011. 
Several factors are responsible for the low levels of insurance penetration in the 
country. These include low consumer preference. untapped rural markets and 
constrained distribution channels. In urban areas, life insurance penetration in 
the market is approximately 65 per cent, and is considerably lesser in the low-
income unbanked segment. In rural areas. life insurance penetration in the 
banked segment is estimated to he approximately 40 per cent, and at best is 
marginal in the unbanked segment. Before opening the sector to private 
insurers, it was felt that low levels of insurance penetration were due to 
ineffective market strategies adopted by LIC. Being a monopoly. the company 
had no strategic market plan. Advertising initiatives \\ere limited to the print 
and electronic media, which mainly promoted LIC's products as being tax 
saving tools for salaried individuals. Although the level of penetration has 
increased after the entry of other players. it is still low compared to other 
countries. Insurance companies can address the problem of financial illiteracy 
of consumers by educating them. This point was corroborated by the Max New 
York—NCAER survey (NCAER, 2008) which showed that even though a 
majority of Indian households are good savers, they do not undertake financial 
planning and are financially at risk. Households need to understand the risk of 
both 'living too long' and 'dying too young'. Further, in urban India and 
amongst the salaried class, insurance is largely used as a tax saving tool, rather 
than for protection against risk. There is need to reorient the consumer about 
the benefits of life insurance for both financial protection as well as for long-
term wealth creation. 
3.6: Life Insurance-Basics 
Life insurance is basically a mode of saving, challenging with other forms of 
saving in the market. Life Insurance is the fastest growing sector in India since 
2000 as Government allowed Private players and recently Cabinet approved 
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FDI up to 49 per cent from previous stake as 26 per cent. Life Insurance in 
India was nationalised by incorporating Life Insurance Corporation (LIC) in 
19-56. All private life insurance companies at that time were taken over by LIC. 
In 1993. the Government of India appointed RN Malhotra Committee to lay 
down a road map for privatisation of the life insurance sector. 
While the committee submitted its report in 1994. it took another six years 
before the enabling legislation was passed in the year 2000, legislation 
amending the Insurance Act of 1938 and legislating the Insurance Regulatory 
and I)evelopment Authority Act of 2000. The same year the newly appointed 
insurance regulator - Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority IRDA-
started issuing licenses to private life insurers. 
Life insurance is a contract between an insured (insurance policy holder) and 
an insurer, where the insurer promises to pay a designated beneficiary a sum of 
money (the "benefits") upon the death of the insured person. Depending on the 
contract, other events such as terminal illness or critical illness may also trigger 
payment. The policy holder typically pays a premium, either regularly or as a 
lump sum. Other expenses (such as funeral expenses) are also sometimes 
included in the benefits. 
The advantage for the policy owner is "peace of' mind", in knowing that the 
death of the insured person will not result in financial hardship for loved ones 
and lenders. 
Life policies are legal contracts and the terms of the contract describe the 
limitations of the insured events. Specific exclusions are often written into the 
contract to limit the liability of the insurer: common examples are claims 
relating to suicide. fraud. war, riot and civil commotion. 
Life-based policies tend to fall into two major categories: 
• Protection policies — designed to provide a benefit in the event of 
specified event, typically a lump sum payment. A common form of this 
design is term insurance. 
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• Investment policies — where the main objective is to facilitate the growth 
of capital by regular or single premiums. Common forms in India are 
Child plans, Unit Linked Insurance plans (UI,IPs), Money back and 
\Vhole life plans etc. 
Using the expected utility framework in a continuous time model, Yaari (1965) 
studied the problem of uncertain lifetime and life insurance. Including the risk 
of dying in the life cycle model, he showed conceptually that an individual 
increases expected lifetime utility by purchasing fair* life insurance and fair 
annuities. Simple models of insurance demand were proposed by MMiossin 
(1969) and others; considering a risk averse decision maker with an initial 
wealth. i'he results indicate that demand for life insurance varies inversely with 
the wealth of the individuals. Hakansson (1969) used a discrete-tinge model of 
demand for financial assets and life insurance purchase in particular to examine 
bequest motive in considerable detail. Pissarides (1980) further extending 
Yaari's work proved that life insurance was theoretically capable of absorbing 
all fluctuations in lifetime income. Lewis (1989) found out that the number of 
dependents as an influence on the demand for life insurance. 
* 'Fair' actuarially means the premium or price of insurance that exactly equals 
expected value of payments in case of claims or loss by the insurer, without 
charges for expenses or profits. 
The perfect definition of life insurance should include an identification of every 
quality which a thing must possess to be life insurance. The definition. 
moreover, should exclude any quality which could be absent without defeating 
the existence of life insurance. The search for such a definition is a harrowing 
experience. A definition which fits all instances has to be couched in such 
broad terms as to lose comprehensibility. Life insurance is an amazingly broad 
phenomenon. The form in which the writer's definition emerged is presented 
here. Life insurance is the ascertainment of the degree of probability of death, 
in any given period, of each member of a given group and the availability for 
payment at the death of each member of the group of an amount which is in 
excess of the contribution to the group by or on behalf of that member plus 
investment yield, if an-y, on that members contribution. This definition may 
strike some as monstrous. Scrutiny, however. vill show that. by this definition. 
life insurance has to essentials. namel\. ascertainment of probability of death 
and availability of the described amount of' proceeds. Anything with these 
essentials is life insurance: anvthini without both of them is not. 
Sales Process Ci'c1e in Life Insurance 
The various steps involved in a typical sales process cycle for a life insurance 
product are outlined below. 
Stage 1-Pre Sales- Prospecting 
Stage II- Advisory Stage involves the initial contact and facts finding, analysis 
of needs and objectives then product recommendation 
Stage III- Product Disclosure-Product Quotation 
Stave IV- Processing Period- Completing Proposal Form. Underwriting, 
Medical examination (if' necessary), policy Approved and then letter of 
acceptance. 
Stage V-End Stage- Finally Policy Issuance, giving customers 14 Days Free 
Look period of time after policy document delivered. 
Key Highlights of Life Insurance market in India 
• 'l1 e significant growth in the Indian life insurance market in the review 
period can be attributed to key growth drivers such as population 
growth, robust economic growth, lucrative tax benefits, the rising 
disposable income of India's middle-class population. and increased 
awareness of the need for insurance, especially among younger people 
• India is the world's twelfth-largest life insurance market, and the fourth-
largest in the Asia-Pacific region 
• By 2015. it is expected to surpass South Korea to emerge as the third-
largest life insurance Asia-Pacific market after China and Japan. 
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• in 2010, the individual life insurance segment accounted for 74.8per 
cent of the total Indian life insurance industry, whereas the group life 
insurance market had a considerably lower market share of 25.2 per 
cent. 
• Indian customers are increasingly demanding insurance products that 
offer assured income through annuities. 
• Distribution channels such as hancassurance have gained significant 
market share in the review period. 
Therefore, the lit insurance industry, in order to grow the market need to 
innovate insurance ollerings. distribution channels, take aggressive outlook 
through tying up with credible regional banks and rural hanks, re-craft the 
delivery channels and create interesting bouquets of' offerings to be injected at 
various inflection points in the product lifecvcle. 
Market Shares of Life Insurers in Different categories 
As per the table 3.4 and graphical representation. the market share of LIC on 
the basis of total premium income increased marginally From 69.77 per cent in 
2010-11 to 70.68 per cent in 2011-12. Accordingly the market share of private 
insurers has gone down marginally from 30.23 per cent in 2010-1 1 to 29.32 per 
cent in 2011-12. 
The market share of private insurers in first year premium was 28.15 per cent 
in 2011-12 (31.16 per cent in 2010-11). The same for LIC was 71.85 per cent 
(68.84 per cent in 2010-11). Similarly. in renewal premium. L.IC continued to 
have a higher share at 69.91 per cent (70.48 per cent in 2010-11) when 
compared to 30.09 per cent (29.52 per cent in 2010-11) share of' private 
insurers. 
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'Fable 3.4: Market Share of Life Insurers 
(1nprccnt) 
Insurer 	2009-10 	2010-112011-12 
Regular Premium 
LIC 	 43.13 	56.71 	64.58 
Private Sector 	56.87 43.29 	35.42 
Total 	100.00 	100.00 	100.00 
LIC 	92.19 
Single Premium  
81.26 80.58 
Private Sector 	 7.81 	1 
Total 100.00 
	
LIC 	[ 	65.08 
Private Sector 	 34.92 	T31.1 
Total 	100.00 
LIC 	73.64 
_Private Sector  
First Year Premium  
Renewal Premium  
18.74 
100.00 
68.84 
6 
100.00 
70.48 
19.42 
100.00 
71.85 
28.15 
100.00 
69.91  
30.09 
Total 	100.00  
LIC 	70.10 
Private Sector 	29.90 
Total 	100.00 
Total Premium  
100.00 
69.77 
30.23 
100.00 
100.00 
70.68 
29.32 
100.00 
Source: IRDA Reports 
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Figure 3.2: Market Share of Life Insurers 
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In today's context, though the customer has a variety of products to choose 
from, wise choices are possible only with requisite awareness. Besides, it is not 
enough for the customer to have knowledge only of the various policies 
available. It is possible that a customer has problems with a particular policy 
and should ideally be aware of organisations that look into grievances and 
make prompt payment of claims. The customer must also be informed about 
the lapse of policies, revival of policies, and the value of a policy in case of 
surrender. Hence, the customer must not only choose a product which is 
suitable, but also engage with a company in which the agents provide correct 
information. 
3.7: Challenges of Insurance 
The most significant win that leading insurance companies have achieved by 
addressing the challenges described above as increasing total market shares, 
has come from building true transparency regarding their customers' 
characteristics, products, claims, and even future tendencies. Through the 
thorough analysis of the key elements of the customer profile, an accurate 
understanding of what makes a customer valuable emerges. Insurers are finally 
able to address all three of their major business challenges: customer 
experience, efficiency, and distribution channel management. 
Some industry leaders are actively engaged in repositioning strategies: 
rebranding, shifting product emphasis to more straightforward offerings, and 
reorienting the entire enterprise around customer-centric processes. These 
initiatives will have a significant impact on reestablishing a sense of security 
and soundness that customer's value. As these efforts explore into detail 
revealing what a customer has and needs, the bond forged with the customer, 
based on true knowledge, will become much more unbreakable. 
Creating total customer-value models provides a road map of the best way to 
deal with each customer. Without centralized customer knowledge that is 
accessible across lines and channels, insurance companies cannot create 
holistic customer-value models. These models must evolve through the use of 
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leading-edge technology platforms that first pull data from various core claims. 
product, and service systems; then aggregate and analyze them based on 
sophisticated statistical models; and finally communicate the results to the 
point of sale and sales team so that immediate judgments can he made 
regarding the next offering. Insurance leaders recognize the need for such a 
model and are responding. Figure 3.3 illustrates some of the points of 
information that must contribute to a knowledge platform to create a holistic 
customer-value model. 
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Figure 3.3: Customer Value Development Model 
Source: Tower Group 
In terms of distribution channel management, insurance industry leaders are 
fundamentally re-architecting people, process, and technology elements of the 
relationship for profitable growth and expense management. Agents and 
brokers or corporate agents prefer to do business with insurers that make their 
lives easier. The use of collaborative platforms to centralize customer data (for 
example, in order to present the agent or broker with a holistic picture of a 
customer's policy, investment, and claims profile) has enabled distributors to 
engage in more meaningful conversations with their customers. Additionally, 
with such collaborative platforms insurers' employees are better equipped to 
support the intermediaries' day-to-day interactions with the insurance company 
and more motivated to build their relationships with agents and brokers around 
higher-value activities. 
The insurance agents still remain the main source through which insurance 
products are sold. With growing competitiveness and good marketing strategies 
has given rise to other distribution channels. The present channels for insurance 
sale in India available are direct agents, direct selling, group selling, bane 
assurance, brokers and cooperative societies etc. 
These new channels apart from the direct agents are able to penetrate the 
market much deeper than the traditional way of selling insurance through the 
agents. The channel partners are also been benefited by this as more value is 
generated in their business by adding one more product and customer also gets 
benefited of their valuable and professional advice. These partners for 
insurance companies have been the major benefit for increase in sale of their 
products. Also with their wide reach in market and better customer relationship 
skills has widen the horizon of their business as they are able to get another 
product at their end to sell to their valued and loyal customers which enhancing 
their relationships with the customers. 
The insurance industry in India has progressed significantly over the last 
decade, which is passably evident in the strong growth witnessed in the 
insurance premiums, strengthened outreach, and increasing number of players, 
product innovation and its enhanced regulatory framework. A combination of 
these factors, along with strong economic growth in the last few years, has 
positioned India as a regional insurance center and a rapidly developing 
financial center. 
The insurance industry is accompanied by an exciting journey, there needs to 
be a constant endeavor to sustain what has already been achieved as well as 
expand beyond the current level. Furthermore, several reforms and policy 
measures, especially during the last couple of years, have enabled a favorable 
environment for insurance companies to flourish in the country like increase in 
FDI limit to 49 per cent. The coming years are critical as the regulator 
perspective and approach of market participants will govern the strength, 
stability and the sustained growth of the insurance sector. 
The insurance sector has become a major contributor to economic 
development, especially to infrastructure development. This growth has been 
fueled by India's multiplying consumer class, rising insurance awareness, 
increasing domestic savings and investments. Moreover, it has been the joint 
efforl of all stakeholders, including the government, regulator and insurance 
companies to enable the positive momentum of this industry. However, there is 
still a long way to cover on the road to achieve financial inclusion and bring 
more and more people under the insurance blanket. The country's strong 
economic growth in recent years has helped increase penetration levels 
substantially. 
The rapid expansion in the life sector coincided with a period of rising 
household savings and a growing middle class, backed with strong economic 
growth. Innovative product design (e.g. launch of LLIPs) and aggressive 
distribution strategies (e.g. development of baneassurance) by private sector 
players have significantly contributed to strong premium growth. 
3.8: Global Insurance Scenario 
The global economy has slowly started recovering from the economic 
recession. Lagging employment, coupled with declining aggregate wages, a 
weakened residential and commercial real estate market, tight credit and a 
behavioral shift on the part of consumers from consumption to savings are 
factors contributing to a delayed recovery. Although the global insurance 
industry has not been impacted by the financial crisis as much as the banks, it 
still has its set of issues. 
Important Issues on the Global Insurance: 
• Risk Management: The most significant concern for insurance 
companies is risk in all its forms. Increasingly, insurance companies are 
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adopting an enterprise-wide view of managing risks-employing a 
framework to address then across the organization. 
• Supporting compliance: The cost of regulatory compliance and the 
attendant reputational risk of non-compliance are on the rise. 
• Emerge as Globally Accepted Industry: The expansion into new markets 
is expected to help drive profits, as developed economies witness slower 
growth in the demand for insurance. 
• Need of innovative products and service delivery: The use of technology 
and emphasis on innovation will help provide better service and 
delivery. Institutions can also strengthen their ties with customers and 
differentiate themselves from competition. 
• Adapting to demographic shifts: The demographic changes in North 
America, Europe, Japan and other areas is starting to shift assets from 
equities to annuities as well as other fixed-income products. 
According to Swiss Re. among the key Asian markets, India is likely to have 
the fastest-growing life insurance market, with life premium poised to grow at 
a CAGR of 15 percent for the next decade, slightly faster than the 14 percent 
expected for China. 
The growing consumer class, rising insurance awareness and greater 
infrastructure spending have made India and China the two most promising 
markets in Asia. Europe and the Americas represent relatively mature 
insurance markets. Though India's penetration appears higher, it is not 
excessive, given the high level of investments in insurance policies 
underwritten. Nonetheless, besides India, Taiwan is the other Asian market that 
shares similar characteristics. Taiwan has the highest insurance penetration in 
Asia, largely driven by the immense popularity of ULIps. 
The progress of the Indian insurance industry over the last decade has been the 
most crucial period in the establishment of this industry; post the formation of 
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TRDA in 2000. The initial four to five years witnessed the entry of many 
private players, each trying to acquire market share. 
The latter part of this phase witnessed a heightened focus on the expanding 
product range, developing innovative products and building a robust 
distribution channel. The last one to two years have been very critical as the 
industry is trying to sustain its growth in light of the new regulations being 
formulated. 
The Indian insurance industry is at a threshold from where it can witness the 
next growth wave, if presented with a favorable policy framework and an 
enabling distribution environment. The industry is poised to witness the 
emergence of new leaders who would carve a niche for themselves by using 
instruments such as alternative channels of distribution, cost management and 
product innovation, among others. At this cress section, the role of the 
regulator is very significant. IRDA is in the finalization stage of most of the 
regulations pertaining to the industry. The regulator has introduced certain 
regulations to help improve disclosures, profitability, capital, consumer 
protection, etc. Stock markets around the world continued to recover in 2010. 
As a result, the capital positions and investment return of insurers improved. 
Demand for the Unit-linked life insurance products strengthened. However, 
volatility remained high due to concerns about the strength of the economic 
recovery and the sovereign debt for the peripheral European countries. 
Improved sales, lower lapses and higher capital gains on financial assets 
supported operating margins. 1-Iowever, profitability continued to remain low 
due to adverse interest rates. 
In 2011, the economic recovery is continuing which supports premium growth 
in life and non-life insurance in the industrialised countries and emerging 
markets. Profitability in both sectors will continue to be low, as interest rates 
are expected to rise slowly. The devastating earthquakes in Japan and New 
Zealand are likely to result in higher prices in those countries and help to stop 
the trend of softening rates worldwide. 
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Major Drivers of the Global Insurance Industry are confluence of economic 
events, financial stability, operational efficiency, stringent regulatory 
environment, changing demographics and the market expansion. 
Indian Insurance in the Global Scenario 
In life insurance business, India ranked 9th among the 156 countries, for which 
data are published by Swiss Re. During 2010-I I, the estimated life insurance 
premium in India grew by 4.2 per cent (inflation adjusted). However, during 
the same period, the global life insurance premium expanded by 3.2 per cent. 
The share of Indian life insurance sector in global market was 2.69 per cent 
during 2010, as against 2.45 per cent in 2009. The non-life insurance sector 
witnessed significant growth of 8.1 per cent during 2010. Its performance is far 
better when compared to global non-life premium, which expanded by 2.1 per 
cent during the same period. The share of Indian non-life insurance premium in 
global non-life insurance premium increased slightly to 0.58 per cent, thereby 
improvising its global ranking to I9'h in comparison to 26 h` in last year. 
Overall, the insurance industry has recovered well from the crisis. Demand for 
insurance in the emerging markets is expected to continue to grow strongly in 
the coming years. Ageing societies and growing number of corporate houses 
will provide abundant opportunities For lile insurers. However, insurers face a -
number of challenges ahead such as derailment of economic recovery which 
may be caused by an escalation of the European sovereign debt crisis or an oil 
price shock. Introduction of regulatory reforms like Solvency II may lead to 
overly stringent capital requirements which would undermine profitability and 
ultimately may pose a challenge before the insurers. Escalation of public debt 
crisis may wear away the assets of insurers in view of the fact that insurers hold 
sovereign debt and bonds issued by banks. Broadly, it is expected that 
profitability will remain below pre-crisis levels for some time. 
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Concluding Remarks 
With more companies coming up every day and the growing demand of the 
industry the markets are becoming very competitive, Until and unless the 
existing companies makes a mark and create their very own brand name it 
would he quite tough to sustain their position in the market. There is also a 
probability of big companies taking over the new emerging companies. With 
new distribution channels emerging for the markets, creating and crafting the 
products for these new intermediateries, surely will cater the insurance need of 
the each and every customers. More Customer awareness, more regulatory 
frame work and ethical sales practices will be one to look forward in the 
insurance business. Insurance has historically been an industry that necessarily 
deals with vast numbers. Further, in the Indian domain, the last decade has seen 
a tremendous growth - both in the number of policies as well as the premium 
incomes of life and non-life insurers. The flip-side is that this growth has 
brought in its fold a large number of consumer complaints and grievances. 
However, if one were to conduct a study of a proportionate relationship 
between business growth and the grievances, it is very likely that the number of 
customer related grievances has not increased by the same proportion that 
business has. But should that be a matter of delight for the players and the other 
stakeholders? On the contrary, in light of the emergence of the Information 
Technology and the allied services, there should have been a greater 
improvement in the field of dealing with customer related issues and better 
distribution channels for providing the better customers satisfaction. While 
there is a vast improvement room in the customer service culture across all 
corporate entities, there is still a lot to be desired in achieving a praiseworthy 
status in this regard. One should acknowledge that the insurance industry has 
contributed a lot in the field of arresting the trend of growing customer 
dissatisfaction. In order to make a further progress in the direction of improved 
service, organizations should look for any possible lacunae or deficiencies 
occurring in their systems - and quickly set about positively in plugging these 
loopholes. It should be the endeavor of the managements to ensure that 
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grievances in the long run are checked; or otherwise, it is bound to have a 
telling impact on their profitability in the long run. Efficient distribution of the 
products is crucial to the successful functioning of business entities particularly 
in the domain of insurance industry. Distribution channels in life insurance and 
corporate products or group insurance will be the focus of the next chapter of 
the research. 
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4.1: Introduction 
The Indian life insurance market continues to develop and expand with the 
arrival of private sector life insurers. This trend can partially be explained by 
the fact that many of the new life insurers have majority owners that are 
involved in another business, such as in industry or financial services. These 
other holdings then represent a natural opportunity to provide insurance 
protection to the employee of the group. However, the main attraction of 
corporate products or group insurance is the ability to cover large number of 
individuals in a cost efficient manner. Group life insurance is cost efficient 
because it pays proportionally lower commissions and incurs lower acquisition 
expenses; by its nature pre-empts the need for individual underwriting; makes 
use of a single contract with the plan sponsor instead of having to issue 
individual policies; and efficiently collects premium payments through payroll 
deductions or a single payment from the employer. Thus, in comparison to 
individual life insurance, group life insurance is more cost-effective per 
thousand of rupees insurance cover. 
For an insurer, it is very important to have a clear assessment of the risk that is 
in store before assuming it. In life insurance, this means that there has to be an 
underwriting of all the individuals before a contract is concluded. Depending 
upon the amount at risk and the quality of risk — like age, health condition etc. 
insurers often accept proposals even without a medical examination. However, 
one factor that cannot be ruled out is the underwriting of the proposal. It is 
possible that on account of their being uninsurable individually, some people 
may totally 1'1411 out of the purview of insurance coverage. Group life insurance 
provides the answer for such individuals, as the unit of underwriting would be 
the group; and not the individual. For long, group life insurance has remained 
largely unpopular in the Indian domain. Apart from the insurability factor, 
group insurance also makes it economically doable for several individuals who 
may not otherwise afford to buy insurance. Group life insurance is a strong tool 
to ensure that a large segment of the population comes under the ambit of 
insurance coverage; and in an evolving market with low penetration levels, it 
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goes a long way in widening the safety net. It is gratifying to note that group 
insurance business has been growing steadily but it is still not anywhere near 
what it is in the more developed markets. One way of achieving better results 
in this area is to ensure that participation in group insurance is made mandatory 
by employers for their employees at the time of their joining employment itself. 
While several employees welcome it as a perquisite, there are others who 
consider it as an avoidable burden. A better understanding of the benefits of 
insurance would certainly put the perspective in better light. Also, insurers 
should be positively inclined to cover more and more groups, both formal and 
informal; while ensuring that precautions are in place to ward-off any anti-
selection. `Corporate products or group life insurance' and distribution channel 
strategies is the focus of this chapter of the research. 
Group life insurance is an important topic for at least two reasons. First, its 
quantitative importance is large and growing. Second, the management, level, 
and form of group insurance are increasingly a matter of concern for any 
company management, as are other benefits often provided as fringe benefits. 
'Corporate Product or Group Insurance' is the focus of this chapter of the 
research. To begin with, researcher enumerates the benefits of group insurance; 
and describes how it has been making rapid strides of progress in the Indian 
scenario. In the next part of this chapter, researcher focuses on the distribution 
and its channel strategies. 
4.2: Corporate Products or Group insurance 
Group insurance is the most democratic form of insurance. It seeks to apply the 
principle of mutual aid to the greatest possible number at the lowest possible 
individual cost. In one sense, all insurance is group insurance: that is, 
individual contingencies must be muted and slowed by enveloping them in 
numbers. But group insurance, as a specialized department of insurance, has 
come to mean a blanket policy placed upon a given number of employees on a 
year-to-year basis. The first recorded policy was in 1911 (M.H Hedges, 1935). 
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In group a large number of individuals are covered under a single policy called 
the' master policy'. The insurance contract is with the body that represent 
the individuals the employer or the association because the contract is with 
the body that the is the policy holder, the individuals are the beneficiaries . 
The amount and term of insurance are negotiated by the policyholder and not 
by the individual beneficiaries the benefits 'viii be determined on bases that 
apply uniformly to all the individuals , the premium will be paid to the 
insurer by the policyholder who may or may not collect the same from the 
individual concerned, if the individuals contribute the premium that may be 
either full or partial and if the premium is collected from the individual 
concerned by an employer the premium may be deducted from their salary the 
group insurance policy. It does not have a fixed term and the terms and the 
coverage can be renegotiated at the time of renewal. 
Entry into or exit from the group must be for reason other than the availability 
of insurance cover under the scheme. 
A member who leaves the group may continue to derive benefits like pension, 
from the group cover, as per the condition of the policy. The premium under a 
group insurance policy will change from year to year. The premium may also 
change according to the mortality experiences of the group. 
Group insurance schemes providing uniform cover can be granted to 
outstanding loans. These groups are Members of primary housing societies 
where housing loans are granted by state apex housing societies, borrowers 
granted loans by institutional agencies in public/joint sectors for housing 
purposes and borrower members of cooperative societies/banks formed by 
employees of the same employers. 
Group insurance involves providing insurance to a group of individuals, 
through a single policy contract. With group insurance plans, there is definitely 
strength in numbers. Group Insurance is insurance designed with businesses in 
mind. Besides providing insurance coverage, insurance corporations design 
group insurance policies in a manner that employer specific liabilities such as 
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funding of gratuities and payment of pensions are also minimized. It is also 
used as human resources tool by corporate employers to ensure employee 
loyalty. Insurance products in group insurance form are very attractive in 
premiums being more affordable and less administrative headaches. There has 
been brisk activity in the group insurance business especially in the insurance 
industry in the past few years with the major private players fortifying their 
portlblios with new products and radical pricing strategies. 
This chapter looks gives an overview of group insurance business in general 
including the business principles of group insurance and the various types of 
coverage's in group business and the more common group insurance products 
that are available in the market. Group Insurance offers life insurance 
protection under group policies to various groups such as employer-employee, 
professionals. co-operatives, weaker sections of society etc. It also provides 
insurance coverage to people under certain approved occupations at the lowest 
possible premium cost. Besides providing insurance coverage, it also offers 
group schemes to employers, which provide funding of gratuity and pension 
liabilities of the employers. 
Group insurance plans have low premiums. Such plans are particularly 
beneficial to those for whom other regular policies are a costlier proposition. 
Group insurance plans extend cover to large segments of the population 
including those who cannot afford individual insurance. As such the premium 
you need to pay is comparatively lower and at the same time you can avail of 
insurance benefits. 
The main features of the schemes are low premium and simple insurability 
conditions. Premiums are based upon age combination of members, occupation 
and working conditions of the group. 
A number of group insurance schemes have been designed for various groups. 
These include employer-employee groups, associations of professionals (such 
as doctors, lawyers, chartered accountants etc.), and members of cooperative 
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banks, weilare funds, credit societies and weaker sections of society. Creditor-
Deb-.or groups are also offered group insurance schemes. 
Insurance coverage is provided for people as long their occupations are 
approved and the rates of payable premium are fairly subsidised under social 
security group schemes. 
The main difference between group and individual/conventional insurance is 
that in group schemes the whole group of persons is considered as a single unit 
for insurance purposes like underwriting and the same "master policy" is 
applicable to all members of the group. The (premium payor) will receive the 
master policy and the members will receive a Certificate of Insurance, which 
summarizes the coverage terms and explains the members' rights under the 
contract. 
Group insurance plans may be of two types: contributory or non-contributory. 
The employer either pays the premiums, if the plan is non-contributory, or 
collects the funds through pay- roll deductions and advances the funds to the 
insurance company if the plan is a contributory plan. Where the employer pays 
the premiums for all employees (the non-contributory plan) it is assumed all 
employees will participate. If the employee contributes to the premiums (the 
contributory plan), some employees may not wish to participate because they 
do not feel they can afford the smaller paycheck or because they have coverage 
elsewhere. 
Group Life Insurance 
Group life insurance is a relatively new form of insurance business universally. 
Even after making a formal entry, it has not been an instant success but had to 
wait for the concept to be totally digested. 
Despite the fact that it affords several facilities — both for the insurer as well as 
the insured — group life insurance has enjoyed only limited success in the 
Indian domain. Contrary to the argument that it adversely impacts the line of 
individual business, group life insurance has the ability to target different 
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segments of the society without interrupting the existing sources of individual 
life and health insurance business. Accordingly, it can provide a great impetus 
to the process of widening the insurance umbrella; and thus contribute to a rise 
in the levels of penetration. The success of insurance business is mainly 
dependent on the concept of pooling. While insuring a group, the pooling 
concept operates within the group and obviates the need for individual 
underwriting. It has often been commented that in group underwriting, risk 
assumption could adversely be affected. However, by adopting a few 
preventive measures, this limitation can easily be overcome. Especially, in a 
populous country with low levels of insurance penetration, group insurance can 
be used as an effective tool to bring a large number of people within the ambit 
of insurance. 
4.3: Universal Characteristics of Group Life Insurance 
Group life insurance, within certain restrictions and conditions, provides 
insurance to members of a group without requiring evidence of insurability. 
There is a single policy, called the master contract, between the insurer and the 
plan sponsor. Individual group members may also be provided with 
"certificates of insurance" that outline the detail of the insurance cover. 
Various types of groups can be covered under the group insurance mechanism. 
The most common group consists of employees of a single employer. Other 
possibilities are employees of multiple employers, members of a professional 
association, or members of labor unions. In all such groups, the employee 
chooses his or her heneficiaries. Debt or creditor groups form a distinct type of 
group where there is typically some required evidence of insurability and 
where the creditor is the beneficiary of the insurance. Other groups. such as 
multi-level sales associations, students or parents of students, members of clubs 
or other organizations, purchasers of certain items such as cars, can take 
advantage of group insurance administrative efficiency, but normally require 
some evidence of insurability for members to be covered, since in effect, such 
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groups can be open to anti-selection and it is difficult to ascertain the mortality 
risk. 
Group life insurance typically consists of one-year renewable tern life 
insurance that pays a fixed benefit upon the death of the employee. There are 
usually no exclusions lot the basic life cover other than Ibr suicide in the first 
year of cover. At the end of the coverage year, the insurance automatically 
renews without employees having to provide evidence. 
The availability of various supplementary riders to the basic life cover makes 
the group scheme even more attractive and valuable to employees. Insurers in 
India are often offering a few or all of the following riders; accidental death 
cover (APB); critical illness (CI) cover; accident-only or accident-and-sickness 
Total and Permanent Disability (TPD) cover which can provide benefits either 
as a lump-sum or over several years; and some partial disability benefits 
(containing schedules of benefits per event, such as for the loss of one hand). 
The conditions and exclusions vary by type of rider. The Cl and disability 
riders may be either of an additional payment kind or may accelerate (or -
prepay) the base life insurance cover. The definition used in 'I PD is typically 
very strict, such as the inability to earn any income for the remainder of a 
lifetime. For a modest increase in the group premium, a terminal illness benefit 
feature is also sometimes included that prepays the sum assured when it has 
been ascertained that the life insured has fewer than six months to live. Finally, 
insurers are offering health riders (e.g. daily hospital allowance) and savings or 
pensions products. Whatever riders are chosen, the actuary should heed 
regulations in India that place limits on the portion of the premium use to pay 
for riders. An employee's spouse and children can also be covered under the 
group life insurance scheme. This is often called dependent insurance and 
coverage levels are lower than for the employee. Unfortunately, the experience 
on dependents should be worse than for employees. As dependent insurance is 
almost always voluntary, there is a greater level of anti-selection. Also, spouses 
are not required to work, and therefore should on average not be as healthy as 
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the employee. As such, spouses should be asked to sign a health declaration or 
fill a short-form questionnaire. Children may be automatically covered from, 
for example. I month of age until age 19 with relatively small sums insured. 
The rates for dependent insurance should at least be age-banded and should 
generally be more conservative than those for employees. When the actuary 
prices the group scheme. dependent benefits should be considered separately. 
Thus. one of the main defining characteristics of employer-employee group 
insurance is that there is no need, up to a certain level of cover, for individual 
evidence of insurability. 
4.4: Need of Group Insurance as Employee Benefits 
In developing markets where significant numbers are either uninsured or 
underinsured, both corporate and government establishments are entering into 
group life insurance form. Since employees often feel that such coverage is 
inadequate, employers can offer additional voluntary insurance to the 
individual, provided they are part of the group which is the policy holder. 
Corporate usually finance their group insurance policies, providing a material 
benefit for their employees. Policies are generally for a year; and at the time of 
renewal, the past year's experience plays a part in determining the premium for 
the renewal year. Insurers do not always require physical examinations for all 
employees before issuing a master policy; certain members however, may have 
to undergo medical check-up or answer a detailed Health Questionnaire to avail 
of a higher Sum Assured than the No Evidence Limit. Group insurance is 
definitely more affordable than a similar number of individual policies; many 
employees see group insurance coverage as an important perquisite. Group 
insurance benefits can vary widely. 
Some insurers offer'Icrminal Illness or Critical Illness cover during the term of 
the policy as a living benefit. This helps the insured member to avail of the sum 
assured to pay their medical related expenses upon diagnosis of a life 
threatening illness. 
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The multiple Ixnefits of Group Life insurance, often not availed of by 
employees can be used by employers to attract and retain talent_ Smart 
employers are already looking at benefits beyond basic health and retirement 
needs to differentiate themselves from competition. Like in developed markets, 
they are offering benefits to help work- life balance for retaining talent. The 
influx of MNCs has seen their global insurance practices being implemented in 
India. However, we also witness ambivalence about employer benefits among 
employees on the insurance front which may be attributed to inadequate 
employee education than to a lack of need. Demand for the core benefits of 
retirement planning, insurance and other financial products continues to be 
strong and is likely to increase as the economy evolves. 
4.5; Tax Benefits of Group Life Insurance 
If the group superannuation scheme purchased by the employer is approved by 
Commissioner of Income Tax (CTT) then both employer and employees are 
eligible to get tax benefits. 
Tax Benefits to the Employer 
The annual contributions by the employer are treated as deductible business 
expense as per Section 36(l) (IV) of the Income Tax Act. However the 
maximum amount that is tax deductible is 27 per cent of the employees' salary. 
This 27 per cent includes the contribution made towards the mandatory EPF 
and EPS. 
Tax Benefits to Employees 
The employees get the following benefits 
• Contribution by employer is not treated as a perquisite in the hands of 
the employees as per Section 17(2) (VI). 
• Interest income is tax free. 
• Commuted value up to 1/3rd on retirement is tax free as per Section 
10(1 OA) (II) of the Income Tax Act. 
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• Benefits payable in case of death are exempt as per Section 10(13) of the 
Income tax Act. Employees' contribution if any qualifies for tax 
deduction under Section 88 of the IT Act. 
4.6: Group Insurance Products 
The standard group insurance products generally offered by Life insurance 
companies are: 
• Group Term life insurance Schemes 
• Group Savings Linked Insurance Schemes (GSLI) 
• Group Credit Life Insurance and 
• Group I lealth Insurance 
• Group Dental Insurance 
• Worldwide Travel Group Insurance 
• Group Short Term Disability Insurance 
• Group Long Term Disability Insurance 
Group Term Life Incm•ance 
Group (Term) Insurance Scheme provides life insurance protection to groups of 
people. Administration of the scheme is on group basis and cost is very low. 
TJnder Group (Term) Insurance Scheme, life insurance cover is allowed to all 
the members of a group subject to some simple insurability conditions without 
insisting upon any medical evidence. Employer- employee groups are usually 
offered group insurance schemes that provide insurance cover at a fairly 
uniform yet graded level. 
Group insurance schemes that provide uniform cover can also be granted to 
associations of professionals such as Doctors, Lawyers, and Chartered 
Accountants etc. Members of cooperative barks, welfare funds, credit societies 
and weaker sections of society are also eligible for group insurance schemes. 
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Group Saving Linked Insurance 
The Group Savings Linked Insurance Scheme (GSLI) offers insurance cover 
along with an clement of savings. The contributions under this scheme are 
deducted from the monthly salary of the members. 	_ 
This scheme is allowed only to selected Employer-Employee groups such as 
• Quasi-government bodies 
• Public sector corporations 
• Reputed public sector firms 
• Reputed private sector companies which maintain accurate records and 
files of their employees. 
Under the Group Savings Linked Insurance Scheme, a portion of the insurance 
cover is utilised for the cover provided for insurance and the balance, based on 
the contribution of savings, is accumulated until the exit of the policy at an 
attractive rate of interest. The amount allocated from the monthly contributions 
towards insurance premium is determined on these factors like nature of the 
group, occupation, age and composition of members in a group etc. 
The savings contribution is reimbursed with interest at the time of retirement or 
exiting of the policy in any other mode, In case of death during the service 
period of the employee, the amount for which the member was covered at the 
time of the unplanned contingency is paid along with the accumulated savings. 
Group Credit Lift Insurance 
The Group Credit Life Insurance plan provides life cover for a group of 
employees who are borrowers from the same employer, (or sonic credit 
institution, bank, finance provider etc) by paying a lump sum towards 
repayment of loan amount on the death of employee. TIE plan can be 
structured in a way that either the original loan amount or the outstanding value 
of the loan can be covered, as per data provided by the employer. The 
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premiums can be adjusted every year according to the reducing principal 
amount. 
Creditor and Debtor groups can also be the recipient of group credit life 
insurance schemes to cover their outstanding loans in event of death or 
permanently disabling contingencies. 
Groups of members of housing societies, borrowers granted loans by 
institutional agencies in Public / Joint sectors for housing purposes as well as 
borrowing members of cooperative societies and banks formed by employees 
of the same employer are the most appropriate contenders to avail of group 
insurance. 
Currently, Group Credit Life offers insurance against the mortgage loans, 
personal loans and credit cards. 
Group Health Insurance 
All of the individual types of plans can be purchased on a group basis. Only 
full time employees may participate in these plans, as determined by the 
insurance company. (Usually 25 hours per week is considered full tine.) It is 
generally required that the employers pay a percentage of at least the employee 
portion of the premium. This ensures adequate participation for the insurance 
companies so as to avoid adverse selection. (Meaning- they don't want your 
sick employees only) 
Group Denial insurance 
Coverage is generally provided for preventive services, (cleanings, x-rays, and 
exams), minor restorative services (fillings), and major restorative services 
(crowns. bridges, root canals). These may include annual recall exams; cement 
restorations; crowns and fixed bridges; dentures; extraction of teeth and other 
surgical services; fillings; fluoride treatments; scaling and polishing; major 
repa irs and restorations; root canal therapy and X-rays. Sometimes and 
optionally, orthodontia is covered. 
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Worldwide t ravel Gm tip Insurance 
Worldwide Travel insurance include travel assistance for medical emergencies 
and coverage including: ambulance services; dental services; diagnostic 
services; hospital accommodation: meals and accommodation; medical 
appliances: physicians, surgeons and other practitioners; prescriptions; nursing; 
referrals outside of the country; return home as a result of illness; return of 
deceased; transportation to visit the covered person and vehicle return. 
Group Term Disability Insurance 
There are basically two types of Term disability Insurance: Short Term 
Disability Insurance and Long Term Disability Insurance, 
Group Short Term Disahility insurance 
For short term coverage is generally provided upon the first day of an accident, 
or upon the eighth day of an illness for a period of 13, 26, or 52 weeks. Usually 
benefits are for 66 2/3 per cent of salary, but different benefit percentages are 
available with different companies and in different situations. Definitions of 
disability vary with different insurance companies. 
Group Long Term Disability Insurance 
For this insurance coverage is provided for longer periods of time than with 
Short Term Disability, typically two years, and five years, to age 65 or for life. 
Elimination periods (also called waiting periods) are longer generally than with 
STD. This is the time one must wait once disabled before benefits begin. 
Disability definitions are critical in evaluating these plans. 
4.7: Group Insurance Products in India 
Group Leave Encashment Scheme 
As per the Accounting Standard (AS-15) of January 1995 and the amended 
Section 209(3) of the Companies Act. 1957, it has become necessary for the 
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employers to provide for the liability or Leave Encashmera facility available to 
all the employees in the books of final accounts. 
The Group Leave Encashment Scheme (Gl.ES) has been designed to provide 
finding for these liabilities of all employers. A group insurance cover by way 
of a flat sum assured is also provided for the employees. The scheme is to be 
administered by the employer. And the funding is arranged on the lines of 
Gratuity Funding under the Cash Accumulation Plan. The rate of interest 
allowed is the same as per the Cash Accumulation Plans. 
Group Insurance Scheme in lieu of' EDLI ((Employees Deposit Linked 
Insurance Scheme) 
All employees to whom the Employee's Provident Fund and Miscellaneous 
Provision Act, 1952 applies, have a Statutory liability to subscribe to 
Employee's Deposit Linked Insurance Scheme, 1976 to provide for the benefit 
of Life insurance to all their employees. Under the scheme as amended with 
effect from 24th June, 2000 the insurance benefit is equal to the average 
balance to the credit of the deceased employee in the Provident Fund during the 
last 12 months. provided that where such balance exceeds Rs.35, 000, 
insurance cover would be equal to Rs.35, 000 plus 25 per cent of the amount in 
excess of Rs.35, 000 subject to a maximum of Rs.60, 000. Thus if the length of 
service is not adequate and' or the salary is low the average balance may be 
substantially less and such the benefit to the employee's family is either 
inadequate or non-existent. The contribution @ 0.50 per cent of each 
employee's salary is payable by the Employer to the Provident Fund 
Authorities. However, under Sec. 17(2A) of the act, the employer may be 
exempted hem consulting to this scheme, if he/she has provided for better 
insurance benefits through alternative scheme. Group hnsurance Scheme in lieu 
of EDLI has been accepted as one such better alternative. The premium 
depends upon a few key factors, namely average age, occupation of the 
members and size of the croup. 
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Social Security Scheme 
According to the directives of the Central government, a social security fund 
was created in the fiscal year 1998-99. This fund was conceived by LIC with a 
view to extend insurance benefits to the economically weaker sections of 
society that are normally employed by the unorganised sector. 
LIC maintains half the premium amount drawn from the Social Security Fund 
while the balance 50 percent is collected from a designated nodal agency. This 
nodal agency receives contributions from the State government and / or its 
beneficiaries. Insurance cover of up to Rs.5, 000/- can he granted under these 
social security schemes. However in case of death or a permanent disability 
due to an accident, a sum of Rs.25, 000/- (for loss of both eyes or two limbs), a 
sum of Rs.12, 500!- (for loss of one eye or one limb) is payable. This 
compensation is provided irrespective of the basic insurance cover. The Indian 
government has approved of 24 occupations for extending the benefits of the 
social security group insurance scheme. 
Voluntary Ref irernent Scheme 
The Voluntary Retirement Scheme (VRS) is designed to provide for payment 
of annuity, depending upon the salary and the length of the service period of 
the insured employee. The scheme ceases at the normal retirement age. There 
are different plans by which the Voluntary Retirement Scheme requirements of 
the employers can be taken care of. 
Group Gratuity Scheme 
Gratuity is one of the statutory liabilities incurred by almost all employers and 
accrued to their employees. Gratuity is calculated by the number of years of 
service rendered by the employee for his employer. Since this liability accrues 
on an annual basis, from the point of view of sound accounting practice, it is 
desirable to provide for this liability before the profits are determined. Based 
on actuarial principles, the Group Gratuity Scheme provides a highly scientific 
method for funding gratuity liability incurred by the employer towards his 
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employees. From the point ol'view of so and accounting practice, it is desirable 
to provide for this liability before the profits or losses are determined for the 
annual balance sheet at the end of the financial accounting year. The most 
attractive feature of the Group Gratuity Scheme is that the insurance cover due 
to every employee, in event of his or her premature death, to his or her 
dependants becomes substantially higher and they (the dependants) are entitled 
to significantly higher benefits. Attractive tax advantages are also available to 
employers as well as their employees. 
Group Superannuation Scheme 
The Group Superannuation Scheme is designed as a pension scheme to the 
employees after their retirement from active service. The employer alone or 
jointly arranged with the employees can finance this scheme. A decreasing 
group insurance cover that is in direct conjunction with superannuation benefits 
can also be provided under the scheme. Group Superannuation schemes are of 
two types: 
Money Purchase Scheme 
The contributions under the Money Purchase Scheme are based generally on a 
percentage of the salary. the accumulated value of such contributions is 
utilised to purchase the pension benefits. 
Benefit Purchase Scheme 
The employer fixes the amount of pension in advance. And the amount is 
generally related the amount of salary drawn by the employee at the time of 
exit. The insurance company determines the contributions payable for the 
funding of pension benefits. The different types of pensions available are 
pension's payable for life. These are guarantees for periods of 5 or 10 or 15 or 
even 20 years and thereafter for life or in a joint life form for the last survivor. 
The pension payable for life includes return of purchase price on the death of 
the pensioner. 
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4.8: Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs) in India 
With the advent of planned economy from 1951 and the subsequent industrial 
policy followed by Government of India, both planners and Government 
earmarked a special role for small-scale industries and medium scale industries 
in the Indian economy. Due protection was accorded to both sectors, and 
particularly for small scale industries from 1951 to 1991, till the nation adopted 
a policy of liberalization and globalization. SMEs (small and medium-sized 
enterprises) always represented the model of socio-economic policies of 
Government of India which emphasized judicious use of foreign exchange for 
import of capital goods and inputs; labour intensive mode of production: 
employment generation; non-concentration of diffusion of economic power in 
the hands of few (as in the case of big houses); discouraging monopolistic 
practices of production and marketing: and finally effective contribution to 
foreign exchange earning of the nation with low import-intensive operations. 
SMEs developed in a manner, which made it possible for them to achieve the 
following objectives: 
Advantages of SMEs 	Limitations of SM Es 
High 	Contribution 	to 	domestic 	Low Capital base 
production 
Significant export earnings Concentration of functions in one! 
two persons 
Low investment requirements Inadequate 	exposure 	to 
international environment 
Operational flexibility Inability to face impact of WIO 
regime 
Location wise mobility Inadequate contribution towards 
R and D 
Low intensive imports Lack of professionalism 
Capacities to develop appropriate 
indigenous technology 
import substitution 
Contribution 	towards 	defense 
production 
Technology — oriented industries 
Competitiveness 	in domestic and 
export markets 
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In spite of these limitations, the SMEs have made significant contribution 
towards technological development and exports. 
SMEs have been established in almost all-major sectors in the Indian industry. 
As a result of globalization and liberalization, coupled with W IO regime, 
Indian SMEs have been passing through a transitional period. With slowing 
down of economy in India and abroad, particularly USA and European Union 
and enhanced competition from China and a few low cost centers of production 
from abroad many units have been facing a tough time. Those SMEs who have 
strong technological base. international business outlook, competitive spirit and 
willingness to restructure themselves shall withstand the present challenges and 
come out with shining colors to make their own contribution to the Indian 
economy. 
Micro enterprise 
A micro-enterprise is 
one 	where 	the 
investment in plant and 
machinery (their original 
cost excluding land. 
building 	and 	items 
specified by the Ministry 
of Small Scale Industries 
in its notification No. 
S.O. 1722(E) dated 
October 5, 2006) does 
not exceed Rs 25 lakh. 
A small enterprise is one A medium enterprise is 
where the investment in one 	where 	the 
plant and machinery (see investment in plant and 
above) is more than machinery (see above) is 
Rs.25 lakh but does not more than Rs.5 crore but 
exceed Rs.5 crore. 	does not exceed Rs.l0 
crore. 
The Indian micro- and small-enterprises (MSEs) sector plays a pivotal role in 
the country's industrial economy. It is estimated that in value, the sector 
accounts for about 45 percent of manufacturing output and about 40 percent of 
total exports. In recent years, the MSE sector has consistently registered a 
higher growth rate than the overall industrial sector. The major advantage of 
the MSE sector is its employment potential at a low capital cost. According to 
available statistics (4th Census of MSME Sector), the sector employs an 
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estimated 59.7 million people in 26.1 million enterprises: labor intensity in the 
MSE sector is estimated to be nearly four times that of large enterprises. 
Importance of Group Insurance for SJIE's Employee 
'17te close knit relationship between the employer and the employee is a vital 
factor in the success of any small business. The trust and loyalty of the 
employees is the key to efficiency. This mutual trust relies on many factors 
among which providing insurance cover for employees is a prominent one. 
Also as per the provisions of the Employee's Provident Fund and 
Miscellaneous Provision Act, 1952, any organization employing more than 25 
persons must cater for the insurance needs as well as pension benefits of the 
employees. In this context taking a group insurance scheme for the SME is the 
simplest and most cost effective proposition. There are several types of group 
insurance schemes that are being offered by all the insurance companies in 
market today which can be tailor made to suit the requirements of all small and 
medium enterprises (Nirjharini, 2012). 
Functions of a Group Insurance Scheme in SAIEs 
Any group insurance scheme available today in the market has host of 
functions to meet the requirements of SMEs. 
• Life Cover: The group insurance schemes provide insurance cover for 
the lives of all employees as long as they are working in that 
organization. 
• Savings Instrument: The group insurance schemes additionally act as a 
savings tool for the employees to accumulate adequate wealth over the 
tenure of their engagement at the organization. 
• Gratuity: As per employment regulations any employee working for 
more than 5 years in any organization is eligible for gratuity. The group 
insurance schemes can be extremely helpful in this regard by letting the 
enterprise create a pool of funds which can be invested to create a 
corpus to pay off gratuity to the employees. 
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• Annuity; The superannuation plans of group insurance schemes provide 
for the retirement benefits of the employees by accumulating premiums 
over a long term during the service period of the individual. 
• Protection for Debts: The group insurance schemes operate in tandem 
with banks and other lending institutions and thus provide a security to 
pay off outstanding debts of individuals in case of untimely death or 
disability leading to loss of employment. 
4.9: Types of Group Insurance Schemes available for SMEs 
Each SME must decide for itself the exact kind of scheme that is most suitable 
for its requirements depending on employee strength. nature of job and 
contribution possible from the employer and the employee. Some of the most 
commonly used group insurance schemes by Stops in India are: 
• Group Gratuity Plan 
• Annuity Solutions 
• Group Term Insurance Plan 
• Group Term Insurance in lieu of EDLI (Employee's Deposit Linked 
Insurance Scheme) 
There are multiple variants of these schemes which can be considered after 
detailed discussions with the representative of the insuring company and the 
employees to get the best deal for all involved. The employee group insurance 
scheme is a vital factor that cannot be ignored by any SME in order to keep the 
motivation of the employees high. It is the discretionary performance of the 
employee influenced by their perception of the management's commitment to 
their welfare that forms the most significant input for the success of any 
business venture. The group insurance scheme for employees is a right step in 
this direction. 
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4.10: Distribution Strategy 
Introduction 
The distribution strategics are needed 1'or matching arrangement and smooth 
flow of goods and services from producer to customer. The customer is not in 
habit to wait for product for the long time and wants that it should be available 
at the right time in the right quantity and at the right place. Designing the 
distribution strategies which meet company and customer objectives and 
making the product available in the market is very important in the present 
scenario. Company should ensure the maximum coverage of the market by 
using all available distributions (Joseph et al, 2001). Proper training, 
continuous monitoring of channels, developing computerized channel 
management system and use of alternative channels may be useful in attaining 
the competitive advantage and use of c-marketing or web marketing may help 
the producer to place the product to large number ol'buyers. 
Among the marketing 4 Ps: (product; place/distribution channels; price; and 
promotions/communications) marketing channels or distribution channels are 
still an important source of uncompromising advantage. since in the other Ps, 
for instance products, the rate of technology transfer between companies all 
over the world and global competition make new products and attributes 
available for competitors to replicate. With respect to prices, companies can 
operate in several parts of the world, creating competitive offers. In 
communications, the massive exposure of customers to advertisements builds a 
barrier to improve product differentiation through this way. Distribution builds 
secure competitive advantages, since marketing channels have a long-run 
character and to build them it is necessary to have a consistent structure; and 
due also to the fact that they are focused on people and relationships (Stern et 
al., 1996; Rosenbloom. 1999; Berman, 1996; Neves, 2000). In the financial 
services, other areas like banking have acquired a long-standing reputation and 
arc better understood by the common man. Insurance continues to remain 
indistinct for a large mass of the population; and thus compels the existence of 
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an efficient distribution mechanism for the business to be successful. 
Consequently, it is essential that the distributor-irrespective of the channel-
understands the needs of the prospect: and suggests the best possible package 
taking into account the prospective client's risk profile. Looking at the large 
scale media reports about mis-selling, one wonders whether we are really able 
to achieve such a comfort in spreading the word. It is for the insurers and other 
stakeholders to ensure that these trends are reversed, sooner than later. 
For an individual, a simple analytical assessment of his needs and suggesting a 
suitable product would add a lot of value. if it is also supported by rendering 
the required service dur ing the contract period, the distributor's role can be 
deemed to have been accomplished. Similarly, in the case of a corporate client, 
identifying the inherent risk factors and designing a comprehensive risk 
management package would go a long way in adding value to the customer. 
The competitive nature of the market demands that each of the participants 
delivers the best. But when the competition takes the shape of chasing a top-
line growth and losing sight of the other aspects, there is bound to be a disarray 
of priorities. It is hoped that the Indian insurance market does not work in that 
direction; and it is for the distribution channels to ensure that we stay away 
from such lopsided priorities. `Intermediation channel or distribution strategies' 
is the focus of this part of the chapter and in view of the importance of the 
distribution, so it is also very important to focus on the strategies and channels 
available in the insurance industry and lastly on customer service and its 
satisfaction. 
Types of Distribution Strategy 
The broad principles by which the organization expects to achieve its 
distribution objectives for its target market(s), here given three common 
distribution strategies that depending on the type of product being distributed: 
• Intensive distribution: Used commonly to distribute low priced or 
impulse purchase products e.g. chocolates, soft drinks. 
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• Exclusive distribution: Involves limiting distribution to a single outlet. 
The product is usually highly priced, and requires the intermediary to 
place much detail in its sell. An example of would be the sale of vehicles 
through exclusive dealers. 
• Selective Distribution'. A small number of retail outlets are chosen to 
distribute the product. Selective distribution is common with products 
such as computers. televisions household appliances, where consumers 
are willing to shop around and where manufacturers want a large 
geographical spread. 
If a company's decides to adopt an exclusive or selective strategy they should 
select an intermediary which has experience of handling similar products, 
credible and is known by the target audience and this type of the strategies also 
adopting by the distribution of the financial services products especially in 
insurance. 
4.11: Distribution 
Distribution is the process that put together a proper match between a product 
and the end-user or customers. It is of utmost importance to ensure that while 
this process is accomplished successfully, there is value addition to the entire 
chain the producer as also the consumer. In the domain of financial services, 
where it is very difficult to quantify the success of the process, the ultimate 
business figures have came to be seen as the indicators of achievement. In the 
absence of a more realistic gauge, the end results do serve the purpose; but it is 
equally important to take a holistic view of the entire process of distribution 
and the means through which the results are obtained, rather than getting 
carried away entirely by the numbers, An intermediary can be a great 
ambassador for the principal that he or she acts for; and quite often, it is the 
efficiency of the distributor that sets the tone for the reputation of the player. It 
is thus very vital that the insurers exercise utmost care in building up their 
distribution channels and are not driven by their business targets exclusively all 
the time. Another definition of the distribution is the arrangement by which the 
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product, after manufacture is moved till it reaches the customers with the 
objective to ensure that the product is available to the customer when he wants 
to buy it. Generally for the tangible products the distribution chainfel is as 
follows: 
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Figure 4.1 Distribution Flows of Tangible Products 
Source: Accessed from /RDA Report 
The insurance products cannot be distributed like any other tangible products 
as the distribution channels of insurance industry are regulated by Insurance 
Regulatory and Development Authority (IRDA). Initially, in the Insurance Act 
1938 the distribution channels were as follows: 
/muck Companks 
Pnncipal J Chico Special Agcnt 	Agents 
I 
Agrncs 
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Figure 4.2 Distribution Flows of Insurance Products (Before 
Nationalization) 
Source: Accessed from IRDA Report 
Principal Agent/ Chief? Special Agents were the Agents appointed under 
Section 42.4, 42B and 42C of the Insurance Act 1938. The appointment of 
these agents was stopped with effect from 11411950 but the concept of Agent is 
still in existence not only in India but all over the world. After 1950 the 
distribution channels were either directly or through Agents. 
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Figure 4.3 Distribution Flows of Insurance Products (After 
Nationalization) 
Source: Accessed from IRDA Report 
After liberalization of the Insurance Sector in the year 2000 and formation of 
the Authority (IRDA), new distribution channels have been introduced. 
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Figure 4.4 Distribution Flows of Insurance Products (After Privatisation) 
Source: Accessed from IRDA Report 
After liberalization of the insurance sector, the distribution channels are strictly 
controlled by the Authority through various regulations namely Insurance 
Agents Regulations, Insurance Brokers Regulations, Insurance Corporate 
Agent Regulations, and Insurance Micro-Insurance Agent Regulations. 
These regulations prescribe the qualification, training, examination fees, 
commission rates, duration of license and its renewal and code of conduct of 
the distribution channels. The basic and main difference in these distribution 
channels is that the channels other than insurance brokers represent the 
insurance company, while the insurance brokers are representing the customer. 
In the domain of corporate clients of insurance industry, distribution could 
assume a much larger role. Assessing the various risks that the entities are 
exposed to and developing a comprehensive risk management solution for it 
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would be the ideal job Cor the intermediary. It is good to see that there is a great 
deal of improvement in this area in the Indian insurance market where the new 
channels of distribution are progressively demonstrating a larger role. The 
changing dynamics of various classes of insurance and the vibrant business 
figures have become the talking point of several stakeholders. It would be 
better for the insurance players to identify their strengths and build their 
distribution strategies accordingly. The Indian insurance industry is at a stage 
of consolidation; and the large percentage growths that were the orders of the 
day not very long agu look conspicuous more by their absence. It is at this 
juncture that the real impact of the distribution channels is to be felt. The 
initiative could indeed be used as a strong weapon to foster stronger 
relationships with the clientele that could come in handy for future growth. 
4.12: Distribution Channels-Insurance 
Without distribution, insurance companies cannot sell their products and thus 
cannot exist. Distribution involves two key components: 1) relatively easy and 
efficient access to clients and 2) a simple payment mechanism to transfer 
premium from the client to the insurance company 
Insurance markets vary in their development due to insurers' ability build 
profitable distribution channels. Over the years, distribution in developed and 
emerging markets has evolved as companies sought more el7icient methods to 
sell their products. These distribution methods include tied-agency networks 
visiting families and companies to provide products from one company; 
independent and/or large networks of brokers providing multiple lines from 
various companies for individuals and companies; bank distribution providing 
mainly life insurance products to their customers, and: finally, direct to 
consumer operations selling marketing of simple life, accident, health and 
property products via telephone and mail to customer databases or lists. 
Insurance distribution can be explained as the ways in which insurance flows, 
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or passes from, the insurer to the insured or from the insured to the insurer 
(Wallace, 1954) indicated that the area of the distribution of life insurance 
sustains a distinctively important position because the process of distribution is 
almost entirely a function of people The other industries and financial service 
providers clearly became to be influence in complementing the life insurance 
existing products and services such as brokerage and banking institutions, 
provided consumers with services that had been previously dominated only by 
life insurance Turns (Weissman, 1993). 
Kaye, C. and Loh. K.L. (2010), noted that as a result of market progressive 
and customers needs grown more complex, the distribution model of life 
insurance leaned to shift gradually from a product-push to an advisory model. 
Thus, the customers will avoid the agents who concentrate and emphasize on 
pushing products than with providing advice. Obviously, an advisory approach 
based on a clear understanding of investors' individual needs and risk desires 
will be critical to accomplishment. There are many channel distribution for life 
insurance in India such as agency channel, corporate brokers, brokers, 
bancassurance, telesales, affinity channel, worksite channel and alternate 
channel etc. Distribution channels have been defined as `sets of interdependent 
organisations involved in the process of making a product or service available 
for consumption or use' (Stern, Fl-Ansary and Coughlan, 1996). 
Companies are increasingly using a multiple channel strategy for most or all of 
their products — a multiple channel strategy is employed when a firm makes a 
product available to the market through two or more channels of distribution. 
Frazier (1999) observed that multiple channels are now becoming the rule 
rather than the exception'. Lasingwood and Storey (1996), having surveyed 
153 financial products, noted that multiple channel systems represented 85 per 
cent of distribution strategies. 
Multiple channels can deliver a number of benefits (see Table 4_ I), in particular 
a sales increase through better satisfaction of a company's current customer 
target and also through an extended coverage of the market, a reduction in 
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distributions costs, more and better information, and a reduction of business 
risks. 
Table 4.1: Pros and Cons of Multiple Channel Systems 
PROS CONS 
Customer Resentment and 
Confusion 
Sales Increase 
Extended Market Coverage Channel Conflict 
Cost Augmentation Improved Satisfaction of the 
Customer 
Target Loss of Distinctiveness 
Cost Reduction 
More and Better Information 
ReductionoiBusiness Risks 
4.13: Various Distribution Channels 
Presently following channels in operation besides the agency model: 
Agent 	 Bancassurance 
Corporate Agent 	 Worksite Marketing  
Broker 	_ . Tele Marketing 
Direct Marketing_ . A'et-Marketing 	_ 
Kiosks/ ATMs/ Franchisees 	Mall Assurance -- 
Shop Assurance 
An agent, century old distribution channel, can represent one life insurer. one 
general insurer, one health insurer and one credit insurer by paying Rs.250/- as 
fees. 
The Corporate Agent/Bancassurance Agent/ Insurance Broker are the most 
widely accepted channels for insurance distribution in India. The corporate 
agent is an extension of the agent as the insurance agent is an individual and if 
two agents join together and form a firm or company, it becomes corporate 
agent. The procedure to become a corporate agent is the same as that of an 
agent but may have to contribute the share capital of 15 lakh at the discretion of 
the insurer. The corporate agent should also appoint a Principal Officer who is 
qualified from Insurance Institute of India, Mumbai. 
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As stated earlier, the Bancassurance is also new distribution channel in India 
but it is similar to corporate agent. In fact the banks have become corporate 
agents and known as Bancassurance. But in international markets, 
Bancassurance means the insurer designs the special insurance products which 
can be sold only through Banks. But such practice is not followed in India and 
banks are selling the normal products to its customers. It is for the information 
of the readers that the concept of Bancassurance is successful only in France 
but not in any other country; and there is only one product i.e. Ilealth insurance 
which is designed for the account holders of selected banks; and no doubt it is 
cheaper as compared to other Health insurance products but the only demerit is 
that after sale, service at the time of claim is not provided by the banks and 
policyholders are unhappy and seek assistance of an expert. 
As per latest draft regulations, the Banks who are interested to sell insurance 
may have to obtain a license as per Bancassurance Agent Regulation proposed 
by the Authority effective from Feb 2012. Under these proposed regulations, 
any institution which is registered under Banking Regulations Act 1949 
including Non-bank financial companies (NBFCs) can become a 
Bancassurance agent. The banks can sell the product of one life insurer and one 
general insurer one health insurer or any specialized insurer. Each branch will 
have a specified person who will solicit the insurance business. Another 
distribution channel is an Insurance Broker, which can sell the products of all 
the insurers on all India basis but minimum capital requirement is 50 lakh with 
proper office infrastructure and manpower. Every Insurance Broker will have 
to pay annual fees of 0.5 per cent of his brokerage and insure himself under 
Professional Indemnity insurance. 
The Authority has also permitted to appoint Micro Insurance Agents under 
IRDA (micro-insurance) Regulations. These agents are Non Govt. 
Organization (NGO), Self Help Group (SHG) and Micro Financial Institutional 
(ry I) which can sell only micro insurance products. The micro insurance 
products can also be sold by any other distribution channel i.e. Agent, 
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Corporate Agent and Insurance Brokers etc. In addition to these distribution 
channels, the insurers can also sell the products directly to the customer as in 
the case of online marketing. 
Though it is a million dollar question as to which is the best distribution 
channel, every individual has adifferent perception and opinion of the different 
channels. Some people prefer a known person/relative. A few others can be 
under undue pressure from someone in a bank or a government department 
whether he is well versed with the products or not; and yield to the payout of a 
consideration (though it is prohibited under section 41 of the Insurance Act), 
poor after sale service etc. in-spite of various distribution channels as explained 
above the insurance penetration is not progressing keeping in view India's 
prolite i.c. with 1.2 billion population and area of 32.87 lakh sq.kms. The main 
reason is that neither insurer nor any distribution channels is having office in 
villages where more than 60 per cent Indian population lives and the people 
who have already bought are not comfortable with the after sale service of the 
insurer. The term "distributor is defined as an agent who supplies goods that 
reach the end user. We need to take a good look at the difference in the 
definitions to understand the difference in the role performed by each. 'the 
comparison is then between an intermediary as a mediator between two parties 
and a distributor as a supplier for one party. Each of the two roles requires a 
different mindset. The mediator necessarily needs to understand both the 
demand and the supply side. In insurance, as in most other services, each 
customer is unique in terms of his requirement of risk mitigation. Even within a 
single family, different members have different needs and requirements. This is 
the basis of their individual roles as socio-economic members of the family and 
responsibilities, both current and future. A scholarly son of a small grocery 
store owner in a small town would possibly aspire to work at a multinational in 
a metropolitan city, while his parent would want him to take care of their future 
needs when they reach seniority in age. 
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A distributor may have a smart pension plan for the parent because her 
company is promoting it in the market. But if the customer or the prospective 
customer was the son, his requirement may have been a pure term insurance to 
cover his income due to his parent's reliance on him. The intermediary would 
understand customer's requirements, and deliver the solutions available in the 
repository. So what is it that we have been doing in the Indian insurance 
segment? As in any institution, including the governing, regulating, and 
commercial ones, we are theoretically expected to put the customer first. A 
robust framework to analyze this is the Principal-Agent theory of economics. 
The dynamics of this framework have been presented specifically for the 
insurance industry. 
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Figure 4.5: Principal - Agent theory for Insurance 
Source: Accessed from IRDA Report 
A full-fledged customer strategy with end to end management, from 
segmentation and prospecting to service delivery and fulfillment; is not 
typically a single view in most organizations. More specifically, we tend to 
segment our channels rather than segment the customers. The ticket size is the 
surrogate used for the segmentation. The channel of sales is another segment. 
For instance, if a customer has bought a policy with the annual premium of Rs. 
25,000: he would be categorized as mass affluent, immaterial of the fact that 
this would be a HNI premium on a term policy, a mass affluent premium in the 
pension category and a mass premium in the savings and child plan category. 
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in addition to this, the channel push becomes an important factor for most 
insurers. Some have been leading the pack by pushing only specific products 
through each channel. This may result in a product mix that the company 
wants. But it does not imply that the distribution channels will search for the 
customers with those requirements. Nor will such a strategy be the most 
effective for an insurer. 
In the entire customer cycle from market segmentation to policy fulfillment, the 
role of the distribution is being subjected to intense scrutiny by most of the cost 
conscious insurers. The components of each channel in terms of its reach, 
capability, scale and quality are being examined closely to determine the future 
course of expansion or presence and largely, if the organization is able to 
deliver the best value to the client, the regulator and government can enjoy the 
tan by the seaside or a round of golf while the corporations enjoy their profits 
through customer loyalty. 
4.14: Distribution Channels- Agent and Corporate Agent 
Introduction 
In developed countries where insurance penetration is high, the servicing to the 
policyholders begins with the closing of the sale and completion of the 
insurance contract. But unfortunately in our country, with a few exceptions, the 
servicing ends with the issue of the policy. In a large majority of cases the 
customer is left to get his grievances resolved only through direct 
correspondence with the insurance company's offices. 
Many times, the right type of policy is not sold and the poor policyholder finds 
to his dismay that he has just bought a type of policy which does not suit his 
requirements. He gets disgusted and stops paying further premiums. The 
benefits of insurance and the benefits of the policy are not properly explained 
to the policyholder. In such cases, there is every possibility of a policy lapse. 
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The main aim of any life insurance company is to ensure that every insurable 
person is adequately insured. The success, therefore, depends on getting good 
quality business. Good quality business means good risks and ensuring 
adequate protection to the beneficiary in the event the contingency, for which 
the policy was taken, occurs. If the lives insured are good risks, there is every 
possibility that the mortality experience will be better than expected and 
provided for in the premium calculations. The insurers will be able to earn 
more profit and the policyholders will also have a share in it, by way of bonus. 
So, the sales personnel are the primary concern of the life insurance industry 
that comes in contact with the policyholders. They are the intermediaries 
between the policyholders and the insurance company. The policyholders 
depend on them for everything (from the beginning of the contract till the 
disposal of the claim either by maturity or death). Apart from this, a lapsed 
policy would have a bad effect on the policyholders. Their faith in life 
instance would be shaken and it would be difficult to bring them a fresh 
investment in insurance. 
Agent and Corporate Agent: Responsihilities 
An agent or corporate agent is the main component of the distribution channel 
for the file insurance business. They are required to solicit and procure new life 
insurance business, in a manner that is consistent with the interests of the 
policyholders and of the insurance company. For this purpose. it is necessary 
that they would have to contact prospects for life insurance, stud), their needs 
and persuade them to buy. Complete all related formalities, including filling up 
proposal forms, collecting premium, arranging medical examination, collecting 
proofs (of age or income), reports and other information required by the 
underwriter. After having sold a new insurance policy, the agent has to ensure 
that the policy continues, without a lapse, till it becomes a claim. The 
conservation of the policy is in the interests of all the three persons concerned, 
the insurer, the policyholder and the agent. For this purpose, it is necessary that 
the agent has to keep in touch with the policyholder to make sure that renewal 
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premiums are paid In time. insure that nominations are made or chanted 
accordinu, to changing circumstances. Assist in settlement of the claim. by 
helping the claimants to complete the necessary formalities and requirements. 
In order that he ma\ perform all these tasks %\ell. the agent has to he familiar 
with the henef'it under the \arious plans of insurance offered by his insurer. 
Pre-requisites for a Successful Agent/Corporate Agent 
The insurance agent. though appointed h% the company, is an agent of the 
prospect as well. Ile is looked upon as a kno\vIedgcahle person. who can be 
trusted to give the right advice. To be able to match these expectations. the 
modern agent must be familiar with the benefits and advantages of other 
financial instruments suitable for savings and investments and also the tax 
laws. particularf on taxation matters rele\ant to these instruments. The variety 
of instruments available for an individual is eery vast and it is difficult for 
anyone to master the details of all of' them. The agent who admits 
uniniornledness and promises to come hack after checking out the details is 
respected. trusted more and sought after, than the one who gives answers on the 
basis of guesswork or hearsay. Such an agent can be spoken of well, as a 
person xvho knows, who can he trusted to look after the customer's interests, 
who does not mislead, who is nice to deal with, and so on. It is such reputations 
that help one to collect more and more references from satisfied policyholders 
and thus expand one's circle of contacts. 
After-Sales Service —Indio idual and Corporate Agent's Role 
the first services which contribute to the policyholder's appreciation of his 
insurance are those which are performed at the time his proposal is steered to 
completion viz. 
(1) Selling the right policy. i.e., the policy that correctly answers the 
individual's needs and circumstances. 
(2) Selling the policy right i.e., explaining the benefits in such a way that the 
policyholder would consider it necessary to maintain the policy. 
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(3) Inculcating the habit of saving i.e., ensuring that the policyholder saves 
regularly loom his income so that he has the amount necessary to pay the 
premium readily available in cash when the premium falls due. 
The agent's responsibilities to the policyholder arc not over with the closing of 
the sale. 11 is essential that the sale is After-Sales Service — The Agent's Role 
followed up with good after-sales service and regular contact with the 
policyholder. 
Facts and Figures about Agent and Corporate Agents 
As per the updated data available given below and shown by the table 4.2, the 
year 2011-12 witnessed 10.63 per cent decrease in the number of individual 
agents. The number has gone down from 26.39 lakh as on 31st March. 2011 to 
23.59 lakh as on 31st March, 2012, while the private life insurers recorded a 
decrease of 17.02 per cent, LIC showed a decrease of 4.40 per cent. LIC has a 
much higher number of individual agents than all private life insurers put 
together. At the end of the year, while the number of agents with LIC stood at 
12.78 latch, the corresponding number for private sector insurers on a 
cumulative basis was 10.80 lakh. 
One major concern that emerges from the data as presented above is the high 
percentage of attrition of agents. In 2011-12, while the total number of agents 
appointed was 7.14 lakh, the number of agents terminated was as high as 9.95 
latch. The scenario was worse for private insurers as compared to LIC. While 
private insurers appointed 3.6R lakh agents, 5.89 lakh agents were terminated. 
On the other hand, in case of LIC, 4.04 latch agents were terminated while it 
appointed 3.45 lakh agents. Such high attrition may adversely affect life 
insurers' business, policy persistency and public perception of the agency 
channel as a stable career. It is, therefore, in the interest of all the stakeholders. 
insurers have to work on reducing the tur nover of agents and build a stable and 
growing agency force. As per the updated data available given below and 
shown by the table 43, there were 882 corporate agents as on 31st March 2012, 
While 134 new agents were added during 2011-12, licenses of 1417 corporate 
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agents were cancelled. LIC has terminated 82 corporate agents when compared 
to 27 new licenses. The private insurers have terminated 1335 corporate agents 
while recruiting 107 new corporate agents. As on 31 th March, 2012, a detail of 
Individual Agents in Life Insurance industry is shown by the appendix IV and 
total details of Corporate Agents in Life Insurers is also shown by the appendix 
V. 
Table 4.2: Details of Individual Agents of Life Insurers in India 
(in lakhs) 
Insurer 	As on 1 Additions Deletions As on 31'` 
April, during during March, 
2011 2011-12 2011-12 2012 
LIC (Public) 	1337064 r345 404747 1278234 
Private 	1302328 368211 589888 1080651 
Industry 	2639392 714128 994635 
_ 
2358885 
Source: Retrieved from IRDA Report 
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Figure 4.6: Group New Business Performance of Life Insurers for 2011- 
12-Channel-Wise Details of Individual Agents of Life Insurers in India 
Table 4.3: Details of Corporate Agents of Life Insurers in India 
(in lakhs) 
Insurer , As on I" Additions Deletions As on 31 `` 
April, 2011 during during March, 
2011-12 2011-12 2012 
LIC (Public) 295 27 82 240 
Private 1870~ 107 1335 6421 
Industry 2165 134 1417 - 	882 
Source: Retrieved from IRDA Report 
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Table 4.4: Number of Individual Agents (As on 31" March) 
(in lakhs) 
Insurers 2007 2008 20092010 i 2011 2012 
LIC(Public) 11.03 11.94 13.45 14.03 1 13.37 12.78 
Private 8.90 13.27 15.93 15.75 	' 13.02 i 	10.81 
Industry 	- 19.93 25.21 29.38 29.78 	! 26.39J 23.59 
Source: Retrieved from IRDA Report 
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Figure 4.8: Number of Individual Agents (As on 31st March) 
Table 4.5: Number of Corporate Agents (As on 315' March) 
(in lakhs) 
Insurers 1 2007 	2008 2009 2010 	2011 	T 2012 
LIC(Public) 409 	345 415 510 	295 240 
Private 1906 2070 2091 2420 	1870 642 
Industry 2315 2415 2506 2930 	2165_ j 882 
Source: Retrieved from IRDA Report 
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Figure 4.9: Number of Corporate Agents (As on 31" March) 
In view of the above tables (table 4.4 and 4.5) and graphical representations 
based on the available information with the IRDA compiled by the researcher 
from the various IRDA annual reports, the individual tied agents were the 
dominant players in the market; gradually the corporate agents have occupied a 
significant space in present scenario. From the above tables, it is quite evident 
that the private sector life insurers are focusing more on the use of corporate 
agency channel, while the LIC has been maintaining stability in its focus to the 
individual agency channel. 
4.15: Business Performance 
Individual New Business-Channel-Wise 
Over the period of time, there has been a remarkable move in the individual 
agency channel. The contribution to the new business premium procured 
through individual agents has slightly decreased to 78.69 per cent during 2011-
12 from 78.95 per cent reported during the previous year. The share of 
corporate agents, which was 16.86 per cent during 2010-11, has increased to 
17.67 per cent in the year 2011-12. Between bank and other corporate agency 
channels, the share of Banks in total new business has gone up from 13.30 per 
cent in 2010.11 to 14.96 per cent in 2010-11 as shown by the given below 
Channel-wise business table 4.6, 
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Table 4.6: Individual New Business Performance of Life Insurers for 2011-
12- Channel-Wise 
Insurer 	Individual 1 Corate  Brokers Direct Total Referrals 
Agents _ Agents 	_ Total by Selling Individual 
Banks 1 Others Corp. New 
` Agents Business 
LIC 	96.56 2.57 	0.22 2.79 	0.04 0.61 	100.00 0.00 
Private 	44.05 39.01 	` 7.52 46.53 	5.07 4.35 	100.00 0.16 
Industry 78.69 1496j270 17.66 	1.75 1.90 	100.00  0.05 
Source: Retrieved from IRDA Report 
Individual Agents 	Brokers 	Direct Selling 	Referrals 
Figure 4.10: Individual New Business Performance of Life Insurers for 
2011-12- Channel-Wise 
The share of business in term of channel-wise business procurements of 
individual new business of private insurers and LIC is exhibited in the figure 
4.10. From the chart, it is interesting to see that the share of business procured 
by the corporate agents is increasing in private sector as compared to the LIC , 
so if LIC wants to make it position in market than they have to developed 
strong team of corporate agents and trained them for the better results. There 
has also been a decrease in the share of direct selling in the total individual new 
business. Its share has gone down from 2.42 per cent in 2010-11 to 1.90 per 
cent in 2011-12. While private insurers have procured 4.35 of their new 
business through direct selling, LIC has procured only 0.61 per cent of their 
new business through this channel. The share of corporate agents in the new 
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business premium procured by the private life insurers was significant at 46.53 
per cent in 2011-12 as compared to 41.91 per cent in 2010-11, On the other 
hand. LIC has 96.56 per cent of the new business premium from individual 
agents. With such heavy reliance on the agency force, the contribution of 
corporate agents for LIC has been a mere 2.79 per cent. 
Group New Business-Channel-Wise 
As per the data available through IRDA reports and compiled as table 4.7 and 
shown by the graphical representation of data given below, researcher found 
that direct selling is continues to be the dominant channel of distribution for 
group business with a share of 87.46 per cent during 2011-12. The 
corresponding share in the previous year was 90.06 per cent. While L1C has 
procured 4.38 per cent of the group business through its traditional individual 
agency force, private insurers procured 4.26 per cent through this channel. 
Another important channel for the private insurers was Banks in the category of 
corporate agent's channel. During the year 2011-12, Banks contributed 29.65 
per cent of the total group business in case of the private insurers. This figure 
stood at 11.51 per cent in the previous year. 
Table 4.7: Group New Business Performance of Life Insurers for 2011-12- 
Chaunel-Wise 
Agora 	A~.ti 	J Tawl 	 Selling Group 
flanks [Others by New 
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Figure 4.11: Group New Business Performance of Life Insurers for 2011- 
12-Channel-Wise 
Total of Individual and Group New Business Performance: Channel-Wise 
Individual agents continue to play a major role in procuring new insurance 
business. At the aggregate level (individual and group business together), 
individual agents contributed 46.64 per cent of the total new business. 
However, their share declined significantly from 53.90 per cent in 2010-11. 
The channel which witnessed a noticeable growth as compared to previous year 
was direct selling. This mode contributed 38.78 per cent of the total new 
business as compared to 32.36 per cent during the year 2010-11. 
Table 4.8: Total of New Business Performance (individual and Group 
Business) of Life Insurers for 2011-12-Channel-Wise 
Insurer 	Individual 
Agents 
Corporate 
Asents 'Total 
by 
Corp. 
Agents 
Brokers Direct 
Selling 
Total 
New 
Business 
Referrals 
flanks Others 
LIC 52.55 1.51 	10.12 1.63 0.05 45.76 100.00 0.00 
Private 31.59 36.08 	6.92 43.0 4.42 20.99 100.00 Ot t 
Industry 1 46.64 11.25 2.04 13.29 1.28 38.78 100.00 	0.03 
Source: Retrieved from IRDA Report 
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Business) of Life Insurers for 2011-12-Channel-Wise 
4.16: Distribution Scenario 
Indian Scenario 
In today scenario the challenge to insurers and intermediaries is in two 
sections: 
• Developing the faith about company in the mindset of the customers and 
providing the quality service. 
• Intermediaries being able to build good relationship with the customers 
and providing the satisfaction to them. 
Traditionally tide agents have been the primary channels for insurance 
distribution in the Indian insurance industry; the public sector insurance 
companies had their branches in all most all parts of the country and have 
attracted local people to become their agents. The agents are from various 
segments in society and collectively cover the entire spectrum of society. A 
person who has lived in the locality for many years sells the products of the 
insurance company with a local branch nearby. This ensures the last mile touch 
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point being closure to the customer. Of course, the profile of the people who 
acted as agents suggests they may not have been sufficiently knowledgeable 
about the different products offered, and may not have sold the best possible 
product to the client. Nonetheless, the customer trusted the agent and the 
company. This arrangement worked adequately in the absence of the 
competition. In today's scenario agents continue as the prime channel for 
insurance distribution in India. 
Global Scenario 
While many European life insurance markets were dominated by 
bancassuranee, this was not the case in other large markets. Bancassurance 
represented only 2 per cent of the market in the US and only I per cent in 
Canada. As in non-life, this low penetration was related to the legislation 
having changed only recently and to the attachment of consumers to traditional 
intermediaries. (Krstic et al, 2011) 
The US was dominated by agents and, to a lesser extent, by brokers. For new 
individual life insurance sales, by 2006 affiliated (i.e. captive) agents accounted 
for 35 per cent, independent agents 56 per cent and others, including 
stockbrokers, the remaining 9 per cent 10. In Canada, while brokers 
significantly dominated the non-life market, agents led the life market with a 
share of 60 per cent. A similar scenario was observed in Japan. However, in 
Japan as well as in most Asian countries the bancassurance channel increased 
its market share significantly (8.5 per cent in 2004 in South Korea compared to 
0 per cent prior to 2003, 16 per cent in China in 2006, 33 per cent in Taiwan in 
2006 and 45 per cent in Malaysia in 2006). The bancassurance model also 
appears to be successful in Brazil, where it attained a market share of 55per 
cent, although less important in Chile and Mexico 13 per cent and 10 per cent 
respectively (CEA Statistics). 
To conclude, the best distribution channel is the one who learns to study 
customer's needs first and the policies next; and the customers who follow this 
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sequence through whichever distribution channel always buy the best product. 
This has led to the emergence of a host of different distribution channels, apart 
from the traditional agency model. It is more apt to call them as additional 
channels instead of alternate channels since they are also engaged in procuring 
new business additionally and not as an alternative. 
A distribution channel has been described as the exchange relationship between 
the organization and its customers that creates customer value in acquiring and 
consuming products and services and better relationship exist if they focus on 
service and providing satisfaction to the customers. Hence. customer service 
quality and satisfaction for the group life insurance or corporate products will 
be the focus of the next section of this chapter. 
4.17: Customer Service and Customer Satisfaction 
The term 'customer' is commonly used to refer to end-users of a product. 
Entity that receives or consumes products has the ability to choose between 
different products and suppliers. Entity directly served by an organization. 
Broadly, there are internal and external customers, where internal customers 
refer to the staff or employees and external customers refer to stakeholders of 
an organization. Within the external customer group. there are several customer 
categories: clients, compliers, consumers, and constituents". However, in 
certain contexts, Customers are the most important visitors on business 
premises. There is a popular saying in business, The customer is always right" 
which is originally coined by Harry Gordon Selfridge. 
Satisfaction can be defined as the extent of the emotional reaction from a 
service experience (Oliver, 1980). Buchanan (1985) said the positive feelings 
of contentment results from the satisfaction of felt or unfelt need of the 
individual". It can also be defined as an evaluative summary of (direct) 
consumption experience, based on the discrepancy between prior expectation 
and the actual performance perceived after consumption (Yi,1990). Lin and Chen 
(2006) explored that product knowledge and product involvement all has a 
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significantly positive effect on consumer's purchase decision. Meanwhile 
product evaluations based on direct experience are strong predictors of behavior 
(Fazio and Zanna. 1978. 1981). Satisfaction is based on direct past experience; 
it is likely to be accessible and to affect behavioral intentions independent of 
other considerations. However, little empirical evidence had shown that 
customer satisfaction actually translates into loyalty (Jones and Sasser 1995). 
Even a loyal consumer is vulnerable to situational factors (e.g., competitors' 
coupons or price cuts) and so satisfaction is not likely to be the sole (reliable) 
predictor loyalty(Reichheld, 1996). 
One of the most remarkable developments occurring in the domain of life 
insurance services Is the emphasis on customer service especially on quality 
services. While on one hand, corporate entities have been demonstrating their 
eagerness on showing how 'customer-oriented' they are; the customer's 
realization of their rights and asserting them has also been a conspicuous 
feature, on the other. 
Recent press reports present a near miserable picture of continuing mis-selling 
which the report says is uncontrolled in the industry. To a great extent, the 
understanding levels of the average customer could play a major role in such an 
imbalance between the desirable and the reality. On this count alone, it 
becomes a major responsibility for the players to ensure that all the formalities 
associated with marketing or selling the product have been properly followed; 
and that the prospect has been enabled to understand the implications of the 
contract. In insurance business, the need for a regular interaction with the 
policyholder may not be existent in the normal course unlike in other financial 
services — like banking for example. where there may be need for the banker to 
face the customer even on a daily basis. This factor may put additional onus on 
the insurers in the sense that whenever a service is required to be rendered, it is 
done with promptness. 
There are innumerable types of services that come up during the contractual 
period of a policy; and it is the deficiency of service that leads to a major 
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heartburn for the policyholder; eventually leading to complaints and 
grievances. Customers' expectations are increasing and consequently it is 
required of organizations to go beyond the primary need of the customer. going 
beyond expectation, and delight customers (Kandampully, 1997). Various 
authors have also suggested dimensions that customers consider as criteria in 
judging quality of service (Parasuraman. 1998). 
Gronroos (1982) proposed two types of service quality; technical quality and 
functional quality. Technical quality, this is what customers receive from the 
service (the actual outcome of the service) and functional quality involves the 
process of service delivery. Other types of service quality worthy of mention 
are physical, corporate and interactive qualities. The physical quality involves 
all the physical aspects associated with the service such as equipment or 
building; corporate quality is the firm's image or reputation; and interactive 
quality is the interactions between the firm's personnel and its customers 
(Lehtinen and Lehtinen, 1982). A stem of these various attributes is that 
customers evaluate service not only on the basis of its outcome but as well the 
process associated with it. (Para.suraman, 1998) 
To conclude, customer satisfaction is all about monitoring the quality of 
delivery of the service:  and as a result measuring how well the companies are 
delivering the services (Fonseca, 2009). Cronin and Taylor (1992) asserted 
that satisfaction can be related to a specific attribute or overall performance of a 
producdservice. Relating satisfaction to attribute specific or overall 
performance depends on what one is actually interested in (Nimako and 
Azumah, 2009). When one is actually interested in achieving marketing value, 
then relating satisfaction to attribute specific will be better. 
4.18: Service Quality Model 
In general, a set of disparity or gaps exists regarding organizational and 
customers perceptions of service quality and the tasks associated with service 
delivery. H ese gaps can be major hurdles to attempting to deliver a service 
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that consumers would perceive as being of high quality. Figure 4.13 below 
shows the five gap areas identified. 
These are: 
GAP 1: Cusiomer expectation —management perception gap 
Lhese 
 
are discrepancies between executive perceptions and customer 
expectations. Insurance sales executives may not always understand what 
features bring high quality to customers in advance, what features a service 
must have in order to meet customer needs, and what levels of performance on 
those features are needed to deliver high quality service. 
GAP 2: Management perception -- .service quality specifications 
There may be constraints (resources or market conditions) which prevent 
management from delivering what the customer expects. or there may be an 
absence of total management commitment to service quality. 
GAP 3. Service quality .specifications -- service delivery gap 
There may be difficulty in standardizing salesman performance even when 
guidelines exist for performing services well and treating customers correctly. 
GAP 4: Service delivery — external communications gap 
Media advertising and other communications by an agency can affect customer 
expectations. Promising more than can be delivered will raise initial 
expectations but lower perceptions of quality when the promises are not 
fulfilled. Also, insurance companies can neglect to inform customers ui special 
efforts to assure quality that are not visible to customers, thereby affecting 
customer perceptions of the delivered service. 
GAP 5: Expected service —perceived service gap 
This is how customers perceive the actual service performance in the context of 
what they expected. The quality that a customer perceives in a service is a 
function of the magnitude and direction of the gap between expected service 
and perceived service. 
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Figure 4.13: Service Quality Model 
Source: (TCRP Report 47, 1999 pp. 7 and 8) 
Hence, Service quality, as perceived by a customer. depends on the size and 
direction of GAP 5 which, in turn, depends on the nature of the gaps associated 
with the design, marketing, and delivery of services. That is, the magnitude and 
direction of each gap will have an impact on service quality. 
SERVQUAL scale 
To assess service quality is to compare customers' expectations with their 
perception alter the actual encounter (Long and McMellon, 2004). 
Parasuraman ei at (1985, 1988, 1991b) & Chen, J. V., & Aritejo, 13. A. (2008) 
carried out empirical studies in several sectors to develop SERVQUAL scale, a 
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multiple-item instrument to quantify the service expectation perception gap 
along Five generic dimensions: 
(1) Reliability. ability to perform the promised service dependably and 
accurately. 
(2) Responsiveness: willingness to help customers and provide prompt service. 
(3) Assurance: knowledge and courtesy of employees and their ability to 
inspire trust and confidence. 
(4) Empathy: caring, individualized attention the firm provides its customers. 
(5) Tangibles: appearance of physical facilities, equipment, personnel, and 
communication materials. The outcomes and the discrepancies between the 
customers' expectations and their actual experience will bring about the service 
quality (Parasuraman, 2004). According to Long and McMellon (2004) the 
SERVQUAL scale can be adjusted depending on the industry to study to suit 
any particular study. 
Service quality is defined as the difference between customer perceptions of 
the current service being provided by a given organization and customer 
expectations of excellent service within that given industry (Parasuraman, 
Zeithaml, and Berry 1985, 1988). While there have been many different 
approaches or methods for measuring service quality, the SERVQUAL 
instrument (Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry 1985, 1988) seems to have the 
greatest potential for applicability in different industries and sectors. 
Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry (1988) refer to the dimensions of service 
quality as tangibles, reliability, responsiveness, assurance, and empathy. 
Tangibles refer to the appearance of physical facilities, equipment, personnel, 
and communication materials. Reliability relates to the organization's ability to 
perform the promised service dependably and accurately, while responsiveness 
is determined as the willingness to help clients and provide prompt service. 
Assurance is the knowledge and courtesy of employees and their ability to 
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inspire trust and confidence, and finally empathy refers to the caring, 
individualized attention the organization provides its clients. 
Service Quality Dimension 
There are several models and theories that can be used to measure the quality 
of service that are offered to customers by various business entities. However, 
as per the Parasuraman et al (1985, 1988 and 1991h), the traditional 
operationalisation of service quality includes five dimensions: 
• Tangibles 
• Reliability 
• Responsiveness 
• Assurance 
• Empathy 
Researcher used the SERVQUAL scale in analysis part of this research in next 
chapter to find out the insurance companies are offering these essential service 
dimensions in their quest to provide services to clients. The SERVQUAL 
dimension researcher adopted has enlightened us on a good perspective of what 
sort of service the customer receives in actual fact. Life insurance players have 
started realizing that their business depends on customer service and customer 
satisfaction. Life insurance providers increasingly recognize that today's 
customers who insist on improvements in quality of services have many 
alternatives and, therefore. may more readily change providers if not satisfied. 
The decrease in customer loyalty has made management of service quality and 
customer satisfaction critically important factors for insurance players. the life 
insurance providers need to re-structure their strategy and business to sustain or 
improve their competitive advantage, and for this they first need to consider 
how to create a satisfied customer base that will not be eroded even in the face 
of fierce competition. For answering this fundamental question, these 
companies must realize the necessity of studying and understanding various 
antecedents of customer satisfaction. A number of studies in different fields 
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confirmed that service quality is the antecedent towards customer satisPaetion. 
Therefore, the insurance players need to realize that business depends on client 
service and the satisfaction of the customer and therefore it is inoperative for 
them to improve customer service quality. 
4.19: Emerging Trends in Distribution 
Takaful Insurance 
Takaful is an Islamic insurance concept which is grounded in Islamic muamalat 
(Islamic banking), observing the rules and regulations of Islamic law. This 
concept has been practiced in various forms for over 1400 years. Muslim jurists 
acknowledge that the basis of shared responsibility (in the system of aquila as 
practised between Muslims of Mecca and Medina) laid the foundation of 
mutual insurance. (Econopedia) 
The principles of takaful are as follows: 
• Policyholders cooperate among themselves for their common good. 
• Every policyholder pays his subscription to help those who need 
assistance. 
• Losses are divided and liabilities spread according to the community 
pooling system. 
• Uncertainty is eliminated concerning subscription and compensation. 
• It does not derive advantage at the cost of others. 
Theoretically, takaful is perceived as cooperative or mutual insurance, where 
members contribute a certain sum of money to a common pool. The purpose of 
this system is not profits, but to uphold the principle of "bear ye one another's 
burden". Commercial insurance is strictly disallowed for Muslims (as agreed 
upon by most contemporary scholars) because it contains the following 
elements like Al-Gharar (uncertainty), AI-Maisir (gambling) and Riba (usury). 
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There are three models (and several variations) of how takalul can he 
implemented; these models are mudharabah model (profit-sharing). wakala 
model and a combination of both. 
The growth in demand for Islamic insurance over recent years (particularly 
within the (iCC countries and other areas of the Middle East), has seen a 
increase of new companies offering Islamic insurance products in these 
markets. The majority of these companies are full-fledged takaful operators, 
but conventional insurance companies have also entered the market with 
takaful "window" operations. 
Malaysia was the first country to come out with Takaful Act 1984 modeled 
after traditional existing insurance Act. This act provides for the procedure for 
registration of Takaful providers and establishes the conditions under which 
they will operate. It requires the operator to establish a Shariah Committee to 
monitor and certify Shariah Compliance. It is a comprehensive legislation 
covering the entire gamut of operation of a'I'akaful company. (RQaiser, NIA) 
The potential for Takaful insurance and various Takaful products is quite huge 
and substantial. 
The following factors will further propel this growth in the days to come. 
• Islam is the fastest growing religion and the Muslims constitute the 
second largest religious group in the world. There is now a greater 
tendency amongst the Muslim population worldwide to go in for 
religion based solution to problems they face be it social economic or 
others. 
• Insurance penetration in Muslim countries is very low. The same applies 
to the Muslim population in other non-Muslim countries. One reason is 
the un-Islamic character of present day insurance system. Any 
alternative system, which can provide religious comfort to Muslim, 
therefore has tremendous potential. 
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• Takaful insurance is seen as more ethical, more balanced for all the 
stakeholders and less exploitative in nature. It is fairer and more 
transparent system. In the traditional insurance the premium paid 
becomes dead expenditure without any corresponding benefit if there is 
no claim. In view of the uniqueness of' Takaful system, it has the 
potential to become very popular with non-Muslim population also. 
lakaful business is viable and has been there for more than two decades 
now. Takaful products are available to meet the needs of all sectors of 
economy at corporate and individual level. There are Takaful exclusive 
insurance companies operating in many countries and there are 
traditional insurance companies operating with "Takaful Window." 
As tar as India is concerned, though there is great potential for Takaful in view 
of substantial Muslim population and also keeping in mind the uniqueness of 
Takaful insurance which makes it attractive to non-Muslims also it (Takaful) 
has not come to India as yet. General Insurance Corporation (GIC) is thinking 
of going in for Re-takaful. It is only a matter of time when Takaful will take 
root in India. As observed above, seeing the huge potential Reliance Life has 
come out with plans where investment of funds is made in Shariah compliant 
mode. Though this is not a Takaful product but it is indicative ol' the shape of 
the things come in future. IRDA should think in terms of' developing the 
required regulatory framework for Takaful insurance. The challenge of 
penetration of Insurance in India can be partly addressed through this system. 
But responsibility also lies with the Muslim community in India, specially the 
educated class to take initiative to develop a class of people who are not only 
well-versed with Islamic teachings, Quranic injunction, sayings and traditions 
of prophet of Islam but also have sound knowledge of modern day economic 
principle and practices. Unless there are qualified and competent people with 
proper understanding and insight into the Islamic Sharjah and the way the 
modern economies are run, it will be difficult to constitute Shariah board tc 
supervise and certify Takaful. This is a basic requirement if Takaful is to take 
root in India. 
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Micro Insurance 
Micro-insurance is a key element in the financial services package for people at 
the bottom of the pyramid. The poor face more risks than the well-off, but more 
importantly they are more vulnerable to the same risk. Usually, the poor face 
two types of risks 	idiosyncratic (specific to the household) and covariate 
(common, e.g., drought, epidemic, etc.). To combat these risks, the poor do 
pro-active risk management — grain storage, savings, asset accumulation 
(especially bullocks), loans from friends and relatives, etc. However, the 
prevalent forms of risk management (in kind savings, self-insurance, mutual 
insurance) which were appropriate earlier are no longer adequate. Micro-
insurance is a term increasingly used to refer to insurance characterized by low 
premium and low caps or low coverage limits, sold as part of atypical risk-
pooling and marketing arrangements, and designed to service low-income 
people and businesses not served by typical social or commercial insurance 
schemes. The purpose of this product is to provide life insurance protection to 
the weaker sections of the society, like people who are funded by Micro 
Financial Instihuions or NGO's or avail loan from Bank/ Financial institutions 
through SHG. SHG is a group of rural poor who have volunteered to organize 
themselves into a group for eradication of poverty of members. 
Grameen Shakti which is a Group Micro insurance product with refund of 
premiums at maturity and the purpose of this product is to provide life cover at 
low costs to groups of economically weaker sections of Society, like people 
who are funded by Micro financial Institutions or NGO's or avail loan form 
Sank Financial institutions through SIIG. SHG is a group of rural poor who 
-ave volunteered to organize themselves into a group for eradication of poverty 
f members. Grameen Super Suraksha is a low cost Group term assurance plan 
r rural people who can seek life insurance protection without maturity 
nefit. 
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4.20: Distribution- Social and Ethical Issues 
Concern about ethical practices in the marketing of financial services has 
increased in recent years. despite an apparent strengthening of the regulatory 
framework. In part the ethical problems associated with the promotion and 
distribution of financial services may be attributable to specific features of the 
market such as asymmetric information. From the consumers' perspective, 
there is a range of anecdotal evidence concerning ethical problems in the 
marketing of financial services in insurance products in particular. Information 
concerning the industry perspective on these issues is limited. Everyone, at 
some time or the other, must surely have been sold a product that he or she did 
not need. Selling is a profession that has been widely criticized for the 
unethical dimensions associated with it. Ethics is the set of rules or standards 
that govern the conduct of a person or members of a profession. Ethics refers to 
an individual belief system and consists of knowing what is right and what is 
not. It forms a very important part of sales and is essential for lending integrity 
to a salesperson's behavior. No discussion on ethics is complete without a 
reference being made to social responsibility. Social responsibility exemplifies 
ethical behavior and is defined as an individual's or institution's concern for the 
consequences of his/its actions as these might affect the interests of others in 
the society. Companies doing business with no regard to social responsibility 
run the risk of attracting the attention of environmental groups, earning 
negative publicity and losing the goodwill of society. 
Therefore, companies try to instill a sense of ethics in their employees 
and conduct business in a socially responsible way. Indian companies are now 
more concerned with corporate social responsibility than ever before. 
Companies in the past were concerned more about making profits than 
anything else. But in recent times, firms have realized the importance of 
corporate social responsibility. Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is a 
process that helps a firm to function ethically and make a positive contribution 
to the welfare of society. All companies are expected to understand the values 
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pertaining to corporate social responsibility in their mission and make CSR a 
part of the organizational policies. In order to fulfill their social responsibility, 
companies need to effectively communicate to the public about the company's 
ethical policies, set high ethical standards for themselves, and evaluate 
themselves on ethical performance from time to time through means of ethical 
audits. 
"there is a much wider scope for corporate social responsibility in the lndian 
corporate scenario with its coverage extending to human rights, labor 
standards, as well as environmental issues. Companies in the current scenario 
are operating in an intensely competitive environment. Especially during the 
past 20 years, competition has been rapidly increasing due to globalization. In 
organizations, the ethical issues facing a salesperson pertain to the salesperson's 
accountability to the top management, and his relationship with other 
salespeople and with customers. 
Concluding Remarks 
With the opening up of insurance sector this industry has been progressing at a 
rapid growth so, it is required by insurance companies to come up with well 
established infrastructure facilities with good service to attract and provide 
information to customer regarding different products and their premium pay 
scheme. The scope of services in insu rance is very vast; and considering the 
fact, it is proposed to focus on this very vital aspect of insurance business in the 
next chapter with the analytical aspects. The insurance market today is seeing 
cut-throat competition, with new entrants which in turn on the heat on existing 
players, not just in the customer market but even in the job market. The 
industry will definitely see a round of consolidation in the near future with 
minor players either merging into each other or forming a bigger company. The 
company that survives in the long run will not be the company that offers the 
highest returns, advertises the most or earns huge margins, but a company that 
sticks to its strategy, adjusting it when the situation demands and constantly 
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innovating its offering and reach to suit the customers' changing requirements 
and segment demographics. The success of insurance marketing depends on 
understanding the social and cultural needs of the target population and 
matching the market segment with the suitable intermediary segment and these 
intermediaries need to he empowered with the right learning, training, sales 
tools and technology enablers. 
As services (sales, general, and administrative costs) become a more significant 
part of companies competitive advantage and cost structure, the management 
tools must respond. The effective use of customer profitability in-formation 
will greatly enhance a company's ability to direct the right services to the right 
customer. The goal is to increase customer satisfaction so as to obtain greater 
returns. 
Success for Indian insurance players will turning point on achieving 
excellence in distribution by raising agency productivity while simultaneously 
exploring new models in non-agency distribution. Transforming the 
performance of the agency force would requ ire a comprehensive program to 
enhance professionalism, spanning the entire agent lilecycle. Competition has 
brought in a lot of changes in the insurance industry including in the natter of 
distribution. Ultimately it is the customer who calls the shots. The insurer has 
to rise to the expectations of the customer and fulfill them if he wants to exist 
and earn profits. The creation of place (or distribution) is a critical clement of 
marketing — after all, marketing is about getting the right product, in the right 
quantity, to the right place, at the right time. Agent and Corporate Agent as the 
overall most preferred channels for the customers, so analysis of customer 
satisfaction related to group life insurance products delivered by these two 
channels will be focus of the next chapter of the research, 
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5.1: Method of Analvsis 
In this study, the analysis part uses the statistical software named SPSS 20. 
SPSS originally, Statistical Package for the Social Sciences, later modified to 
read Statistical Product and Service Solutions was released in its first version in 
1968 after being developed by Norman H. Nie, Dale H. Bent and C. Hadlai 
Hull. It is now officially named "IBM SPSS Statistics". Obviously, SPSS 
program provides an easy work for researcher in evaluating and managing all 
of the information gartered from the primary sources. Furthermore, it gives a 
lot of useful statistical tools for evaluating data in testing the study hypothesis. 
Three major statistical analysis methods used in this research can be easily 
calculated which are reliability analysis (reliability is used to describe the 
overall consistency of a measure and it is a measure is said to have a high 
reliability if it produces similar results under consistent conditions), 
descriptive analysis (A set of brief descriptive coefficients that summarizes a 
given data set, which can either be a representation of the entire population or 
a sample. The measures used to describe the data set are measures of central 
tendency (include the mean, median and mode) and measures of variability or 
dispersion (include the standard deviation or variance, the minimum and 
maximum variables, kurtosis and skewness) and statistical inference analysis 
(statistical inference is the process of drawing conclusions from data that is 
subject to random variation, for example, observational errors or sampling 
variation). 
Hypotheses: 
Hl: There is difference in Customer Satisfaction of Group Life Insurance 
between buying from Agents and Corporate agents. 
H2: There is a significant correlation between reliability, assurance, 
tangibility, empathy and responsiveness. 
113: The customer satisfaction of group life insurance distribution channel can 
he predicted by tangibility, reliability, responsiveness, assurance, and empathy. 
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5.2: Questionnaire Results 
Descriptive Analysis 
Part 1: General Information 
The primary data collected through the questionnaire from different 
companies situated in different parts of India were compiled and the analyses 
are presented below. 
Table 5.1: Respondent's Company Category 
Sole Proprietorship Firm 124 32.63 
Partnership Firm 78 20.52 
Limited Liability Partnership Firm 1 A 04.73 
IfUF (Hindu Undivided Family) 50 13.15 
Firm 00 00.00 
Cooperative Firm 110 28.94 
Family Owned Business Firm 00 00.00 
Others, Please Specify 
I 	Total 	 380 	 100 
(Source: Primary Data) 
Figure 5.1: Graphical Presentation of Respondent's Company Category 
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Table 5.1 and figure 5.1 shows that among the 380 sample respondents. 
the majority of firms come under the category of Sole Proprietorship (32.63 per 
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cent), Family Owned Business (28.94 per cent) and partnership firm (20.52 per 
cent) and remaining wider HUF (13.15 per cent) and others. Thus, from the 
analysis it can be concluded that the researcher only focus on sole 
proprietorship firms. Partnership and Family owned business firm which 
comprises (32.62+20.52+28.94=82.09 per cent for the samples study. 
Table 5.2: Number of Employees in Respondent's Company 
A 50-100 95 25.00 
B 101-300 225 59.21 
C 301-500 40 10.52 
D More than 500 20 05.26 
Total 380 100 
(Source: Primary Data) 
Figure 5.2: Graphical Presentation of Number of Employees in 
Respondent's Company 
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As it could be seen in Table 5.2 and from figure 5.2 among the 380 
sample respondents, the highest of 59 per cent of the respondents fall in the 
group B. Another 25 per cent fall in the category of group A. There are Ii per 
cent of the respondents who fall in the group of C, while the remaining 5 per 
cent arc in the group of D which having more than 500 employees. 
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Table 5.3: Annual Turnover Level Of Respondent's Company 
Less Than 10 Lacs 50 13.15 
10 L-1 Cr 70 18.42 
1 Cr-50 Cr 210 55.26 
More than 50 Cr 50 13.15 
Total 380 100 
(.Source: Primary Data) 
Figure 5.3: Graphical Presentation of Annual Turnover Level Of 
Respondent's Company 
380 
■ No.uf Company 
■ Percent 
From Table 5.3 and Figure 5.3 shows, out of 380 sample respondents, 
the majority 55.26 per cent of the respondents having annual turnover between I 
Cr-50 Cr. Another 18.42 per cent of respondents are in between 10 L-1 Cr and 
remaining are less than 10 Lacs and more than 50 Cr as annual turnover. Thus, 
from the analysis it can be concluded that the respondents who earn between I 
Cr-50 Cr constituted the major position (55.26 per cent). 
Table 5.4: Awareness about Croup Life Insurance Products 
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Figure 5.4: Graphical Presentation of No. of Companies awareness 
about Group Life Insurance 
No.of companies aware about Group Life Insurance 
■ 38D Yes 
■ 120 No 
Targeted Total companies=500 
 
As it could be seen in table 5.4 and figure 5.4 that among the 500 sample 
respondent about 76 per cent of them were aware of the life insurance policies 
and about Group Life Insurance but 24 per cent doesn't know about the group 
insurance is concerned. Thus from the analysis it can be concluded that why 
researcher choose only 380 Firms for study samples. 
Table 5.5: Source of Information about the Group Life Insurance 
Press 00 l00 
Relatives 25 75 
T.V 10 90 
Internet 37 63 
Corporate agenters 35 65 
Brokers 40 60 
Friends 4 96 
Mobile 23 77 
Legal Lawyer/C.A 30 70 
(Source: Pnmary Data) 
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Figure 5.5: Graphical Presentation of Source of Information about Group 
Life Insurance 
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As it could be seen in table 5.5 and clearly shown by bar graph diagram 
that, among the 380 sample respondent, it is clear that most of the respondents 
came to know about the insurance through agents (75 per cent) and the second 
highest source are the Brokers (40 per cent), Internet (37 per cent) and the 
company legal lawyer/C.A (30 per cent). None of the respondents have come to 
know about the insurance through press. Thus, from the analysis it can be 
concluded that 75 per cent of the respondents came to know about insurance 
policies through agents and another important analysis is that insurance 
companies must adopt press/media for advertisement about the Group Life 
Insurance. 
Table 5.6: Awareness about the Life Insurance Company 
I. LIC 100 0 
2.  Birla 65 35 
3.  HDFC 75 25 
4.  Bajaj 75 25 
5.  ICICI 80 20 
6.  SBI 85 15 
7.  Shri Ram 20 80 
8.  Kotak 25 75 
9.  Aviva 25 75 
10.  Reliance 75 25 
11.  Tata AIG 75 25 
12.  Met Life 35 65 
13.  Max New York 45 55 
14.  Sahara Life 20 80 
15.  Bharti Axa 20 80 
16.  ING Vysya 20 80 
17.  DLFPrarnerica Life 20 80 
18.  IDBI Federal 20 80 
19.  Star Daichi 1 S 85 
20.  Edelweiss Tokio 05 95 
21.  Future Generali 05 95 
22.  Canara I ISBC 
OBC Life 
15 85 
23.  Aeon Religare 10 90 
24.  India First 10 90 
(Source: Primary Data) 
Figure 5.6 Graphical Presentation of Awareness about the Life Insurance 
Company 
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As it could be seen in table 5.6 and through figure 5.6 that among the 
380 sample respondent, it is clear that 100 per cent of the respondents are 
aware of LIC and among the private players SBI has ranked first (85 per cent) 
and followed by ICICI (80 per cent), BAJAJ (75 per cent), HDFC (75 per 
■ Yes 
■ No 
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100 
cent), Reliance (75 per cent), TATA AIG (75 per cent) and BIRLA (65 per 
cent) and new private players still have lots of potential in this category (Group 
Life lnsurance).Thus most of the respondents are aware of LIC and in the 
private sectors like ICICI, SBI, IIDFC, Reliance, Tata AIG and Birla Sun Life 
insurance. 
Table 5.7: Have you Ever Bought Group Life Insurance 
(Source: Primary Data) 
Figure 5.7 Graphical Presentation of Company as Respondent who bought 
Group Life Insurance 
Company Respondent who bought Group Life Insurance 
Targeted 380 Companies for Survey who already bought Group Life 
Insurance products In India by different Life Insurance Companies 
From this table 5.7 and figure 5.7, It's conclude that all respondents used 
to buy group life insurance before, that's why researcher chooses only these 
380 firms for sample study. 
Table 5.8: Interest to buy Group Life Insurance 
(Source: Priman' Data) 
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Figure 5.8: Graphical Presentation of No. of Firms Interest to Buy 
Group Life Insurance 
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From this table 5.8 and figure 5.8 conclude that Out of 500 total sample 
size only 380 respondent's already bought and 75 firms' shows to buy group 
life insurance and rest of the firms doesn't shows their interest due to so many 
reasons like lack of knowledge and benefits of group life insurance and no one 
approach from the insurance companies for this particular products. 
Corporate Agent 	125 	 33 
Total 
	 380 100 
(Source: Primary Data) 
Figure 5.9: Graphical Presentation of Channel Preference 
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(Source: Primary Data) 
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Table 5.9 and figure 5.9 clearly show that 380 respondents wants' to buy 
group life insurance via Agent 255 respondents (67 per cent) and 125 
respondents (33 per cent) via corporate agent. 
Table 5.10: Satisfaction Percentage for Selecting an Agent/Corporate 
Agent 
Figure 5.10: Graphical Presentations for Selection Factor for 
Agent/Corporate Agent 
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As it could be seen in table 5.10 and figure 5.10 that among the 380 
sample respondents, the respondents are selecting the agent first to know about 
the knowledge of the policy because it has been ranked as 1 (70 per cent) and 
convincing has been ranked as 2 (50 per cent) and investment advice has 
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ranked as 3 (40 per cent). Thus from the analysis it can be concluded that most 
of the respondents are selecting the agent's by knowledge of policy followed by 
convincing approach and investment advice. 
Table 5.11: Ranking the Details Expected From Agent/Corporate Agent 
I e;1ur 	o1 'policy (rl) I 
Premium amount 209 55 11 
Terms and condition 171 45 111 
Other benefits 152 40 IV 
Other services 133 35 V 
Settlements 114 30 VI 
Period of premium 57 15 VII 
Mode of payment 57 15 VI1 
(Source: Primary Data) 
Figure 5.11: Graphical Presentation of Details Expected from 
Agent/Corporate Agent 
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Table 5.I 1 and figure 5.11 shows, among the 380 sample respondents, 
the respondents are expecting the details about features of policy because it has 
been ranked as 1 (60 per cent) and premium amount has ranked as 2 (55 per 
cent) and terms and condition has been ranked as 3 (45 per cent) and Thus from 
the analysis it can be concluded that most of the respondents ranked features of 
policies as first detail followed by premium amount and terms and condition as 
third ranked. 
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Table 5.12: Satisfaction Level in Percentage Wise for Agent/Corporate 
Agent Service 
Highly Dissatisfied 75 20 
Dissatisfied 95 25 
Can't Say 50 13 
Satisfied 145 38 
Highly Satisfied 15 4 
(Source: Primary Data) 
Figure 5.12: Graphical Presentation for Satisfaction level with 
Agent/Corporate Agent Services 
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Table 5.12 and figure 5.12 clearly shows that Out of 380 respondents 
only 145 firms (38 per cent) are satisfied with the agent/corporate agent 
services and about 170 firms are dissatisfied and highly dissatisfied (75+95=44 
per cent) and this was major chunk where companies should think about it and 
improved their services in case of distribution channels. 
Table 5.13: Reason(s) that Companies decided to buy Group Life 
Insurance 
Benefits as Coverage and Security 323 85 
For Economic Development of the Country 19 5 
Tax Benefits 38 10 
Other 00 00 
(Source: Primary Data) 
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Figure 5.13: Graphical Presentation of reason(s) why buy? 
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Table 5.13 and figure 5.13 clearly shows that most of respondents 
decided to buy the group life insurance policy because of benefit in terms of 
coverage and security (85 per cent) than other reasons. 
Table 5.14: Decision-maker for Buying Group Life Insurance Policies 
Sole proprietorship.' Owner of firm 	171 	 4.5 
Director 	 95 25 
Top Management 	 76 	 20 
Others. 	 38 10 
(Source: Primary Data) 
Figure 5.14: Graphical Presentation for Decision-maker Regarding taking 
Group Life Insurance 
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Table 5.14 and figure 5.14 clearly shows that mostly the respondents 
make the decision by themselves (45 per cent) for purchasing the group life 
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Private sector 
133 
35'= 
Total- umber of Respondents 
Life Insurance Industry 
■ Public sector 
■ Private sector 
Public sector 
247 
65:- 
insurance policies for their employees and top management and directors 
involvement in buying process almost the same of 20 per cent and 25 per cent 
respectively and rest doesn't disclose due to their company policy matter but 
we take it account as 10 per cent in other categories. 
Table 5.15: Preferred Insurance Company for Group Life Insurance 
Public sector 	 247 	 65 
Private sector 13 3 35 
Total 	 380 	 100 
(Source: Primary Data) 
Figure 5.15: Graphical Presentation of Preferred Insurance Company for 
Group Life Insurance 
Preferred Insurance Company- for Group Life Insurance 
Table 5.15 and figure 5.15 shows that among the 380 sample respondent 
65 per cent of respondents are preferred public sector and 35 per cent of the 
respondents are preferred private sector. Thus from the analysis it can be 
concluded that 65 per cent of respondents arc preferred public sector. 
Table 5.16: Satisfaction Level for Preferred Insurance Company 
Brand name 	 9() 	260 	5 	10 	IS 	380 
Product and service 	 130 210 	10 	10 	20 	380 
Customer needs 80 	110 	10 	100 	80 	380 
Attractive advertisement 	 5 	15 	70 	40 	250 	380 
Terms and procedures 40 	35 	45 	50 210 	380 
Sales promotion 	 5 	15 	65 	45 	250 	380 
Premium amount 80 	110 	10 	100 80 	380 
Period of premium payment 	 35 	30 	55 	60 200 	380 
Mode of payment of premium 30 	25 	70 	75 	180 	380 
Availability of rider clause 	 5 	15 	75 	55 	180 	380 
Online service 	 0 	0 	125 	140 	115 	380 
Loans against policies 	 0 	0 	170 	100 	110 	380 
Settlement of claims 40 	65 	60 	125 	90 	380 
(Source: Primar v Data) 
Figure 5.16 Graphical Presentation of Satisfaction Level for Preferred 
Insurance Company 
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Pr.f.reac. Factors 
Table 5.16 and figure 5.16 shows that among the 380 sample 
respondents, the respondents are satisfied with the company services like Brand 
name, Availability of Product and Services, Fulfillment of Customer needs, 
Premium amount but the respondents are not aware of Claim settlement, Loans 
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against policies, Online services and Availability of rider clause, so its comes 
under can't say category. Thus from the analysis it can be concluded that the 
respondents are satisfied with the current company services but they do not 
know much about the terms and conditions and availability of rider clause and 
other things like how to approach insurance companies for taking group 
insurance products for their employees working in their firms. 
Table 5.17: Preferred Insurance Company in Future 
(Source: Primary Data) 
Figure 5.17: Graphical Presentation for Preferred Insurance Company In 
Future 
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Table 5.17 and figure 5.17 shows that out of 380 sample respondents, 
120 respondents are preferred to take LIC as there company and in private 
sector they prefer for SBI (65) and ICICI (60) amongst all as preferred 
company in future for taking group insurance products for their employees. 
Thus from the analysis it can be concluded that about 31 per cent of the 
190 
respondents preferred to take LTC as there company and among the private 
company SBI and ICICI as preferable choice in future. 
Table 5.18: Preferred Delivery of Policy Documents 
Online 	 19 	 5 
By post 76 20 
Through agent 	 247 	 65 
Personally at insurance 	 38 10 
company's 
Total 	 380 	 100 
(Source: Primary Data) 
Figure 5.18: Graphical Presentation of Preferred Delivery of Policy 
Documents 
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Table 5.18 and figure 5.18 shows that among the 380 sample respondents, 
65 per cent of the respondents preferred to get the documents through agent 
and only 10 per cent of the respondents preferred to get the documents from the 
insurance office itself because of their hectic schedule of working in firms. 
Thus, from the analysis it can be concluded that 65 per cent of the respondents 
preferred to get the documents through agent. 
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5.3: Reliability and Validity 
External validity 
According to Leedy and Ormrod (2005), external validity is the extent to which 
results of a research can be generalised. The researcher's intention is to obtain 
data from a wide and varied set of respondents from the industry. This data 
would be indicative of the views on the critical success factors that drive 
customer satisfaction regarding agenticorporate agent services in case of group 
life insurance distribution. 
Internal validity 
Internal validity aims to ensure that the research "takes whatever precautions 
we can to eliminate other possible explanations for the results we observe" 
(Leedy and Ormrod 2005). The results from the research will be circulated 
back to the respondents for their comments on the appropriateness of the 
outcomes in each area of the subject matter. This will also be compared to the 
literature review conducted for consistency and to identify convergence of 
particular themes that emanate from the study. 
Reliability 
Reliability is the concern that the consistency of results could differ from each 
other, depending on the situational circumstances of the measuring instruments 
used. The results obtained from the research will be triangulated against proven 
theory on the subject, together with verification from the respondents. The 
likelihood of consistency in the measure is slim, however, as the subject matter 
is theoretical and it will enhance the knowledge pool for future study. 
Another important thing is the error and its source, which can initiate the 
estimates, is the non-response rate. In the case of this survey, it was around 24 
per cent and largely due to unanticipated reasons such as the psychology of the 
respondent. Non-sampling errors arise mainly from three sources. One, 
respondence refuse to cooperate and deny information; they supply partial 
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information that may not be usable; or they deliberately provide false 
information. Two, the researcher are also prone to have some preconceived 
notions whereby some biases creep into the questionnaires. Three, respondents 
may not remember all the relevant numbers sought by the researcher and this 
tends to considerably increase the margin of error in the data collected. There is 
no satisfactory procedure for a precise measurement of non-sampling errors. A 
researcher engaged for about four months to undertake the task of primary data 
collection. The field survey was thoroughly trained by the research supervisor 
through all the phases of the surveys. Every care was taken to implement 
maximum possible quality control in recording of the answers of the 
respondents. 
Before we turn to the next chapter, here's a word of caution. While there are 
possibilities of making adjustments to survey estimates at the aggregate level, 
there is no satisfactory procedure to correct data at the all India level It is 
important to keep these limitations in mind while drawing any conclusion from 
the results presented in this report. A reliability of the instrument was very 
crucial to this research in order to evaluate the validity of the five dimensions 
of the SERVQUAL. Imprecise the reliability of the instruments, the 
Cronbach's Alpha was used to measure reliability of the major dimensions 
which are tangible, reliability, responsiveness, assurance, and empathy. The 
Cronbach's Alpha estimate indicates how highly the items in the questionnaire 
are interrelated in order to examine reliability of the instrument, marked by 
Hayes,1998, which the Alpha is more than 0.8 indicated a high liable. 
Ig#HE515 
Table 5.19: Reliability of the Measurement System 
Reliability Analysis - Scale (Alpha) 
Item-total Statistics 
Scale Scale Corrected Alpha 
_. Mean If Variance — Item-Total _ 	Ifltem 
Item If Item Correlation Deleted 
Deleted Deleted 
Tangible -2.7192 19.3133 .7132 .9313 
Reliable -2.4834 17.0468 .8565 .9048 
Response 2.5153 16.9498 .8621 .9036 
Assure -2.5534 18.6016 .8317 .9108 
Empathy -2.4582 17.9018 .8139 .9131 
Reliability Coefficients 
Nof Cases =380.0 	Nof Items =5 
Alpha =.9293 
The SERVQUAL questions were tested on its reliability. The table 5.19 shows 
the component and total reliabilities of SERVQUAL scores. The findings show 
that the coefficient alpha values for five major dimensions were 0.9313, 
0.9048, 0.9036, 0.9108, and 0.9131 for tangibles, reliability, responsiveness, 
assurance, and empathy, respectively. Reliabilities for linear combinations of 
the five dimensions were also computed to assess the overall internal 
consistency of the SERVQUAL instrument measures (Nunnally, 1978). The 
overall coefficient alpha values were 0.9293 for the SERVQUAL five 
dimensions scores. This value indicates that the SERVQL"AL instrument 
presents desirable levels of internal consistency at the aggregate level. 
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5.4: Questionnaire Results 
Part 2: Customers' Expectation 
Question 9 to 12: Tangible 
9. The office surroundings will have a 
modern looking 
Strongly 	 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Table 5.20: Result from crosstab on different distribution between Agent 
and Corporate Agent in the attribute of the office surroundings will have a 
modern looking 
The office Strongly 
surroundings will Disagree 
have a modern 
looking Disagree 
Slightly 
Disagree 
Neutral 
Slightly 
Agree 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Total 
Agent 	 Corporate I)istrihution 
Agent 	Channels 
0 	 0 	0 
4 	 0 
0 2 
12 	 20 
52 38 
66 	 86 	 152 
so 44 100 
190 	 190 	380  
Mean Value (Agent) 
[(Ox 1 ).-(4x2)+(Ox3)+(12x4)+(52x5)+(66x6)+(56x7)1190] =5.81 
Mean Value (Corporate Agent) 
[(Ox 1)+(0x2)+(2x3)+-(20x4)+(38x5)+(86 x6)+(44X7)1190] = 5.79 
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Most of respondents via agent (5.81) expect that Group life insurance 
companies' office surroundings will have a modern looking than the 
respondents via corporate agent (5.79). 
10. Physical facilities will be a 
visualized appealing 
Strongly 	 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Table 5.21: Result from crosstab on different distribution between Agent 
and Corporate Agent in the attribute of physical facilities will be a 
visualized appealing 
Agent 	 Corporate Distribution 
Agent 	Channels 
Physical facilities 	Strongly 	2 	 0 	2 
will be a 	 Disagree 
visualized 
appealing. 	Disagree 4 0 
Slightly 4 0 
Disagree 
Neutral 12 22 
Slightly 46 30 
Agree 
Agree 74 86 
Strongly 	48 	 52 	100 
Agree 
Total 	 190 	 190 	380 
Mean Value (Agent) 
[(2x 1 )+(4X2)+(4x3)+(12X4)+(46x5)+(74X6)+(48x7)/190] =5.68 
Mean Value (Corporate Agent) 
[(Ox 1)+(0x2)+(0x3)+(22x4)+(30x5)+(86x6)+(52x7)/190] = 5.88 
Most of respondents via corporate agent (5.88) expect that physical facilities 
will be a visualized appealing than the respondents via agent (5.68). 
4  
4 
34 
76 
160 
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11. The representative will appear 
reliable 
Strongly 	 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Table 5.22: Result from crosstab on different distribution between Agent 
and Corporate Agent in the attribute of the representative will appear 
reliable 
The representative 
will appear 
reliable. 
Agent 	 Corporate T)istributiorn 
Agent 	Channels 
Strongly 0 
	
0 
	
0 
Disagree 
Disagree 0 	 0 	0 
Slightly 
Disagree 
Neutral 
2 
8 
2 
10 
4 
18 
Slightly 50 34 84 
Agree 
Agree 58   84 142 
Strongly 72 60 132 
Agree 
Total 190 190 380 
Mean Value (Agent) 
[(Ox I )+(0x2)+(2x3)+(8x4)+(50x5)+(58x6)+(72X7)/190] =6.00 
Mean Value (Corporate Agent) 
[(Ox! )±(0x2)+(2x3 )+( I 0x4)+(34x5)+(84x6)+(60x7)/ 1 90 = 6.00 
Most of respondents via agent (6.00) and corporate agent (6.00) have the 
same expectation that the representative will appear reliable. 
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Strongly 	 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
I2. Materials associated with the 
service will be visually appealing. (Ex, 
easily to understand of policy). 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Table 5.23: Result from crosstab on different distribution between Agent 
and Corporate Agent in the attribute of materials associated with the 
service will be visually appealing 
Materials associated 	Strongly 
with the service will be Disagree 
visually appealing. (Ex, 
easily to understand of Disagree 
policy). 	 Slightly 
Disagree 
Neutral 
Slightly 
Agree 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Total 
Agent 	 Corporate Distribution 
Agent 	Channels 
0 	 0 	0 
0 	 0 	0 
0 0 0 
12 14  
20 44 
78  148 	--- 
80 174 
190 380 
2 
24 
70 
94 
Mt 
Mean Value (Agent) 
[(Ox 1 )+(0X2)+(0x3)+(2x4)+(24x5)+(70x6)+(94x7)/190] =6.35 
Mean Value (Corporate Agent) 
[(Ox 1 )+(0x2)+(0x3) }(12X4)+(20X5)+(78X6)+(80X7)/190] = 6.19 
Most of respondents via agent (6.35) expect that materials associated with 
the service will be visually appealing than the respondents via Corporate Agent 
(6.19). 
W 
Question 13 to 17 Reliability 
Strongly 	 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
13. The representative will have ability 
of fulfilling the promises in a timely 1 2 3 4 	5 6 7 
manner. 
Table 5.24: Result from crosstab on different distribution between Agent 
and Corporate Agent in the attribute of the representative will have ability 
of fulfilling the promises in a timely manner 
The representative will Strongly 0 
have ability of fulfilling Disagree 
the promise in a timely Disagree 0 
manner. Slightly 0 
Disagree 
Neutral 4 
Slightly 32 
Agree 
Agree 92 
Strongly 62 
Agree 
Total 190 
I 
0 
0 
14 
34 
44 
98 
----
190 
0 
0 	--- - --- 
0 
66 
136  
160 
380 ---- -- 
Mean Value (Agent) 
[(Ox I )+(0X2)+(0x3)+(4x4)+(32x5)+(92x6)+(62x7)/190] =6.12 
Mean Value (Corporate Agent) 
[(Ox 1)+(0x2)+(0x3)+(14X4)+(34x5)+(44x6)+(98x7)/190] = 6.19 
Most of respondents via Corporate Agent (6.19) expect that the representative 
will have ability of fulfilling the promises in a timely manner than the 
respondents via agent (6.12). 
14. The representative will offer when 
a customer has a problem. 
Strongly 	 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Table 5.25: Result from crosstab on different distribution between Agent 
and Corporate Agent in the attribute of the representative will offer when 
a customer has a problem 
Agent Corporate Distribution 
___ went Channels 
The representative Strongly 0 0 0 
Disagree will offer when a 
customer has a Disagree 0   0  0 
problem. Slightly 0 0 0 
Disagree 
Neutral 2 12 14 
Slightly 14 14 28 
Agree 
- Agree  64  --- 	--- 70 - 134 
Strongly 110 94 204 
Agree 
Total 190 190 380 
Mean Value (Agent) 
[(Ox! )+(0x2)+(0x3)+(2x4)+(14x5)+(64x6)+(110x7)1190] =6.48 
Mean Value (Corporate Agent) 
[(Ox 1)+(0x2)+(0x3)+(12x4)+(14x5)+(70x6)+(94x7),!1 90] = 6.29 
Most of respondents via agent (6.28) expect that the representative will offer 
when a customer has a problem than the respondents via Corporate Agent 
(6.29). 
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Strongly 	 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
15. The representative will perform the 
1  2 3 4 5 6 7 service right the first time. 
Table 5.26: Result from crosstab on different distribution between Agent 
and Corporate Agent in the attribute of the representative will perform 
the service right the first time 
Agent Corporate Distribution 
Agent Channels 
The representative Strongly 0 O 0 
will perform the 
Disagree 
service right the first Disagree 2 2 4 
time. Slightly 0 0 0 
Disagree 
Neutral 0 8 8 
Slightly I8 32 50 
Agree  
Agree 62  44 106 
Strongly I S 104 212 
Agree 
Total 190 _ 190-  380 	____ 
Mean Value (Agent) 
[(Ox I )+(2x2)+(0X3)+(0X4)+(18X5)+(62x6)+(108x7)/1 90] =6.43 
Mean Value (Corporate Agent) 
[(Ox 1)+(2X2)+(0x3)+(8X4)+(32x5)+(44x6)+(104x7)/190] 6.25 
Most of respondents via agent (6.43) expect that the representative will perform 
the service right the first time than the respondents via Corporate Agent (6.25). 
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6. The representative will be able to 
provide the service at the time they 
promise to do so 
Strongly 	 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Table 5.27: Result from crosstab on different distribution between Agent 
and Corporate Agent in the attribute of the representative will be able to 
provide the service at the time they promise to do so 
Agent Corporate 1)istri but ion 
Agent Channels 
The representative will Strongly 0 0 0 
be able to provide the 
Disagree 
service at the time they Disagree 0 0 0 
promise to do so Slightly 0 0 0 
Disagree 
Neutral 0 12 12 
Slightly 22 16 38 
Agree 
Aieee 64  84 148 T 
Strongly 104 78 182 
Agree 
Total 190 190 380 
Mean Value (Agent) 
[(Ox! )+(0X2)+(0X3)+(0x4)+(22X5)+(64x6)+(104x7)/190] =6.43 
Mean Value (Corporate Agent) 
[(Ox 1)+(0X2)-+-(0x3)+(12x4)+(16X5)+(84x6)+(78x7)/190] = 6.2 
Most of respondents via agent (6.43) expect that the representative will be able 
to provide the service at the time they promise to do so than the respondents via 
corporate agent (6.2). 
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The representative 
will be able to 
provide the 
accurate records. 
_____ 	Total 
Disagree 0 
Slightly 0 
Disagree 
Neutral 2 
Slightly 24 
Agree 
Agree 64 
Strongly 100 
Agree 
190 
4 4 
- 	-- 	
6 _._ --  8 -- 	
28 52 
- -- 	
54 -- 
— 	
118  
98 198 
190 380 
"-Ul PVC4LG 	UISU wuuvii 
Agent 	Channels 
Strongly 0 
	
0 
	
0 
Disagree 
17.The representative will be able to 
provide the accurate records 
Strongly 	 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Table 5.28: Result from crosstab on different distribution between Agent 
and Corporate Agent in the attribute of the representative will be able to 
provide the accurate records 
Mean Value (Agent) 
[(Ox I )+(0x2) +-(0X3)+(2x4)+(24x5)+(64X6)+(100x7)/l90] =6.38 
Mean Value (Corporate Agent) 
[(Ox 1)+(0x2)+(4x3)+(6x4)+(28x5)+(54X6)+(98X7)/190] = 6.24 
Most of respondents via agent (6.38) expect that the representative will be able 
to provide accurate records than the respondents via Corporate Agent (6.24). 
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Question 18 to 21 Responsiveness 
18. The representative will tell the 
customer exactly when services will be 
performed. 
Strongly 	 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Table 5.29: Result from crosstab on different distribution between Agent 
and Corporate Agent in the attribute of the representative will tell the 
customer exactly when services will be performed 
Agent Corporate Distribution 
Agent Channels 
The representative will Strongly 0 2 2 
tell the customer Disagree 
exactly when services Disagree 0 0 0 
will be performed. Slightly 0 0 0 
Disagree 
---- Neutral 2   8  II) 
Slightly 22 	----  22 44 
Agree 
- - - — -- ----- -- 
Agree 94 70 164 
Strongly 72 88 160 
Agree 
Total  190 190 380 
Mean Value (Agent) 
[(2X 1 )+(0x2)+(0x3)+(2X4)+(22x5)+(94x6)+(72x7)/190] =6.24 
Mean Value (Corporate Agent) 
[(2x 1)+(0x2)+(0x3)+(8x4)+(22X5)+(70X6)+(88X7)/190] = 6.21 
Most of respondents via agent (6.24) expect that the representative will tell the 
customer exactly when services will be performed than the respondents via 
corporate agent (6.21). 
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	Strongly 	Strongly 
19 The representative will give prompt Disagree 	 Agree 
service to the customer. 
II l 13 4 15 6 17 
Table 5.30: Result from crosstab on different distribution between Agent 
and Corporate Agent in the attribute of the representative will give 
prompt service to the customer 
Agent Corporate I)istrihution 
Agent Channels 
The Strongly 0 0 0 
representative Disagree 
will give prompt 
service to the Disagree 0 0 0 
customer. Slightly 0 4 4 
Disagree 
Neutral 2 16 -- 18 
Slightly 18 32 50 
Agree 
Agree 74- 	- 64 138 
Strongly 96 74 170 
Agree 
Total 190 190 380 
Mean Value (Agent) 
[(Ox 1 )+(0x2)+(0x3)+(2x4)+(18x5)+(74x6)+(96x7)1190] =6.39 
Mean Value (Corporate Agent) 
[(Ox I) f(0x2)+(4x3 )+( I 6x4)f (32x5)+(64x6)+(74x7).'I 90]  = 5.99 
Most of respondents via agent (6.39) expect that the representative will give 
prompt service to the customer than the respondents via corporate agent (5.99). 
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20. The representative will be willing 
to help the customer. 
Strongly 	 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
I IIi T1; 
 _ 
15 
 _ I -6  - _  1-7 
Table 5.31: Result from crosstab on different distribution between Agent 
and Corporate Agent in the attribute of the representative will he willing 
to help the customer 
Agent 	 (•oIpt a(r 	I)istnhu:iun 
Agent 	Channels 
The representative 	Strongly 	0 	 U 	U 
will be willing to 	Disagree 
help the customer. 
Disagree 0 0 0 
Slightly 0 2 4 
Disagree 
Neutral 4 16 18 
Slightly 10 24 50 
Agree 
Agree 66 74 138 
Strongly 110 74 I70 
Agree 
Total 190 190 380 
Mean Value (Agent) 
[(Ox I )+(0x2)+(0x3)+(4x4)+(I 0x5)+(66x6)+(I I0x7)I190] =6.48 
Mean Value (Corporate Agent) 
[(O- I)+(0x2)+(2X3)+(16X4)+(24x5)+(74X6)+(74x7)/190] = 6.06 
Most of respondents via agent (6.48) expect that the representative will he 
willing to help the customer than the respondents via Corporate Agent (6.06). 
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21. The representative will never be 
unavailable to respond the requests. 
Strongly 	 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
1 2 34 5 6 7 
Table 5.32: Result from crosstab on different distribution between Agent 
and Corporate Agent in the attribute of the representative will never be 
unavailable to respond the customer 
Agent 
The representative 	Strongly 	2 
will never be 	Disagree 
unavailable to 
respond the requests. 	Disagree 	0 
Corporate Distribution 
Agent 	Channels 
0 	2 
0 
	
0 
Slightly 	2 	 0 
Disagree 
Neutral 	0 	 8 
Slightly 	34 28 
Agree 
Agree 	84 
Strongly 68 
Agree 
otal 	 190 
8 
62 
64 	148 
- - -- 	--- -- - 
90 158 
190 	380 
Mean Value (Agent) 
[(2x 1 )+(0x2)+(2x3)+(0x4)+(34x5)+(84x6)+(68X7)/190] =6.09 
Mean Value (Corporate Agent) 
[(Ox! )+(0x2)+(0x3)+(8x4)+(28x5)+(64x6)+(90x7)/1 90] = 6.24 
Most of respondents via Corporate Agent (6 24) expect that the representative 
will never be unavailable to respond the requests than the respondents via agent 
(6.09). 
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Question 22 to 25: Assurance 
Strongly 	 Strongly 
22. The behavior of representative will Disagree Agree 
instill confidence in customer. 
1 12 13 14 15 16 17 
Table 5.33: Result from crosstab on different distribution between Agent 
and Corporate Agent in the attribute of the behavior of representative will 
instill confidence in customer 
Agent 	 ('orporate 	l)istrihutionn 
Agent 	Channels 
The behavior of 	Strongly 	0 
	
0 	 0 
representative will 	Disagree 
instill confidence in 	Disagree 	0 	 0 
customer. 	 Slightly 	0 0 
Disagree 
Neutral 	0 	 12 
Slightly 	38 22 
Agree 
Agree 	66 	 82 
Strongly 	86 	-----------~- 74 
0 
0 
12 
60 
148 
160 
Total 	 190 
	
190 	380 
Mean Value (Agent) 
[(Ox I )+(0x2)+(0x3)+(0x4)+(38x5)+(66x6)+(86x7)/190] =6.25 
Mean Value (Corporate Agent) 
[(Ox I )+(0x2)+(0x3)+(12x4)+(22x5)+(82x6)+(74x7)/l90] = 6.15 
Most of respondents via agent (6.25) expect that the behavior of 
representative will instill confidence in customer than the respondents via 
Corporate Agent (6.15). 
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23. Customer will feel save in 
transactions. 
Strongly 	 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
1 2 34 5 6 7 
Table 5.34: Result from crosstab on different distribution between Agent 
and Corporate Agent in the attribute of customer will feel save in 
transactions 
Agent 
Customer will feel Strongly 	0 
save in Disagree 
transactions. Disagree 0 
Slightly 	0 
Disagree 
Neutral 	6 
Slightly 	20 	
---------- ---- 
Agree 
Agree 	72 -` 
Strongly 	92 
C Total Agree ------190  
Corporate 	Distribution 
Agent 	Channels 
0 
0 
	
0 
0 
10 
	
12 
24 60 
88 -- 148 
66 
	
160 
190 	380 
Mean Value (Agent) 
[(Ox 1 )+(0x2)+(0x3)+(6X4)+(20x5)+(72x6)+(92x7)/190] =6.32 
Mean Value (Corporate Agent) 
[(Ox 1)+(0X2)+(2x3)+(10x4)+(24x5)+(88X6)+(66x7)/190] = 6.08 
Most of' respondents via agent (6.32) expect that customer will feel save in 
transactions than the respondents via Corporate Agent (6.08). 
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24. The representative will be 
consistently courteous with the 
customer. 
Strongly 	 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Table 5.35: Result from crosstab on different distribution between Agent 
and Corporate Agent in the attribute of the representative will be 
consistently courteous with the customer 
Agent 
The representative Strongly 0 
will be consistently Disagree 
courteous with the Disagree 0 
customer. Slightly 0 
Disagree 
Neutral 4 
Slightly 14 
Agree 
Agree 
88  
Strongly 84 
Agree 
Total 190 
Corporate Distribution 
Agent 	Channels 
0 	0 
0 	0 
2 2 
12 	16 
16 30 
70 158 
90 174 
190 380 
Mean Value (Agent) 
[(Ox I )+(0x2)+(0x3)+(4x4)+(14x5)+(88x6)+(84x7)/190] =6.33 
Mean Value (Corporate Agent) 
[(Ox 1)+(0x2)+(2x3)+(12x4)+(16x5)+(70x6)+(90x7)/190] = 6.23 
Most of respondents via agent (6.33) expect that the representative will be 
consistently courteous with the customer than the respondents via Corporate 
Agent (6.23). 
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Strongly 	 Strongly 
25. The representative will have Disagree Agree 
knowledge to answer the 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Customer's questions. 
Table 5.36: Result from crosstab on different distribution between Agent 
and Corporate Agent in the attribute of the representative will have 
knowledge to answer the customer's questions 
Agent 	 D1~i1 h1111C~S1 
Agent 	Channels 
0 	 0 	0 The 
representative 
will have 
knowledge to 
answer the 
Customer's 
questions. 
Total 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree 0 
Sliehtly 	0 
Disagree 
Neutral 0 
Slightly 18 
Agree 	-  
I 	ee  76 
Strongly 96 
Agree 
190 
0 0 
2 2 
12 12 
18 4 	36 
144 
90 	186 
190 	380 
Mean Value (Agent) 
[(Ox I )+(0x2)+(0x3)+(0X4)+(1$X5)+( 76x6)+(96X7)/190] =6.41 
Mean Value (Corporate Agent) 
[(Ox 1)+(0x2)+(2x3)+(12x4)+(18x5)+(68x6)+(90x7)/l90] = 6.22 
Most of respondents via agent (6 41) expect that the representative will have 
knowledge to answer the customer's questions than the respondents via 
Corporate Agent (6 22). 
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Question 26 to 30: Empathy 
26. The representative will give the 
customer individual attention. 
Strongly 	 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Table 5.37: Result from crosstab on different distribution between Agent 
and Corporate Agent in the attribute of the representative will give the 
customer individual attention 
Agent 	 Corporate Distribution 
Agent 	Channels 
The representative 	Strongly 	2 
	
0 	0 
will give the customer Disagree 
individual attention. 	Disagree 2 _ 0 
Slightly 0 2 
Disagree 
Neutral 0 14 
Slightly 26 32 
Agree 
Agree 86 66 
Strongly 74 76 
Agree 
Total 190 190 
Mean Value (Agent) 
[(2x1 )+(2X2)+(0x3)+(0x4)+(26X5)+(86x6)+(74X7)/190] =6.16 
Mean Value (Corporate Agent) 
[(Ox 1)+(0x2)+(2X3)+(14X4)+(32x5)+(66X6)+(76X7)/190] = 6.05 
Most of respondents via agent (6.16) expect that the representative will give 
the customer individual attention than the respondents via corporate agent 
(6.05). 
2 
12 
36 
144 
196 
380 
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Strongly 	 Strongly 
27. The representative will have Disagree Agree 
operating hours convenient to the l I  2  I I I 	5 	I  6 	I 7 
customer. 
Table 5.38: Result from crosstab on different distribution between Agent 
and Corporate Agent in the attribute of the representative will have 
operating hours convenient to the customer 
The representative 
will have operating 
hours convenient to 
the customer. 
Agent 
Strongly 0 
Disagree 
Disagree 0 
Slightly 0 
Disagree 
Neutral 0 
Slightly 26 
Aizrce 
Agree  84 
Strongly 80 
Agree 
19 
Corporate 
Agent 
0 
0 
2 
6 
24 
56 
102  
Distribution 
Channels 
0 
0 
6 
50 
140 
182 
380 Total 0 
Mean Value (Agent) 
[(Ox I )+(0x2)+(0x3)+(0X4)+(26x5)+(84x6)+(80X7)/190] =6.28 
Mean Value (Corporate Agent) 
[(Ox l)+(0x2)+(2X3)+(6x4)+(24x5)+(56x6)+(102x7)/l90] = 6.32 
Most of respondents via Corporate Agent (6.32) expect that the representative 
will have operating hours convenient to the customer than the respondents via 
agent (6.28). 
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28. The representative will be able to 
give the customer personal service. 
Strongly 	 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Table 5.39: Result from crosstab on different distribution between Agent 
and Corporate Agent in the attribute of the representative will be able to 
give the customer personal service 
Agent 
The representative 	Strongly 	2 
will be able to give the Disagree 
customer personal 	Disagree 2__ 
service. 	 Slightly 	0 
Disagree 
Neutral 	6 
('orpui-atc 	1.)istri but itan 
Agent 	Channels 
0 	0 
0 	0 
2 2 
16 	6 
Slightly 30 20 50 
Agree 
Agree 82 66 140 
Strongly 68 86 182 
Agree 
Total 190 190 380 
Mean Value (Agent) 
[(2x1 )+(2x2)+(0X3)+(6X4)+(30X5)+(82X6)+(68X7)/190] =6.15 
Mean Value (Corporate Agent) 
[(Ox 1)+(0x2)+(2x3)+(16X4)+(20x5)+(66x6)+(86x7)/190] = 6.04 
Most of respondents Corporate Agent (6.15) expect that the representative will 
be able to give the customer personal service than the respondents via agent 
(6.04). 
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29. The representative will have 
customer's best interest at heart 
Strongly 	 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Table 5.40: Result from crosstab on different distribution between Agent 
and Corporate Agent in the attribute of the representative will have 
customer's best interest at heart 
Agent  
The representative Strongly 0 
will have customer's Disagree 
best interest at heart. Disagree 0 
Slightly 0 
Disagree  
Neutral 4 
Slightly 12 
Agree 
Agree 76 
Strongly 98 
Agree 
Total _-- 190 
Corporate Distribution 
Agent 	Channels 
0 	0 
0 	0 
_10 _ _ 14 
14 	26 
64 140 
102 200 
190 380 
Mean Value (Agent) 
[(OX I )+(0x2)+(0x3)+(4x4)+(12x5)+(76x6)+(98x7)/190] =6.41 
Mean Value (Corporate Agent) 
[(Ox1)+(0X2)+(0X3)+(10x4)+(I4x5)+(64x6)+(102x7)/190] = 6.36 
Most of respondents via agent (6.41) expect that the representative will have 
the customer s best interest at heart than the respondents via Corporate Agent 
(6.36). 
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Strongly 	 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
30. The representative will be able to 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 understand the specific needs of the 
customer. 
Table 5.41: Result from crosstab on different distribution between Agent 
and Corporate Agent in the attribute of the representative will be able to 
understand the specific needs of the customer 
Agent 	 ('orpol-atc 	I)ikt r ihution 
Agent 	Channels 
The representative will Strongly 	2 
	
0 	2 
be able to understand 
	Disagree 
the specific needs of 
the customer. 
Total 
Disagree 0 2   2 
Slightly 0 0 0 
Disagree 
Neutral 2 6  8 
Slightly 18 18 36 
Agree ------ -- ------ -- 
_ Agree 68 58 126 
Strongly 100 106 206 
Agree 
190 190 380 
Mean Value (Agent) 
[(2x I )+(0X2)+(0X3)+(2X4)+(18x5)+(68x6)+(I 00x7)/190] =6.36 
Mean Value (Corporate Agent) 
[(Ox1)+(2X2)+(0x3)+(6x4)+(18X5)+(58X6)+(106x7)/190] = 6.36 
Most of respondents via agent (6.36) and Corporate Agent (6.36) have the same 
expectation that the representative will be able to understand the specific needs 
of the customer. 
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5.5: Questionnaire Results 
Part 3: Customers' Perception 
Question 31 to 34: Tangible 
31. The office surroundings are modern 
looking. 
Strongly 	 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Table 5.42: Result from crosstab on different distribution between Agent 
and Corporate Agent in the attribute of the office surroundings are 
modern looking 
Agent 
The office 	 Strongly 	0 
surroundings are 	Disagree 
modern looking. 
Disagree 2 
	
Slightly 	4 
Disagree 
40 
54 
Agree 
Agree 	68 
Strongly 	22 
Agree 
Total 
	
190 
Corporate Distribution 
Agent 	Channels 
2 	 2 
4 	 4 2 
6 10 
28 	68  -- ~ 38 	92 
72 	140 
42 64 
190 	380 
Mean Value (Agent) 
[(Ox I )+(2x2)+(4x3)+(40x4)+(54x5)+(68x6)+(22x7)/190] =5.31 
Mean Value (Corporate Agent) 
[(2x 1)+(2X2)+(6X3)+(28x4)+(38x5)+(72x6)+(42x7)/190] = 5.54 
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('orporate 	Distribution 
Agent 	Channels 
2 	 4 
2 	2 
6 12 
28 64 - 
38 94 
72 ------- 144 --- _ 4~ 60 
190 380 1 
The office 
surroundings are 
modern looking. 
Total 
Agent 
Strongly 2 
Disagree 
Disagree 
Slightly 6 
Disagree 
Neutral 36 
Slichdv 56 
Agree Agree 
72 
Strongly I8 
Agree 
Most of respondents via Corporate Agent (5.54) perceive that the office 
surroundings are modern than the respondents via agent (5.31). 
32. Physical facilities are visualized 
appealing. 
Strongly 	 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
1 2 34 5 6 7 
Table 5.43: Result from crosstab on different distribution between Agent 
and Corporate Agent in the attribute of physical facilities are visualized 
appealing 
Mean Value (Agent) 
[(2x! )+(0X2)+(6X3)+(36x4)+(56x5)+(72x6)+(18x7)/190] =5.27 
Mean Value (Corporate Agent) 
[(2x l)+(2x2)+(6x3)+(28x4)+(38x5)+(72x6)+(42x7)/190] = 5.54 
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Corporate Distribution 
Agent 	Channels 	j 
2 	2 
2 2  
6 12 
-_-_ - 	28 52 
38 84 
148 72 
42 80 
190 380 
Most of respondents via Corporate Agent (5.54) perceive that the physical 
facilities are visualized appealing than the respondents via agent (5.27). 
Strongly 	 Strongly 
33. The representative appears neat. 	Disagree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Table 5.44: Result from crosstab on different distribution between Agent 
and Corporate Agent in the attribute of the representative appears neat 
Agent 
The 	 Strongly 0 
representative 
	Disagree 
appears neat. 	Disagree 	0 
Slightly 6 
Disagree 
Neutral 24 
Slightly 46 
Agree 
Agree 76 
Strongly 38 
Agree 
Total 190 
Mean Value (Agent) 
[(Ox! )+(0X2)+(6x3)+(24x4)+(46x5)+(76x6)+(38x7)1190] =5.61 
Mean Value (Corporate Agent) 
[(2x 1)+(2x2)+(6X3)+(28x4)+(38X5)+(72 x6)+(42x7)/190] = 5.56 
Most of respondents via agent (5.61) perceive that the representative 
appears neat than the respondents via Corporate Agent (5.56). 
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Agent 
Materials Strongly 	2 
associated with the Disagree 
service are visually Disagree 	0 
appealing. Slightly 	12 
Disagree 
Corporate 	Distribution 
Agent 	Channels 
0 
2 
	
2 
2 	14 
34. Materials associated with the 
service are visually appealing. 
Strongly 	 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
I 2 34 5 6 7 
Table 5.45: Result from crosstab on different distribution between Agent 
and Corporate Agent in the attribute of materials associated with the 
service is visually appealing 
Neutral 	18 	 16 
	
34 
Slightly 	44 70 114 
Agree 
Agree 	64 	 64 	128 
Strongly 50 36 86 
Agree 
Total 	 190 	 190 	380 
Mean Value (Agent) 
[(2x 1 )+(0x2)+(12x3)+(18x4)+(44x5)+(64x6)+(50x7)/190] =5.6 
Mean Value (Corporate Agent) 
[(Ox 1)+(2x2)+(2x3)+(16x4)+(70x5)+(64 x6)+(36x7)/190] = 5.58 
Most of respondents via agent (5.6) perceive that materials associated with 
the service are visually appealing than the respondents via Corporate Agent (5 
58). 
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Neutral 18 
Slightly 46 
Agree 
Agree 74 
Strongly 40 
Agree 
190 
22 40 
60 106 
66 140 
40 80 
190 	380 Total 
Question 35 to 39: Reliability 
Strongly 	 Strongly 
35. The representative has ability of Disagree Agree 
fulfilling the promise in a timely 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 manner. 
Table 5.46: Result from crosstab on different distribution between Agent 
and Corporate Agent in the attribute of the representative has ability of 
fulfilling the promises in a timely manner 
Agent 	 Corporate Utstnbution 
Agent 	Channels 
The representative has Strongly 
ability of fulfilling the 	Disagree 
0 	 0 	2 
promise in a timely 	Disagree 6 	 0 	6 
manner. 	 Slightly 	6 2 	 8 
Disagree 
Mean Value (Agent) 
[(Ox I )+(6x2)+(6x3)+(18x4)+(46x5)+(74x6)+(40x7)/190] =5.56 
Mean Value (Corporate Agent) 
[(Ox I) -(0x2)-+(2x3)+(22x4)+(60::5)+(66x6)+(40x7)/190j = 5.63 
Most of respondents via Corporate Agent (5.63) perceive that the 
representative has ability of fulfilling the promises in a timely manner than the 
respondents via agent (5.56). 
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36. The representative offers when a 
customer has a problem. 
Strongly 	 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
1 2 34 5 6 7 
Table 5.47: Result from crosstab on different distribution between Agent 
and Corporate Agent in the attribute of the representative offers when a 
customer has a problem 
The representative 
offers when a 
customer has a 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Agcnt 	 Corporate Distribution 
Agent 	Channels 
4 	 0 	4 
problem. 	 Disagree 2 
Slightly 8 
Disagree 
Neutral 16 
Slightly 42 
Agree 
T Agri 72  
Strongly 46 
Agree  
Total 190 
0 2 
2 8 
26 42 
50 92 
62 	134 
50 96 	1 
190 - 	380 
Mean Value (Agent) 
[(4x I )+(2x2)+(8x3)+(16x4)+(42x5)+(72x6)+(46x7)/190 =5.58 
Mean Value (Corporate Agent) 
[(Ox 1)+(0x2)+(2x3)+(26x4)+(50x5)+(62x6)+(50x7)/190] = 5.69 
Most of respondents via Corporate Agent (5.69) perceive that the 
representative offers when a customer has a problem than the respondents via 
agent (5.58). 
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Agent 	Channels 
(I 	I 
0  
6 
36 
38 
60 
50 
190 
Strongly 	 , Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
37. The representative performs the 
1 2  3 	4 5 6 	7 service right the first time. 
Table 5.48: Result from crosstab on different distribution between Agent 
and Corporate Agent in the attribute of the representative performs the 
service right the first time 
,\gent 
Strongly 	2 
Disagree 
Disagree 6 
Slightly 8 
Disagree 
Neutral 22 
Shs.htl" 30 
Agree 
Agree 
74 
Strongly 48 
Agree 
190 
The representative 
performs the service 
right the first time. 
Total 
Mean Value (Agent) 
[(2X 1 )+(6x2)+(8x3)+(22x4)+(30X5)+(74X6)+(48x7)/190] =5.56 
Mean Value (Corporate Agent) 
[(Ox 1)+(0x2)+(6x3)+(36x4)+(38x5)+(60x6)+(50x7),'190] = 5.59 
Most of respondents via Corporate Agent (5.59) perceive that the 
representative performs the service right the first time than the respondents via 
agent (5.56). 
Strongly 	 Strongly 
38. The representative can provide the Disagree Agree 
service at the time they promise to do 
so. 1 	2 	13 	14 	5 	6 	7 
Table 5.49: Result from crosstab on different distribution between Agent 
and Corporate Agent in the attribute of the representative can provide the 
service at the time they promise to do so 
Aeent ('cnr[xitatc [)i.rtlhi Lion 
Agent Channels 
The representative can Strongly 2 0 2 
provide the service at T)isagree 
the time they promise 
to do so. Disagree 10 0 
10 --- Slightly 4 4 K 
Disagree 
Neutral 16 28 44 
Slightly 38 42 80 
Agree 
Agree 66 66 132 
Strongly 54 50 94 
Agree 
~— 	Total 190 190 380 
Mean Value (Agent) 
[(2X I )+-(10x2)+(4x3)+(16x4)+(38X5)—(66x6)+(54x7)/190] =5.59 
Mean Value (Corporate Agent) 
[(Ox I)+(0x2)+(4x3)--(28x4)+(42x5)+(66x6) I (50x7)/190] = 5.68 
Most of respondents via Corporate Agent (5.68) perceive that the 
representative can provide the service at the time they promise to do so than the 
respondents via agent (5.59). 
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Strongly 	 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
39. The representative can provide the 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 accurate records. 
Table 5.50: Result from crosstab on different distribution between Agent 
and Corporate Agent in the attribute of the representative can provide the 
accurate records 
Agent 	 Corporate Distribution 
Agent 	Channels 
The representative 	Strongly 	2 	 0 	2 
Disagree can provide the 
accurate records. 	Disagree 	10 	 0  	10 - 
Slightly 	2 8 	10  
Disagree 
Neutral 	10 	 26 	36 
Slightly 	32 56 88 
Agree 
Agree 	94 	 62 	156 
Strongly 40 38 78 
Agree 
Total 	 190 	 190 	380 
Mean Value (Agent) 
[(2x I )+(10x2)+(2x3)+(10x4)+(32x5)+(94x6)+(40x7)/190] =5.64 
Mean Value (Corporate Agent) 
[(Ox I)+(0x2)+(8x3)+(26x4)+(56x5)+(62x6)+(38x7)/190] = 5.51 
Most of respondents via agent (5.64) perceive that the representative can 
provide the accurate records than the respondents via Corporate Agent (5.51). 
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Question 40 to 43: Responsiveness 
Strongly 	 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
40. The representative tells the 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 customer exactly when services will be 
performed. 
Table 5.51: Result from crosstab on different distribution between Agent 
and Corporate Agent in the attribute of the representative tells the 
customer exactly when services will be performed 
Agent Channels 
The representative Strongly 0 0 0 
tells the customer Disagree 
exactly when services Disagree 8 	_ 4 12 - 
will he performed. Slightly 4 4 8 
Disagree 
Neutral 16   22 38 
Sliizhtly 44 56 100 
Agree 
Agree 	84 
Strongly 34 
Agree 
Total 	 190 
Mean Value (Agent) 
72 
---— 32 
190 
156  
66 
380 
[(Ox I )+(8x2)+(4x3)+(16x4)+(44x5)+(84X6)+(34x7)/190] =5.55 
Mean Value (Corporate Agent) 
[(Ox 1)+(4x2)+(4X3)+(22X4)+(56x5)+(72x6)+(32x7)/190] = 5.49 
Most of respondents via agent (5.55) perceive that the representative tells 
the customer exactly when services will be performed than the respondents via 
Corporate Agent (5.49). 
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Agent 
The representative 	Strongly 	4 
gives prompt service Disagree 
to the customer. 	Disagree 	4 
Slightly 	8 
Disagree  
Neutral 	14 
Slightly 	52 
Agree 
Agree 	68 
Strongly 	40 
Agree 
Total 	 190 
Corporate Distribution 
Agent - Channels - 
0 	4 
0 	4 
10 18 
22 	36 
50 102 
oA► 
	 132 
44 84 
190 	380 
Strongly 	 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
41. The representative gives prompt 
1  2 3 4 5 6 7 service to the customer. 
Table 5.52: Result from crosstab on different distribution between Agent 
and Corporate Agent in the attribute of the representative gives prompt 
service to the customer 
Mean Value (Agent) 
[(4x 1 )+(4X2)+(8x3)+(14x4)+(52X5)+(68x6)+(40X7)/190] =5.47 
Mean Value (Corporate Agent) 
[(Ox 1)+(0X2)+(10x3)+(22x4)+(50x5)+(64x6)+(44x7)/ 190] = 5.58 
Most of respondents via Corporate Agent (5.58) perceive that the 
representative gives prompt service to the customer than the respondents via 
agent (5.47). 
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Strongly 	 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
42. The representative is willing to help 
1  2 34 5 6 7 the customer. 
Table 5.53: Result from crosstab on different distribution between Agent 
and Corporate Agent in the attribute of the representative willing to help 
the customer 
Agent 
The representative 	Strongly 	4 
is willing to help the Disagree 
customer. 	 Disagree 0 
Slightly 	4 
Disagree 
Neutral 	26 
Slightly 	28 
Agree 
Agree 	82 
Corporate Distribution 
Agent 	Channels 
0 	4 
0 0 
4 8 
22 48 
58 86 
60 	142 
Strongly 46 	 46 92 
Agree 
Total 	 190 	 190 	380 
Mean Value (Agent) 
[(4x I )+(0x2)+(4x3)+(26x4)+(28x5)+(82x6)+(46x7)/l 901 =5.65 
Mean Value (Corporate Agent) 
[(Ox 1)+(0x2)+(4x3)+(22X4)+(58x5)+(60x6)+(46x7)/190] = 5.64 
Most of respondents via agent (5.65) perceive that the representative willing to 
help the customer than the respondents via Corporate Agent (5.64). 
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Strongly 	 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
43. The representative is available to 
1  2  5 6 7 respond requests. 
Table 5.54: Result from crosstab on different distribution between Agent 
and Corporate Agent in the attribute of the representative is available to 
respond requests 
The representative 	Strongly 
is available to 	Disagree 
respond requests. 	Disagree 
Slightly 
Disagree 
Neutral 
Slightly 
Agree 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Total 
Agent 	 Corporate Distribution 
Agent 	Channels- 
2 	 0 	 2 
10 	 4 	 14 
22 _ 	32 	54 
40 	 44 84 
76 	 68 	144 
36 40 76 
190 	 190 	380 
Mean Value (Agent) 
[(2x l )+(4X2)+(10x3)+(22x4)+(40X5)+(76x6)+(36X7)/190] =5.45 
Mean Value (Corporate Agent) 
[(Ox l)-+-(2x2)+(4x3)+(32X4)+(44X5)+(68X6)+(40x7)/190] = 5.54 
Most of respondents via Corporate Agent (5.54) perceive that the 
representative is available to respond the requests than the respondents via 
agent (5.45). 
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Question 44 to 47: Assurance 
Strongly 	 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
44. The behavior of representative 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 instills confidence in customer. 
Table 5.55: Result from crosstab on different distribution between Agent 
and Corporate Agent in the attribute of the behavior of representative 
instills confidence in customer 
ABent 	Channels 
The behavior of 	Strongly 	0 
	
0 	0 
representative instills Disagree 
confidence in 	Disagree 	6 
	
0 	6 
customer. Slightly 2 
Disagree 
Neutral 24 
Slightly 40 
Agree 
Agree 76 
Strongly 42 
10 12 
--- 	-- 	-  
i
- 
56 96 
---62- 	-- - 
138 
 - -- - , 
36 	78 
Total 
	
190 
	
190 	380 	1 
Mean Value (Agent) 
[(Ox I )+(6x2)+(2x3)+(24x4)+(40x5)+(76x6)+(42x7)/l90] =5.6 
Mean Value (Corporate Agent) 
[(Ox I)+(0x2)+(10x3)+(26x4)+(56x5)+(62x6)+(36x7)/190] = 5.46 
Most of respondents via agent (5.6) perceive that the behavior of 
representative instills confidence in customer than the respondents via 
Corporate Agent (5.46). 
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45. Customer feels save in transactions. 
Strongly 	 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
1 2 34 5 6 7 
Table 5.56: Result from crosstab on different distribution between Agent 
and Corporate Agent in the attribute of customer feels save in transactions 
Customer feels 
save in 
transactions. 
Agent 	Channels 
Strongly 	2 	 0 	2 
Disagree 
Disagree 4 	 0 	4 
Slightly 	2 10 12 
Disagree 
Neutral 	24 	 28 	52 
Slightly 	42 46 88 
Agree 
- Agree 	60 	68 	128 
Strongly 	56 	 38 94 
Agree  
190 	 190 	380 Total 
Mean Value (Agent) 
[(2x I )+(4x2)+(2X3)+(24x4)+(42x5)+(60x6)+(56X7)1190] =5.65 
Mean Value (Corporate Agent) 
[(Ox 1)+(0X2)+(10x3)+(28x4)+(46x5)+(68X6)+(38x7)/190] = 5.51 
Most of respondents via agent (5.65) perceive that customer feels save 
transactions than the respondents via Corporate Agent (5.51). 
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46. The representative is consistently 
courteous with the customer. 
Strongly 	 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Table 5.57: Result from crosstab on different distribution between Agent 
and Corporate Agent in the attribute of the representative is consistently 
courteous with the customer 
Agent 
The representative is 	Strongly 0 
Disagree consistently 
courteous with the 	Disagree 2 
customer. 	 Slightly 2 
Disagree 
Neutral 18 
Slightly 38 	- 
Tree _A 
Ate, ree 84 
Strongly 46 
Corporate Distribution 
Agent 	Channels 
0 	0 
0 	2 
10 12 
20 	38 
52 90 
68 	152 
40 86 
Total 	 190 380 
Mean Value (Agent) 
[(Ox I )+(2x2)+(2x3)+(18X4)+(38x5)+(84x6)+(46x7)/190] =5.78 
Mean Value (Corporate Agent) 
[(Ox 1)+(0x2)+(10x3)+(20x4)+(52x5)+(68x6)+(40x7)/l 90] = 5.57 
Most of respondents via agent (5.78) perceive that the representative is 
consistently courteous with the customer than the respondents via Corporate 
Agent (5.57). 
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47. The representative has knowledge 
to answer the customer's questions. 
Strongly 	 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Table 5.58: Result from crosstab on different distribution between Agent 
and Corporate Agent in the attribute of the representative has knowledge 
to answer the customer's questions 
Agent 
The representative 	Strongly 	0  
Disagree 
has knowledge to 
answer the customer's Disagree 4 
questions. Slightly 4 
Disagree 
Neutral 12 
Slightly 36 
Agree 
Agree 90 
Strongly 54 
Agree 
Total 190 
Corporate Distribution 
Agent 	Channels 
0 	0 
0 
4 	R 
- - -- ------ 
28 	_40 
50 	-_- Rfi 
72 	152 
36 90 
190 	380 
Mean Value (Agent) 
[(Ox I )-(4x2)+(4x3)+(12X4)+(36X5)+(80X6)+(54x7)/190] =5.82 
Mean Value (Corporate Agent) 
[(Ox 1)+(0X2)+(4x3)+(28x4)+(50X5)+(72x6)+(36x7)/190] = 5.57 
Most of respondents via agent (5.82) perceive that the representative has 
knowledge to answer the customer's questions than the respondents via 
Corporate Agent (5.57). 
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Question 48 to 52: Empathy 
48.The representative gives customer 
Individual attention. 
Strongly 	 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
1 2 34 5 6 7 
Table 5.59: Result from crosstab on different distribution between Agent 
and Corporate Agent in the attribute of the representative gives customer 
individual attention 
The 
representative 
gives customer 
Individual 
attention. 
Total 
Agent 
Strongly 	8 
Disagree  
Disagree 0 
Slightly 6 
Disagree  
Neutral 18 
Slightly 40 
Agree 
Agree 94 
Strongly 24 
Agree 
190 
Corporate Distribution 
Agent 	Channels 
0 	8 
2 	2 
0 6 
60 	100 
68 	--- 16.2 
30 54 
190 	380 
Mean Value (Agent) 
[(8x 1 )+(0x2)+(6x3)+(18x4)+(40x5)+(94x6)+(24x7)/190] =5.42 
Mean Value (Corporate Agent) 
[(Ox 1)+(2x2)+(0x3)+(30x4)+(60x5)+(68x6)+(30x7)/190] = 5.48 
Most of respondents via Corporate Agent (5.48) perceive that the 
representative gives the customer individual attention than the respondents via 
agent (5.42). 
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Strongly 	 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
49. The representative has operating 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 hours convenient to the customer. 
Table 5.60: Result from crosstab on different distribution between Agent 
and Corporate Agent in the attribute of the representative has operating 
hours convenient to the customer 
Agent Corporate Distribution 
Agent Channels 
The representative Strongly 6 0 6 
has operating hours Disagree 
convenient to the Disagree 2 0 2 	- 
customer. Slightly 6 8 14 
Disagree 
Neutral 20 30 50 
Sliuhtly 38 52 90 
A tree 
Agree 80 - 	66 _142 
Strongly 39 34 73 
Agree 
Total - — - 	- 190 190  380 
Mean Value (Agent) 
[(6x 1 )+(2x2)+(6x3)+(20x4)+(38X5)+(80x6)+(39X7)/190] =5.5 
Mean Value (Corporate Agent) 
[(Ox 1)+(0x2)+(8x3)+(30x4)+(52x5)+(66X6)+(34x7)/190] = 5.46 
Most of respondents via agent (5.5) perceive that the representative has 
operating hours convenient to the customer than the respondents via Corporate 
Agent (5.46). 
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0 	2 
8 10 
30 	54 
42 
^--- - 	72 
82 
146 
-- - 	 38 82 	---- 
' Strongly 	 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
50. The representative can give the 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 customer personal service. 
Table 5.61: Result from crosstab on different distribution between Agent 
and Corporate Agent in the attribute of the representative can give the 
customer personal service 
Corporate Distribution 
Agent 	Channels 
0 	4 
Agent 
The representative 	Strongly 4 
can give the customer 	Disagree 
personal service. 	Disagree 2 
Slightly 2 
Disagree  
Neutral 24 
Slightly 40 
Agree 
Agree 74 
Strongly 44 
Agree 
Total 	 190 	 190 	380 
Mean Value (Agent) 
[(4x 1 )+(2x2)+(2x3)+(24x4)+(40x5)+(74x6)+(44x7)/190] =5.59 
Mean Value (Corporate Agent) 
[(Ox 1)+(0x2)+(8x3)+(30x4)+(42x5)+(72x6)+(38x7)/190] = 5.54 
Most of respondents via agent (5.59) perceive that the representative can 
give the customer personal service than the respondents via Corporate Agent 
(5.54). 
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Strongly 	 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
51. The representative has customer's 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 best interest at heart. 
Table 5.62: Result from crosstab on different distribution between Agent 
and Corporate Agent in the attribute of the representative has customer's 
best interest at heart 
Agent 	 Corporate Distribution 
Agent 	Channels 
The representative 	Strongly 	0 
	
0 	0  
has customer's best 	Disagree 
interest at heart. 	Disagree 6 
-- --- 	--- -----2 
Slightly 4 12 
Disagree 
Neutral 24 28 
Slightly 26 56 
Agree 
Agree 72 58 
Strongly 58 34 
Agree 
Total 
	
190 
	
190 	- 380 
Mean Value (Agent) 
[(Ox l )+(6x2)+(4x3)+(24x4)+(26X5)+(72X6)+(58X7)/190] =5.73 
Mean Value (Corporate Agent) 
[(Ox 1)+(2X2)+(12x3)+(28x4)+(56X5)+(58X6)+(34x7)/190] = 5.36 
Most of respondents via agent (5.73) perceive that the representative has 
the customer's best interest at heart than the respondents via Corporate Agent 
(5.36). 
16 
52 
82 
130 
92 
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The representative 
understands the 
specific needs of the 
customer. 
Total 
Strongly 	 Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
52. The representative understands the 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 specific needs of the customer. 
Table 5.63: Result from crosstab on different distribution between Agent 
and Corporate Agent in the attribute of the representative understands the 
specific needs of the customer 
Agent 	 Corporate Distribution 
ant Channels I 
Strongly 0 	 0 	0 
Disagree 
Disagree 	4 	 2 	6 
Slightly 	6 8 14 
Disagree 
Neutral 	22 	 36 	58 
Slightly 	32 48 80 
Agree -  
-Agree 	66 	52 	I I 8 
Strongly 	60 	 44 104 
Agree 
190 	 190 	380 
Mean Value (Agent) 
[(Ox I )+(4X2)+(6x3)+(22x4)+(32x5)+(66X6)+(60x7)/190] =5.74 
Mean Value (Corporate Agent) 
[(Ox 1)+(2X2)+(8x3)+(36x4)+(48x5)+(52x6)+(44X7)/190] = 5.43 
Most of respondents via agent (5.74) perceive that the representative 
understands the specific needs of the customer than the respondents via 
Corporate Agent (5.43). 
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Table 5,64: Summary Table of Customer Expectation and Perception in 
Mean of Agent 
Average Mean Value of '. 	Perception- 
Agent 	I Expectation-Customer 
Perception Expectation 	Satisfaction 
Tangible 
I Modern of Office 5.31 5.81 0.5 
suaoundhgs 
2.V iwalised appealing of 5.27 5.68 0.41 
physical facilities 
3.Representative Appears 5.61 6.00 0.39 
Neat 
4.Visualised appealing of 5.6 6.35 0.75 
material associated 
Reliability 
.Abili1y to fulfill 5.56 6.12 0.56 
I promises in a timely 
manner  
6.Sympathy Offering when 5.58 T 6.48 0.9 
a customer has a problem 
7 Performing the service 5.56 6,43 0.87 
right the first time 
&.Providing the service at 5.59 6.43 0.84 
the time it promise to do so 
9. Providing the accurate 5.64 6.38 0.74 
records. Ex-Claim Form, 
Payment Record or any 
others 
Responsiveness 
O.Telling the customer 5.55 6.24 0.69 
exactly when the service 
will beperformed 
I I.Orving Prompt Service 5.47 6.39 0.92 
to customers 
12.Willing to Help 5.65 6.48 0.83 
customers 
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I3.Availability to respond 5.45 6.09 0.64 
requests 
Assurance 
14.Behavior of 5.6 6.25 	J 0.65 
representative instills 
confidence in customer 
5.FeeIing Save 111 5.65 6.32 0.67 
transactions 
I6.Consistence of 5.78 6.33 0.55 
courteous with the 
customer 
17.1 laving Kno\Nledge to 5.82 6.41 0.59 
answer the customer's 
questions 
Empathy --------- 
8.Giving the customer 5.42 6.41 0.74 
individual attention 
19.Convenience in 5.5 6.28 0.78 
operating hours to the 
customer 
20.Givin 	the customer 5.59 6.04 	1 0.45 
personal service  
21. Having customers best 5.73 6.41 0.68 
interest at heart 
22.Understanding the 5.74 6.36 0.62 
specific needs of the 
customer 
The table 5.64 which illustrates that the mean score of attributes in tangible, 
reliability, responsiveness, assurance and empathy dimension in terms of 
perception, expectation. and customer satisfaction of agent. For tangible 
dimension, in term of expectation, "visualized appealing of material 
associated" scores highest and the lowest is -visualized appealing of physical 
facilities". "Visualized appealing of physical facilities" also scores the lowest 
on perception but the highest on the representative appears neat". The 
obviously very high in the average mean of' "the representative appears neat" 
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on perception leads to have the smallest gap among the attributes of tangible 
which means having the highest satisfaction of tangible on the behave of agent 
For reliability, the highest score in term of expectation is "offering the 
sympathy when a custonmer has a problem" which the lowest is "the ability to 
fulfill promises in a timely manner" and this attribute is one of the lowest 
attribute mean scores on perception. another the lowest on perception is 
"performing the service right the First time" while the highest scores on 
"providing the accurate records" This leads to have the smallest gap in ability 
to fulfill promises in a timely manner and biggest gap on offering sympathy 
offering when a customer has a problem It shows that customers have the most 
satisfied on ability to fulfill promise in a timely manner but the least satisfied 
on sympathy offering when a customer has a problem. 
For responsiveness, the average mean scores of "willing to help the customer" 
are the highest on behave of customer perception and expectation but 
"availability to respond the requests* is the lowest mean scores on both 
customer perception and expectation. Due to the least average mean scores on 
both customer perception and expectation of "availability to respond the 
requests". so conduct the customers have the most satisfied on this attribute and 
shows that the agent of group lilt insurance products is performing as fast 
service during transaction. however. the least customer satisfaction on 
responsiveness of agent is giving prompt service to customers. 
For assurance, the behavior of representative instills confidence in customer 
scores the lowest on both expectation and perception while having knowledge 
to answer the customer's questions scores the highest. The positive relationship 
on the customer expectation and perception in the mean score of attribute lead 
the customers not satisfied of the feeling save in transaction but satisfied with 
life insurance company representative of consistence of courteous with the 
customers. 
For empathy, in term of customer expectation, it has highest scores on having 
the customer's best interest at heart but least scores on giving the customer 
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personal service. The highest score of perception is the convenience in 
operating hours to the customers while the lowest is giving the customer 
individual attention As you can see, the huge gap between perception and 
expectation and the highest gap is the convenience in operating hours to the 
customers for the agent because it has the lowest in average mean score of 
perception and relatively high mean score of expectation however, the small 
gap exists between the perception and expectation of giving the customer 
personal service indicates the customer most satisfaction. 
Table 5.65: Summary Table of Customer Expectation and Perception in 
Mean of Corporate Agent 
Attributes 	 Average Mean Value of 	Perception- 
Corporate Agent 	Expectation=Customer 
Perception 	Expectation 	Satisfaction 
Tangible 
I .Modem of Office 	5.54 	5.79 	1 0.25 
surroundings 	 I 
_- 	- -- 	- ---- 
2.Visualised appealing of 	5.54 5.88 	0.34 
physical facilities 
I 3. Representative Appears 	5.56 	6.00 	0.40 
Neat 
4.Visualised appealing of 	5,58 	6.19 	0.61 
material associated 
Reliability 
5.Ability to fulfill 	 5.63 	 6.19 
	
0.56 
promises in a timely 
manner 
6.Sympathy Offering when 5.69 	6.29 
	
0.6 
a customer has a problem 
7.Performing the service 	5.59 	6.25 
	
0.66 
right the first time 
8.Providing the service at 	5.68 	6.2 
	
0.52 
the time it promise to do so 
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9. Providing the accurate 	1 5.51 
records. Ex-Claim Form, 
Payment Record or any 
others 
Responsiveness 
OTelling the customer 	! 5.49 
exactly when the service 
will be p: rformed 
5.58 I I.Giving Prompt Service 
to customers 
12.Will ing to Help 5.64 
customers 
13.Availability to respond 5.54 
requests 
Assurance 
I4.Behavior of 	 5.46 
representative instills 
confidence in customer 
I5.Feeling save in 5$ 1 
transactions 
16. Consistence of 5.57 
courteous with the 
customer 
17.Having Knowledge to 5.57 
answer the customer's 
questions 	_ 	_ 
Empathy 
I8.Giving the customer 5.48 
individual attention 
49.Convenicncc m 5.46 
operating hours to the 
customer 
20.Giving the customer 5,54 
personal service 
21.Having customer's best j 5.36 
interest at heart 
22.Understanding the 5.43 
specific needs of the 
customer 
6.24 	0.73 
6.21 	0.72 
5.99 0.41 
6.06 0.42 
6.24 0.7 
6.15 	i 0.69 
	
6.08 	0.57 
6.23 	0.66 
6.05 
6.32 
0.57 
0.86 
6.15  
6.36 1.00 
6.36 0.93 
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The table 5.65 illustrates the mean score of attributes in tangible, reliability, 
responsiveness, assurance and empathy dimension in terms of perception, 
expectation and customer satisfaction of Corporate Agent. For tangible 
dimension, the smallest gap can be found in modem of olfice surroundings due 
to it has the lowest mean score of both customer expectation and perception. it 
indicates that most customers of Corporate Agent are the most satisfied on the 
life insurance company office surrounding. However. the Corporate Agent 
customers are the least satisfied on visualized appealing of material associated. 
For reliability, the most customers are very satisfied with Corporate Agent 
providing the service at the time it promise to do so but at the same time it 
shows the huge gaps on the different between perception and expectation of 
providing the accurate records which del ines as very dissatisfaction There is 
positively high relationship on perception and expectation in the mean score of 
sympathy of ering from Corporate Agent when a customer has a problem. 
For responsiveness, the smallest gap is found by the different between 
perception and expectation of giving prompt service to customer from the 
representative from the life insurance companies which indicates the most 
satisfied for the customers on responsiveness from the company. However, life 
insurance company has inefficiency of telling the customer exactly when the 
service will be performed referred from the huge gap between the customer 
perception and expectation as it represents the least satisfaction on behave of 
responsiveness of Corporate Agent. For assurance, the mean score of feeling 
save in transaction for the Corporate Agent customer has the lowest on 
expectation and relatively low on perception so it conducts to have the smallest 
gaps between perception and expectation which indicates of the most 
satisfaction on assurance for Corporate Agent. Nevertheless, a very dissatisfied 
is the behavior of representative instills confidence in customer shows the huge 
gap between the perception and expectation which obviously this attribute has 
the lowest on perception among the other perceptions. 
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For empathy. the most dissatisfied is clearly on Corporate Agent lacking of 
having the customer's best interest at heart which has the mean score highest 
on customer expectation but lowest on customer perception on behave of 
empathy. Anyway, the lowest mean score on expectation also has the smallest 
gap of difli:rent between perception and expectation which indicates of the 
most satisfied among the empathy attributes. 
Table 5.66: Summary Table of the Relationship between the Most 
Satisfied Channel and SERQUAL Five Dimensions: Tangible, Reliability, 
Responsiveness, Assurance, and Empathy 
	
Attributes 	Customer Satisfaction 	1 Customer Most Satisfied 
Channel 
Agent 	Corporate 
Agent 
Tangible 
.Modern of Office 	0.5 	 0.25 	Corporate Agent 
surroundings 
2.Visualised appealing of 	0.41 	0.34 Corporate Agent 
Agent 
Corporate Agent 
physical facilities 
3.Representative Appears 	0.39 
Neat 
4.Visualised appealing of 	0.75 
material associated 
Reliability 	-- ~--- -_ 
5.Ability to fulfill 	0.56 
promises in a timely 
manner 
6.Sympathy Offering when 0.9 
a customer has a problem 
0.56 	JBoth 
0.6 	Corporate Agent 
0.44 
0.61 
7.Perfomiing the service 	0.87 	0.66 
right the first time 
8.Providing the service at 	0.84 	0.52 
the time it promise to do so 
'. 9. Providing the accurate 	0.74 	0.73 
records. Ex-Claim Form. 
Corporate Agent 
Corporate Agent 
Corporate Agent 
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Payment Record or any 
others 
Responsiveness 
lO.-l-e1ling the customer 0.69 0.72 1 Agent 
exactly \\hen the service 
will be performed 
I ].Giving Prompt Service 0.92 0.41 Corporate Agent 
to customers 
12.Willing to help 0.83 0.42 Corporate Agent 
customers 
13.Availability to respond 0.64 0.7 Agent 
requests 
Assurance 
14.Beha\ for of 0.65 0.69 Agent 
representative instills 
i contidence in customer  
15.Feeling save in 0.67 0.57 Corporate Agent 
transactions 
r 16.Consistence of 0.55 0.66 Agent 
courteous with the 
Customer 
7.Having Knowledge to 0.59 0.65 Agent 
answer the customer's 
questions - -  - - - -- 	 -  
Empathy 
 
18.Giving the customer 0.74 0.57 Corporate Agent 
individual attention 
19.Convenience in 0.78 0.86 Agent 
operating hours to the 
customer 
20.Giving the customer 0.45 0.61 Agent 
personal service 
21.Flaving customer's best 0.68 1.00 Agent 
interest at heart 
22. Understanding the 0.62 0.93 Agent 
specific needs of the 
customer  
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I'ahle 5.66 shows the different of customer satisfaction on channel distribution 
between Agent and Corporate Agent in life insurance in terms of five 
dimensions tangible. reliability, responsiveness, assurance. and empathy. 
Firstly. the customer had more satisfaction on Corporate Agent more than agent 
on the attribute of "modern of oft ice surroundings". "Visualiied appealing of 
physical facilities". and Visualized appealing of material associated", obviously 
because of most customer who buy group life insurance policies via corporate 
agent could feel the physical building and all of facilities provided by the 
corporate agent more than perceive via the agent who goes to meet the 
customers at their houses. Ilo\vyever, the customers perceived the agent had 
more satisfaction on the neat of representative appearance and all the agents 
had to be trained completely heti~re going to meet the customer or make the 
sale so this can explain that all Of the Agent must to appear very neat and 
reliable on the perception of' the customer's eyes. Secondly. Corporate Agent 
obsessed the most satisfaction of all the attributes of reliability which means 
the customers perceived that the representative via corporate agent had ability 
to accomplish the promises in a timely manner while only this attributes had 
the satisfaction in the same level of' agent. also the representative offered the 
sincerely solutions when the customers had the problems. and the 
representative could serve all the services as the customers need at the first 
times of service. Besides, the representative via corporate agent could provide 
the service at the time they promised to do so. Moreover, most customers 
satisfied Corporate Agent more than agent on providing the accurate records 
because the representative via corporate agent is not only representative of the 
life insurance's company but also it holds with the corporate agent reputation 
as well so accurate all of the documents are very important to the corporate 
agent and the customers of' the corporate agent. In terms of responsiveness, 
agent and Corporate Agent had the same level of satisfaction which customers 
of agents were more satisfied on ability of agent to tell exactly when the service 
will be perform such as what time the agent went to meet the customer at home 
and obviously that the agent had more ability than Corporate Agent on 
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availability to respond the customer requests, for instance, corporate agent had 
the available time of open and close so it's hard the staff from the corporate 
agent could respond anytime the customer needs. Because of the staff via 
corporate agent had to maintain the relationship of the customer not only the 
customer of life insurance but also the corporate agent customer itself, giving 
prompt service to the customers and willing to help their customers was 
satisfied more than perceiving through the agent channel. 
For assurance dimension, most of customers perceived that the agent was more 
satisfied on the behavior o1 agent could build the confidence in customer, the 
agent consistently gave the courtesy to the customers, and agent had knowledge 
to answer all the customers questions than Corporate Agent. However, the 
customers felt save in transaction via Corporate Agent more than agent because 
the transaction is not through only the person but it also through the financial 
institution as the back so clearly that the customer felt a lot more save than 
doing through the personas an agent. 
Last dimension is empathy, which pays attention all about taking care, 
concerning, and training the agents has the courtesy to the customers. As 
researcher also worked with the life insurance company so researcher observed 
that most of life insurance's company has the training department for their 
agent to he perfect in salesperson and professional of agent. 
Most of the customers satisfied the agent on operating hours for the customers 
conveniently, giving the customer personal service, having the customer's best 
interest at heart, and understanding the specific need of customers 
Nevertheless, the customers were more satisfied on Corporate Agent in terms 
of' ability to give the customers individual attention. 
Accordingly, tangibility and reliability were most satisfied on Corporate Agent 
in the perceived of life insurance customers. On the other hand, assurance and 
empathy were most satisfied on agent in the perceived of life insurance 
customers. Responsiveness was only a dimension was not quite different on 
satisfaction in the perceived of group life insurance customers. These analysis 
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result can he emphasized conclusively as well on the below table which 
analyzed as the table 5.67. 
Table 5.67: Summary table of the customer satisfaction between Agent 
and Corporate Agent 
Agent Corporate Agent 
Tangibility 0.5125 0.41 
Reliability 0.782 0.614 
Responsiveness 0.77 0.5625 
Assurance 0.615 0.6425 
Empathy 0.654 0.794 
From the table 5.67, in terms of tangible, reliability. and responsiveness the 
customers were more satisfied on Corporate Agent, but assurance and empathy 
the customers were more satisfied on agent. The overall tangible dimension is 
the most satisfied dimension than the other dimensions for both agent (0.5125) 
and Corporate Agent (0.41). However, reliability is the least satisfied than the 
other dimensions for the agent (0.782) and empathy also is the least satisfied 
than the other dimensions but for the Corporate Agent (0.794). According to 
combined every single dimension, the mean rating of the gap between customer 
perception and expectation of agent is more than Corporate Agent which shows 
that the staffs via corporate agents provide more satisfied service to their clients 
(Three out of five attributes) because of the potential human resource in 
corporate agent that supported as hierarchy strictly and highly of the potential 
on controlling the human resource of the corporate agent. 
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5.6: Statistical Inference Analysis 
Hypothesis 1: Satisfaction level differs in Group life insurance's customers 
between buying from Agent and Corporate agent. 
Analysis: Independent-Sample T Test 
Groun Statistics 
Channel opts by the Customer to buy group life Std. 
Insurance? N Mean Deviation Error Mean 
Customer Satisfy with the I 	Agent 190 5.3474 1.15564 .11857 
channel of Group 
Life Insurance Corporate Agent 190 4.6421 1.45804 .14959 
Independent Sammie T-Test 
Levene's Test t-test for Equality of Means 
for Equality 
of Variances 
F Sig T Df Sig.(2- 
tailed) 
Mean 
Difference 
. Std. Error 
( Difference 
95per cent 
Confidence 
Interval of the 
Difference 
Lower Upper 
Customer Equal 10.003 0.002 3.695 188 .000 .70526 .19088 .32872 1.08181 
Satisfy Variances 
with the Assumed 
channel Equal 3.695 178.684 .000 .70526 .19088 .32859 1.08193 
of Group Variances 
Life not 
Insurance Assumed 
Ho: There is no significant difference in customer satisfaction of group life 
insurance between buying from Agent and Corporate Agent. 
Ha: There is significant difference in customer satisfaction of group life 
insurance between buying from Agent and Corporate Agent. 
Decision: Levene's test sig 0.002 is less than 0.05, so we look at Equal 
variance not assumed. Reject Ho (P-value 0.00 is less than 0.05) 
Conclusion: There is a significant difference between Agent and Corporate 
Agent in customer satisfaction toward group life Insurance. The agent 
perceives higher than Corporate Agent (Mean rating is 5.3474>4.6421). 
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Hypothesis 2: There is a significant relationship among tangibility, reliability. 
responsiveness, assurance, and empathy. 
Analysis: Correlation Analysis 
Correlation Matrix in regard to tangibility, reliability, responsiveness, 
assurance and empathy 
Tan~oible Reliable Response Assure Fmpath) 
Tangible 	Pearson 	1 	.729(**) 	.661(**) 	.643(**) 	.563(**) 
Correlation 
	
Sig.(2- 	 .000 	.000 	.000 	.000 
tailed 	 1 	 - 
N 	380 	380 	380 380 1 380 
Reliable Pearson .729(**) 	i 	.798(**) .747(**) .747(**) 
Correlation  
i— — Siy.(2- .000 	 .000  .000 .000 
tailed)  
N 	380 	380 	380 	380 	380 
Response Pearson .661(**) .798(**) 	1 	775(**) .801(**) 
Correlation   
Sig.(2- 	.000 	.000 	 .000 	.000 
tailed)  
N 	380 	380 	380 	380 	380 
Assure Pearson .643(**) .747(**) .775(**) 	1 	.785(**) 
Correlation 
Sig.(2- 	.000 	.000 	.000 	 .000 
tailed) -- 
N 	380 	380 	380 	380 	380 
Empathy 	Pearson 	.563(**) 	.747(**) 	.801(**) i .785(**) 	1 
Correlation  
Sig.(2- 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 
tailed) 
N 	380 	380 	380 	380 	380 
**Correlation is siznificant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
Ho: Tangibility, reliability, responsiveness, assurance and empathy is not 
significantly correlated among each other. 
Ila. Tangibility, reliability. responsiveness, assurance, empathy is significantly 
correlated among each other. 
Decision: Sig. 0.00< 0.05 Reject Ho. 
Conclusion: Tangibility. reliability, responsiveness, assurance, and empathy 
are significantly correlated among each other. 
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Hypothesis 3: The customer satisfaction of group life insurance can be 
predicted by tangibility, reliability, responsiveness, assurance, and empathy. 
Analysis: Multiple Linear Regressions (MLR) 
Model Summary (b) 
Mode R 	R Square Adjusted 
~RS~are  
Std. Error 
j2f the Estimate 
.309(a) ; 	.096 .071 1.30971 
a Predictors :(Constant),EMPATHY,TANG IBLE. ASSU RE,RELI ABLE, RESPONSE 
b Dependent Variable: Customer Satisfy with the channel ohGroup Life Insurance 
ANOVA (b) 
Model 	- Sum of df Mean F 	Sig. 
• Squares Square 
1 	 Regression 33373 5 6.675 	3.891 	.002(a) 
Residual 315.622 184 1.715 
Total 348.995 189 
a Predictors:(Constant),EMPATHY,TANGIDLE,ASSURE,RELlAl3LE. RESPONSE 
b Dependent Variable: Customer Satisfy with the channel of (croup Life Insurance 
Coefficients (a) 
Model Unstandardized Coefficients 1 Standardized Coefficients_  
Beta t 	Sig. B Std.Error 
1 
5.217 
(Constant) 0.087 0.113 46.287 0.000 
Tangible - 0.129 0.72 	0.672 0.502 
Reliability 0.094 0.148 -0.088 	-0.638 0.524 
Responsiveness 0.231 0.151 (1.216 	1.525 0.129 
Assurance 0.222 0.161 0.178 	1.377 11.170 
Empathy - 0.151 -0.056 	-0.418 0.676 
0.063 
a. Dependent Variable: Customer Satisfy with the channel of Group Life 
Insurance 
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Ho: The customer satisfaction of group life insurance cannot be predicted by 
tangihillt}, reliabilitvv, responsiveness, assurance, and empathy. (The regression 
model is not significant as a whole) 
Ha: The customer satisfaction of' group lit insurance can be predicted by 
tangibility, reliability, responsiveness, assurance, and empathy. (The regression 
model is si~`niticant as a whole) 
Decision: Sig 0.002 <0.0 = Reject Ho, means accept Ha 
Conclusions: 
I.) R means strength of the relationship between customer satisfaction and 
tangible. reliability. responsiveness, assurance, and empathy equal 0.309 is 
moderate strength. 
2.) The independent variables in the model explain 9.6 per cent of variation. 
3.) Responsiveness has the highest level of importance in this prediction 
model or is most influent dimension to the customer satisfaction if compare 
with the other dimension (0.216). 
5.7: Concluding Remarks 
The result from this stud\ obviously benefits to all the marketing managers and 
executive readers in group life insurance field on the comparison of group life 
insurance customer satisfaction by distribution channel between agent and 
corporate agent. In this chapter represent the conclusion of the study and also 
report the managerial implementation related to the present study. 
5.8: Conclusions of the Survey Study 
The primary purpose of this study is to compare the customer satisfaction of 
distribution channel between agent and Corporate Agent toward group life 
insurance in India by using SERVQUAL instrument. The researcher selected 
group products/corporate products as research study because group products 
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need attention more as compared to individual products where insurance 
intermediaries have to deal with individual person but in group product 
agent/corporate agent directly interact with corporate house and different firms 
and their different needs and queries. The procedure of this study research, 
firstly studied many previous literatures that related to this study which 
according to the references of this research. Then, the researcher designed the 
research methodology by using SERVQUAL instrument to measure the group 
life insurance customer satisfaction. The SERVQUAL instrument has five 
dimensions are tangibility. reliability. responsiveness, assurance, and empathy 
which these dimensions represent independent variables of these study, besides 
a dependent variable is customer satisfaction. The result of this instrument is 
the service quality which lcads to have the customer satisfaction by comparing 
between the customer perception and customer expectation. The survey 
questionnaire was developed to distribute to 380 respondents who had ever 
bought group life insurance through agent and corporate agent. 
Three major statistical analysis tools are reliability analysis, descriptive 
analysis, and statistical inference analysis which these were used to analysis for 
the consequence results. 
For reliability analysis, The Cronbach's Alpha was used to measure reliability 
of the major five dimensions which are tangibility, reliability, responsiveness, 
assurance, and empathy. According to Ilayes (1998). Alpha is more than 0.8 
indicated a high liable. The finding of reliability analysis shows that the 
coefficient alpha values for five dimensions were 0.9313, 0.9048, 0.9108, and 
0.9131 for tangibles, reliability, responsiveness, assurance, and empathy, 
respectively. The overall cceukiercl alpha values were 0.9293 for the 
SERVQUAL five dimensions scores. This value indicates that the 
SERVQUAL instrument presents desirable levels of internal consistency at the 
aggregate level. 
For descriptive analysis, the study shows that the among the 380 
sample respondent, it is clear that most of the respondents came to know about 
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the insurance through agents (75 per cent) and the second highest source are 
the Brokers (40 per cent), Internet (37 per cent) and the company legal 
lawyeriC.A (30 per cent). None of the respondents have come to know about 
the insurance through press. Thus, from the analysis it can be concluded that 75 
per cent of the respondents came to know about insurance policies through 
agents and another important analysis is that insurance companies must adopt 
press/media for advertisement about the Group Life Insurance. 
It is clear that Out of 500 total targeted questionnaires only 380 
respondent's already bought and 75 firms' shows to buy group lit insurance 
and rest of the firms (45) doesn't shows their interest due to so many reasons 
like lack of knowledge and not aware regarding benefits of group lice insurance 
and no one approach from the insurance companies for this particular products 
and those firms who already bought group insurance (380) mostly firms (255) 
preferred through agent which is 67 per cent and 125 bought through Corporate 
Agent 33 per cent. 
Most of the respondents around 85 per cent, bought the group life insurance 
policy because of benefit in terms of coverage and security for their employee. 
next because of tax benefits which constitute about 10 per cent, and others 5 
per cent because of benefits in the economic development of the country. 
Amongst the 380 sample respondents, the respondents are selecting the 
agent first to know about the knowledge of the policy because it has been 
ranked as 1 (70 per cent) and convincing has been ranked as 2 (50 per cent) and 
investment advice has ranked as 3 (40 per cent). Thus from the analysis it can 
be concluded that most of the respondents are selecting the agent's by 
knowledge of policy followed by convincing approach and investment advice. 
Survey analysis shows that among the 380 sample respondent 65 per 
cent of' respondents are preferred public sector and 35 per cent of the 
respondents are preferred private sector. Thus from the analysis it can be 
concluded that 65 per cent of respondents arc preferred public sector and out of 
380 sample respondents, 120 respondents are preferred to take LIC as there 
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company and in private sector they prefer for SBI (65) and ICICI (60) amongst 
all as preferred company in future for taking group insurance products for their 
employees. Thus from the analysis it can he concluded that about 31 per cent 
of the respondents preferred to take LIC as there company and among the 
private company SBI and ICICI as preferable choice in future but still there is 
huge potential and having tough competition for private players to compete 
with the public sector company (LIC) and for retaining more market shares in 
future. 
For the customer satisfaction consequence of service quality computed by the 
different between customer perception and customer expectation through both 
agent and Corporate Agent, the research found that most of the respondents via 
agents more satisfied the representative appears neat (0.39) and least satisfied 
on visualized appealing of material associated (0.75) in terms of tangible. 
While on this dimension, visualized appealing of material associated shows the 
highest gap (0.61) comparing with other attributes for Corporate Agent's 
respondents mean they didn't satisfy with all the materials had been given by 
the corporate agent, in contrast they were satisfied with modern looking of the 
office surrounding (0.25) more than other attribute in this dimension. In term of 
reliability, the smallest gap of agent respondents occurs on the attribute of 
ability to fulfill promise in a timely manner (0.56) while the largest gap occurs 
on sympathy offering when a customer has a problem (0.9). besides the 
smallest gap of Corporate Agent is on the attribute of providing the service at 
the time it promise to do so (0.52) while the largest gap is on providing the 
accurate records (0.73). For the dimension of responsiveness, agent has the 
smallest gap on availability to respond the requests (0.64) but the hugest gap on 
giving prompt service to customers (0.92). At the same dimension, 
responsiveness, most of Corporate Agent's respondents are most satisfied with 
flying prompt service to customer (0.41) but least satisfied on telling the 
customer exactly when the service will be perlbrmed (0.72). For assurance, 
agent's respondents were most satisfied on consistence of courteous with the 
customer (0.55) but dissatisfied on feeling save in the transaction (0.67) which 
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this attribute is the most satisfied for Corporate Agent's respondents (0.57). On 
the other hand, the most dissatisfied attribute of this dimension for Corporate 
Agent is the behavior of representative instills confidence in customer (0.69). 
Last dimension, empathy. the agent's respondents are most satisfied on giving 
the customer personal service (0.45) than other attributes but dissatisfied on the 
convenience in operating hours to the customers than other attributes (0.78). 
Nevertheless. Corporate Agents respondents are most satisfied on giving the 
customer individual attention (0.57) than other attributes while dissatisfied on 
having the Customer's best interest at heart (1.00). II' comparing the means of 
the gap or customer satisfaction through five dimensions: tangible, reliability, 
responsiveness, assurance, and empathy, between agent and Corporate Agent, 
it shows the highest gap on Agent (0.5 132) which means almost the actual 
service of the agents were not satisfied in tcnus of overall of tangible 
dimension but more satisfied on Corporate Agent service. For reliability and 
responsiveness, means of the gaps of agent (0.7832, 0.7711) are higher than 
means of the gaps of Corporate Agent (0.6147, 5.632) which means that most 
of the respondents are more satisfied on Corporate Agent in terms of overall 
reliability and responsiveness. On the other hand, the means of the gaps of 
Corporate Agent (0.6447, 0.7916) is higher than the means of the gaps of agent 
(0.6132, 0.6568) which means that the most respondents are more satisfied on 
agent in terms of overall assurance and empathy. In addition, the overall 
tangible dimension is the most satisfied dimension than the other dimensions 
for both agent (0.5 125) and Corporate Agent (0.41). However, reliability is the 
least satisfied than the other dimensions for the agent (0.782) and empathy also 
is the least satisfied than the other dimensions but for the Corporate Agent 
(0.794). 
For the statistical inference analysis, three hypothesis was defined, the first 
one defines there is difference in customer satisfaction of group life insurance 
between buying from agent and Corporate Agent which this hypothesis was 
used the Independent-Sample T Test. The result shows that there is different in 
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customer satisfaction of group life insurance between buying through agent and 
Corporate Agent. The second hypothesis assumed that there is a significant 
correlation between tangibility, reliability, responsiveness, assurance, and 
empathy which the result was revealed there is significant by using correlation 
analysis. Third defines the customer satisfaction of group life insurance can be 
predicted by tangibility, reliability. responsiveness, assurance, and empathy 
which this hypothesis was used the Multiple linear Regression for the analysis. 
"[he results show that the customer satisfaction of group life insurance can be 
predicted by tangibility, reliability, responsiveness, assurance, and empathy 
while these five dimensions and the customer satisfaction have moderate 
strength relationship. Moreover, responsiveness has the highest level of 
importance in this prediction model or is most influent dimension to the 
customer satisfaction if compare with the other dimensions. 
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6.1: Summary of Conclusions 
India is among the most flourishing insurance markets in the global context. Its 
current premium volume of USE) 18 billion has the potential to increase to 
USD 90 billion within the next decade. In particular, life insurance, which 
currently makes up 80 per cent of premiums. is widely tipped to lead the 
growth. The major drivers include sound economic fundamentals. a rising 
middle-income class, an improving regulatory framework and rising risk 
awareness. The groundwork for realising potential was arguably laid in 2000 
when India undertook to open the domestic insurance market to private-sector 
and foreign companies. Since then. 24 total life insurers and 27 general insurers 
have joined the Indian market. Significantly. foreign players participated in 
most of these new companies — despite the restriction of 26 per cent on foreign 
ownership and now it increased to 49 per cent so more companies waiting for 
their approval from IRDA to start insurance businesses in India. LIC still have 
good market shares in terms of' regular premium business but It's market 
share is likely to decline in the near future because of the tough competitive 
environment and arrivals of companies in insurance business. Important steps 
have thus been already taken by all the insurance companies but there are still 
major hurdles to overcome if the market is to realise its full potential. To begin 
with. India needs to further liberalise investment regulations on insurers to 
strike a proper balance between insurance solvency and investment flexibility. 
Furthermore, both the life and non-life insurance sectors would benefit from 
less invasive regulations. In addition, price structures need to reflect product 
risk. The advancement of various channel systems in services especially in the 
distribution of life insurance products is becoming increasingly accepted. 
Despite this acclaim and the significant impact of such strategies, the drivers of 
these channel systems have not been examined in sufficient depth in the 
existing literature on services distribution theory. Given the emergent state of 
research into the emergence of' various channels, there is an urgent need for 
both theoretical developments and empirical analysis. In particular, there is a 
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need to develop guidelines so that Managers and policy makers can make more 
systematic decisions on various channel strategies. In particular, it should help 
companies to identify the net benefits to be expected from such a distribution 
strategy and whether it is worthwhile to pursue the strategy. This channel 
strategy provide insights that can help understand why some companies adopt 
various channels and others do not, along with key managerial issues that a 
company should locus on and discuss prior to developing multiple channels. 
The evaluation of chain system from insurance delivery service to distribution 
partners to customers is complex, even in periods of economic growth. This 
complexity has caused insurers to conduct business in a twist of costly physical 
processes and time-intensive service hand-offs. Customers feel disconnected 
and wonder if the company that provides their insurance protection actually 
knows them at all. Old inheritance systems hide customer data and prohibit its 
access. No one has purposely ignored these challenges; the problem has simply 
been how to address them. The latest worldwide financial commotion, the 
approaching regulatory reaction, and evolving demographic and geographic 
target markets force insurance providers toward three responses: Know the end 
customers and better align products and services to client interests, reduce sales 
and service expenses by way of efficient client-centric processes, and manage 
distribution channel partnerships effectively. Those insurers striving to 
differentiate themselves acknowledge that technology is the key to support 
these critical business drivers. Enabling efficiencies, maximizing the potential 
of each distribution channel, and improving the customer experience in a 
framework where collaborative customer knowledge is represented accurately 
in real time are the fundamental tenets of leading insurers. 
Top insurance companies in India and worldwide recognize that they must 
establish aggressive initiatives to acquire customer data and transform it into 
shared knowledge. Doing so will separate leaders From stragglers in the eyes of 
customers, distributors, and employees. Long-term financial stability can come 
only from cost-efficient operations and a profitable customer base. the present 
status of insurance distribution in India is still in unsteadiness position. On the 
other hand insurance companies are trying the corporate model of 
intermediaries in addition to the traditional insurance distribution models in the 
market. The success of marketing of life insurance depends on understanding 
the social and cultural needs of the target population. and matching the market 
segment with the suitable intermediary segment. 
In addition a major segment of the Indian population has low disposable 
income, meaning that every penny won will be obtained after a lot of 
persuasion and the expected value for money is high. All intermediaries can't 
sell all kinds of life insurance products valuably in all markets so there should 
be clear segregation in the marketing strategies of the company from this 
perspective. The insurance distribution channel composition should not be 
uniform but should reflect the larger general public. These intermediaries need 
to be empowered with the right learning, training and sales tools and 
technology enablers. Coupled with the right product mix, this will help the 
insurers to survive and flourish in this competitive market. Through this study 
researcher have attempted to first identify the prevalent distribution scenario 
and then discuss issues that may arise for a specific life insurance company in 
distributing the group life insurance products. All life insurance companies in 
India are seen to adopt a multi-channel distribution network or different kinds 
of distribution channels. At the same time as agency is prevailing channel but 
in the case of group business the direct selling is the prevailing channel, the 
focus is shifting to alternative channels, agent and corporate agents in 
distribution of group business. In lorming insurance joint ventures, access to 
particular distribution channels through the Indian partner is often seen as an 
important strategic move and the overall sales strategies of the new insurer is 
influenced significantly by the underlying nature of the joint venture. This 
exposes insurance companies to certain risks depending on the nature of 
distribution channel it has been endowed with or subsequently adopted. In 
addition the prevailing market shows that the existing emphasis on selling 
UI.IPs and incentives generated for insurance intermediaries may be acting to 
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the thrashing of the industry as widespread cases of mis-selling may emerge. 
There may be strong linkages with the adopted sales strategy which insurance 
companies need to identify for themselves. Other related risks discussed 
include lower than expected persistency and excessive operational costs. 
The insurance industry makes an eltort to reduce customer complaints and 
should not only be limited to 'handling the customer grievance. This can be 
achieved by constantly taking proactive measures which will not only address 
the concerns of the customers who have complained but will also address the 
unsaid complaints. This can only be done it the companies step beyond the 
regulatory requirements and take each customer approach as a serious 
improvement opportunity. Interact with a customer who has a problem as a 
mere statistic is not going to hell)  in long run. Regulations establish standards 
and practicing them in the right spirit can build a fair and effective grievance 
mechanism in any company. Any amount of t@te-A-tcte on service related issues 
will not be sufficient to provide the desired meaning until it is delivered in 
action beyond expectations of the policyholders. Insurance services are vast in 
nature. To sure up, one need to understand that service is the gateway of 
success. It is easy to achieve success through and only through service than 
anything else. One has to walk the extra mile and think out of the box. It is up 
to the insurers and their support networks (distribution channels) whether to 
live up to (go beyond) the policy-holder's expectation by giving little more or 
to be part of run-of-the-mill by generating more number of dissatisfied 
policyholders. 
In the life insurance sector, insurers will need to increase efforts to design new 
products that are suitable for the market and make use of innovative 
distribution channels to reach a broader range of the population. There are huge 
untouched areas and segments in market. At the moment, less than 11 per cent 
of the working population in India is eligible for participation in any formal 
old-age retirement scheme. Private insurers will have a key role to play in 
serving the large number of informal sector workers. The same is true for the 
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group life insurance and health insurance business. In addition, the rapid 
growth of insurance business will put increasing pressure on insurers' capital 
level. Finally, the largely underserved rural sector holds great promise for both 
life and non-life insurers. To unleash this potential, insurance companies will 
need to show long-term commitment to the sector, design products that are 
suitable for the rural population and utilise appropriate distribution 
mechanisms. Insurers will have to pay special attention to the characteristics of 
the rural labour force, like the prevalence of irregular income streams and 
preference for simple products, before they can successfully penetrate this 
sector. As in several other countries the insurance market was dominated by 
intermediaries (agents or brokers) and more specifically usually by agents. 
Direct writing, which included both company employees and distance selling 
(the internet, phone, etc.) showed a high market share and had been expanding 
in several countries. More specifically, distance sales* gained very significant 
market shares in markets such as the IJK, Netherlands and also in India. The 
bancassurance channel remained at a satisfactory level in the life insurance 
businesses but low level in non-life insurance businesses in India. Europe 
appears to be the most developed region for bancassurance in life insurance but 
this channel has started to expand in other world areas (Asia, Latin America). 
On average, hancassurance benefits from lower distribution costs and 
constitutes a satisfying complement to banking activity. The development of 
new channels such as supermarkets, the internet and call centers in parallel 
with the retention of traditional networks such as agents and corporate agents 
demonstrates the desire of insurers for multichannel strategies to reach clients. 
This strategy is made necessary by the growing volatility of purchasing by 
customers. The strategy erodes the market share of the dominant channels, 
whose absolute levels of premium income remain, however, more or less 
stable. With the demographics of the workplace changing and workers 
spending more time at the workplace, it is imperative for employers to look at 
ways and means to provide a secure financial footing to their employees. 
Employees increasingly view benefits as the foundation of their financial safety 
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net. At the some time, employees are not prepared to face significant 
unforeseen events such as premature death, income loss due to disability or 
even retirement for that matter. As a result, they continue to rely more than 
ever on workplace benclits and as such employers have an opportunity to offer 
valuable access to benefit programs and information. Employers should also 
recognize that their traditional role as plan sponsor may not be the only way to 
provide value to their employees. Accessing the vibrant external marketplace 
for insurance products tailored for the organizations' needs can actually 
increase the total amount available due to improved plan choice. the 
employers can reduce the administrative burden of these plans by outsourcing 
it to insurers. Organizations need to realize that health, retirement and all other 
benefits are strong factors contributing to loyalty and are a significant part of 
an employee's decision to choose and stay with an employer. As the makeup of 
the workforce and office dynamics continue to evolve, so will employee 
expectations regarding benefits. Organizations will need to keep these shifts in 
mind when developing and choosing benefits offerings. Innovative employee 
benefits solutions that are more flexible and responsive are more likely in the 
future to meet the needs of employees. Customer and distributor needs and 
preferences are not static, so insurance companies must be armed with the 
technology to address their changing demands now and into the future. 
Note: * Distance selling in the EU occurs when a supplier in one EU Member State sells 
goods to a person in another Member State who is not registered for VAT and the supplier is 
responsible for the delivery of the goods. It includes mail order sales, phone or tele-sales or 
physical goods ordered over the internet. 
tinder the distance selling arrangements, sales to customers in other Member Slates who are 
not registered for VAT are liable to VAT in the Member State of the supplier provided that 
the threshold appropriate to the Member State of the customer is not breached (see Thresholds 
below). Where sales exceed the threshold in any particular Member State, the supplier must 
register and account for VA] in that Member State. 
Reference (hnp:Ewww.revenue.ie/en/taxivatileaflets/dislance-sales-eu.hlml 
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6.2: Findings 
The research confirms that customers satisfaction is more important aspect and 
it is fulfilled if provided the customer full satisfaction by providing the quality 
services and best products advising by the insurance intermediaries especially 
happen the best in the case of the agents as compared to the corporate agents 
and also finds while doing survey that customers are increasingly leveraging 
digital capabilities across the sales and service interactions with intermediaries 
and that use of emerging interaction channels such as social media and mobile 
will continue to increase. With the rapid growth of social media and the use of 
mobile devices, insurers pay more attention towards this medium of selling to 
explore more opportunities and they will he able to provide personalized advice 
in buying insurance and products information through this digital media. This 
is particularly important since customers are of younger age's group coming in 
different organisations and expecting the products details with more clarity and 
with transparency. In addition to placing higher value on advice, these younger 
customers who are much more engaged with the digital environment also value 
product education significantly more than older age group who are more likely 
to interact through traditional channels such as agents. But most of the 
customers will still continue to trust upon the agent channel. Providing advice 
and product education at scale in a digital environment will be a source of 
competitive differentiation. This could potentially also present a new revenue 
model for insurers willing to evolve with customers preferences -a model that 
combines sophisticated self-serve tools with valuable fee-for-service advice 
and education. 
it is very important for every life insurance company to understand, what 
customers expect from other insurance companies for the similar product sold 
by them. Keeping the customer satisfied with the services is far more critical 
for a life insurance business than many others. An effective framework within 
the insurer's organisation where customers' concerns and grievances are 
treated with empathy and fairness is therefore critical in life insurance business 
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and the worst happens when the service delivery is lesser than the perception. 
Survey say that most of the problems in service delivery emanate from policy 
related issues than in claims related issues in the Indian insurance sector. 
Group life Insurance product's customers massively see the agent and 
corporate agents as a preferred advisor but also some customers preferred 
others mode like bank channel and online buying portals. If banks with full 
capacity enter to the insurance market in a significant way, this could represent 
a significant alliance opportunity for the insurers or a significant competitive 
threat for the ones that choose to compete directly. Most of the insurance 
companies derive their maximum premium income from their agent channels. 
Life Insurance companies believe that that growth will be realised more 
through increased customer attainment and through the cross selling. Insurance 
companies believe that the ability to tailor customer experiences is important or 
critical something that depends on cross-channel integration and the 
information is being shared effectively across channels only rarely and yet 
most of the insurers say that an integrated multi-charnel strategy is either 
important or critical. 
Life insurance companies cater primarily to the middle and high-income class. 
By and large it does not cater to the low-income class and also not caters rural 
and agricultural sector is undcrscrvcd. Viability of developing products for the 
low-income class needs to be examined and Micro-insurance, group insurance 
(life and non - life), insurance for members of SIIGs, Mahila Mandals 
(women's groups) and also for the sex workers groups are some of the options 
that need to be explored. Group Life Insurance Products need to he developed 
for smallitiny businesses workers too, which are risk prone. For this a different 
model of selling insurance needs to be developed. 
As in many markets the agency is the dominant sales channel for Tndian life 
Insurance accounting for maximum of new business premiums. In India the life 
Insurance agency force has grown at a rapid pace. Overall inactivity and 
attrition rates we estimated to be 50-55 per cent which is significantly higher 
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than olobal benchmarks of about 25 per cent. With recruitment aimed at just 
growing the base, productivity has suffered. 
Research survey of Indian life insurance agents in different cities indicates that 
agent recruitment strategies have generally failed to make appropriate 
selections: about 20 per cent of agents recruited fail certification and/or leave 
immediately after initial training without activisation of their code by selling a 
single policy. More than two-third of agents, part time and full time have no 
selling experiences before becoming agents. 
6.3: Recommendations 
In view of the competition from LIC and other private players in the market, 
HDFC Life, SBI Life Insurance, Reliance Life and ICICI Prudential Life 
should organize more awareness campaigns to create awareness and to promote 
their existing products. 
New innovative products and services should be designed through financial 
engineering development to tap rural and social sectors. 
To retain old customers and to attract new customer's products with adds-on 
features should be introduced besides attractive advertisements. 
To reach out more customers, tie-ups with companies, in various sectors can be 
arranged to cover the insurance needs of their employees. 
As the awareness level among the government officials for sonic insurance 
policies like ULIP, Money back plan, Endowment plan, Children's plan, 
Protection plan, etc. are very low, periodical awareness programs in the 
respective government officials with concurrence of higher officials should be 
conducted. 
To improve the satisfaction level of policyholders and to avoid losing the 
existing customers periodical market surveys should be conducted. 
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Development should be process with the marketing channel like commercial 
banks very effectively for promoting the products; steps should be taken to 
make the banks incorporate successful sales tactics used by them to sell other 
financial services. 
In the race to achieve growth and high performance over the coming years, 
insurers are remarkably unanimous about the criteria for success. The winners 
will be able to and it will help all companies to make a distinction amongst 
each other in a meaningful approach. 
Fulfilled the demands and needs of changing customers buying behavior. 
Deliver the quality services and products according their needs. 
Take advantage of market share from competitors and proper follow-up to the 
customers especially in the case of group life insurance products. 
Adaption of the Multi-charmcl model for distribution and must address 
customer needs and provide preferred channels for each type of transaction. 
Dominance of mobile and internet devices opens many new ways to interact 
with the customers properly and in efficient way. 
Insurance companies must take customers feedback on regular basis f'or a 
deeper understanding of customer's behavior and then act on their issues. 
Time to need to change in operational process like implement the Single 
window systems and everything that stands in the way of giving customers 
what they want should be identified and considered carefully for elimination. 
Direct channel requires updating for taking advantage of the growing group life 
insurance market in India and insurers must have emphasize towards the 
costing of channels but with highly automated flexible processes. 
Life Insurance companies need to work on mixing of different distribution 
channel with each other so that generated new channels and offer Group Life 
Insurance products to the specific customers through in person meetings. 
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Use of Corporate agents and agents in specific customer segments however, it 
is important insurers use these channels for specific segments of customers 
requiring particular attention, products and services and promote a frictionless 
communication with different distribution channels mode. 
Corporate agents and agents should recruit from different trade and industry, 
social level and different age and gender and focus also NGOs and other 
societies bodies like samiti, sangh etc. 
Distribution intermediaries need to be empowered with the right learning, 
training and sales tools and technology enablers. Coupled with the right 
product mix, this will help the insurers to survive and flourish in this cutthroat 
market 
Promotion of group life insurance products to a new customer is like looking 
for a needle in a haystack. Focusing on retention will increase profitability per 
customer quickly and with less expense than acquiring new customers. 
However selling to an existing customer is like using an established card file of 
regular contacts where you have knowledge of each contact's history and 
future needs so insurance companies should focus on existing customers and 
take referral business from them and retain to existing customers with complete 
quality service and satisfaction. 
The sales personnel must he well educated and self-disciplined. Such personnel 
must be empowered to revive the policy (limiting the sum assured) on their 
being satisfied that the person assured maintains good health. Similarly, they 
must he empowered to settle the claims (here also sum assured may he limited). 
Well maintained database of the customers should gives more business and 
very much helpful in providing them better services and all information on a 
customer can be easily and quickly accessed. 	 - 
Researcher highly recommended Group Life insurance Products for the sex 
workers (prostitutes) as one of the life insurance company in India already 
started as Jevan Madhur plan which is a micro insurance policy specially 
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designed for sex workers and now others can take advantage of this untouched 
segment !'or their products on low premium and low sum assured and 
companies should also start with High Sum Assured with high premium and if 
required, then undergo with the medical examination formality. 
Group Life Insurance Products facilitates them in different ways like educating 
from number of diseases like WV/AIDS and others and societies get inspired 
to respect them, irrespective of their profession. We should not hate anybody 
for their profession. There are various reasons - poverty being the biggest of 
them - that pushes many into different professions, which others consider 
lowly. Education of sex worker's children improved and may be in future they 
don't involve in the same profession which gives us a sign of eradication of this 
industry where no one wants to be a prostitute!! 
Registration of sex workers under different samiti like Durban Mahila 
Samarmay Samity (DMSS) Sonagachi (WB), an organisation working for the 
rights of the sex workers, apprised him of the problems faced by them and their 
needs and same can start by including them as group member and to get 
insured their lives as group member by providing them the benefits of group 
insurance products and social group like Sarniti's and NGOs facilitates them in 
different ways like spreading awareness campaign about the number of 
diseases like RN/AIDS, health related problems, their children's health and 
educations etc. 
6.4 implications of the Study 
This study uncovers the group life insurance customer satisfaction between 
agent and corporate agent in India. Clearly that this study will lie benefit for all 
the insurance marketing managers, executive readers, or even the other 
researchers in group life insurance field for improving and applying of their 
service quality. According to the results of the study, all five dimensions are 
very important to the service business (Parasuraman et al, 1988), for instance 
group life insurance area, in order to meet the four major quality challenges 
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which are delivering superior services to satisfy their customers, achieving 
higher customer competition than their competitors, retaining customer in the 
long run, and gaining market share (Marwa, 2005). The marketer or the 
executive readers should be aware and always measure their service quality 
whether there meet the customer satisfaction or not. In case as the result, the 
customers of agents had least satisfaction on reliability and the customers of 
corporate agent had least satisfaction on empathy, so it's now concern for the 
marketer and executive reader to improve the service quality to make it meet 
the customer have more satisfaction as the distribution channel of group life 
insurance is all about people-to-people, stated Wallace (1954). 
6.5: Research Contributions 
In general, this research has focused on how distribution channel practices 
influence the satisfaction level of customers of group life insurance products. 
This work has provided a theoretical and analytical understanding of 
complexities of corporate products and distribution channel strategies within 
the Indian life insurance industry with the intent of promoting a more in-depth 
understanding of various corporate products/group insurance products for the 
corporate or fir ms operating in India and also encouraging the exploration of 
alternative channel of distribution practices that allow to capture another 
market apart from individual products market which may be more productive 
for any life insurance companies. Most of the analyses conducted have focused 
on the service qualities provided by the insurance companies in terns of 
distributing their products to the corporate/firms or organizations, especially 
focus on group life insurance products. As such this work has added to the 
understanding of corporate products and distribution strategics processes within 
the life insurance industry of India. 
This work focused primarily on research methodology and theoretical concept 
of corporate products and distribution strategies in Indian life insurance 
industry. Through review literature researcher comes to know that there is as 
such no work have been done especially for group life insurance products 
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distribution strategies in India, So initially this led researcher to an 
investigation into the philosophy of corporate products and its distribution 
strategies. Than researcher came to know about the specific development of a 
method of analysis which is one of the most common models for the study of 
customers satisfaction is the Service quality model (SERVQUAL) and on the 
same pattern researcher also developed the model called as ASC MODEL for 
this research. 
As researcher methodological work developed, researcher turned more to 
theoretical concerns in corporate products. distribution strategies within the life 
insurance industry in India and have done empirical analyses of service 
qualities related to distribution channel specifically to agent and corporate 
agent which lead to the major contribution of the study after the analysis of 
service qualities provided by the two different distribution channel to the 
customers which include corporate/firms or organizations. 
Empirical analyses have considered several issues including customer 
satisfaction in terms of five dimensions of service quality and its impact on the 
working of distribution channels for the group insurance distributions. This 
work has been the basis for a series of conference presentations, publications, 
and the lour most recent books. From this work, researcher has developed a 
model called as ASC Model (See Appendix III) and gives set of applied 
recommendations and suggestions for the policy makers and for the companies 
also which ultimately enhancing functioning of the life insurance industry and 
providing for greater social good. 
6.6: Recommendations for Further Studies 
The subject area of customer satisfaction is very broad in scope or content. In 
this study, the focus is on customer satisfaction with service delivery in the life 
insurance industry for the distribution of group insurance products. However, 
as researcher explained above, this study is focused on group life insurance 
distribution channel. Hence, results are not representative of the whole industry 
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but can still be considered as a first step to provide the life insurance industry 
in India with beginnings of answers and preliminary assessment of the 
customers' satisfaction with the group insurance distribution. Therefore other 
studies should be conducted considering other aspects in group insurance and 
other distribution channels than Agent and Corporate agents. This will provide 
the possibility to make comparisons of any trend of customer satisfaction with 
service delivery in different settings. Finally, other studies on other types of 
insurance products like individual insurance, home insurance, medical/health 
insurance, fire and burglary insurance, takaful insurance distribution etc can be 
performed and be inspired from the methodology adopted in this study as well 
as the considered service dimensions. 
6.7: Epilogue 
This study has been aimed at exploring and analyzing relationship 
between customer satisfaction of group insurance product customers and its 
distribution channel strategies. In doing so, qualitative and quantitative 
methods, and primary and secondary data were utilized. The empirical analyses 
have provided valuable results. This study thus, has fulfilled its aims and 
objectives; and hence, is now completed. 
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• http://tata-aig-life.coni 
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APPENDIX I 
Questionnaire 
Dear Respondent, 
I am a research student in the Department of Commerce at Aligarh Muslim 
University, Aligarh-INDIA. I'm currently conducting the research of my PhD 
thesis on "Corporate Product and Distribution Strategies in Indian Life 
Insurance Industry". I would be very grateful if you agree to take part in this 
survey. The information I received from you is crucial & important for this 
research. 
Thank you for your cooperation! 
Sincerely, 
ASIIRAF IMAM (Research Scholar) 
Supervisor: Dr.Mohd Ashraf Ali (Ph.D) 
Department of Commerce 
Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh-INDIA 
Questionnaire 
Part I: General Information 
Q-1: Company Category (Please Tick ) rX 
Sole Proprietorship Firm O 
Partnership Firm 0 
Limited Liability Partnership Firm 0 
HUF (Hindu Undivided Family) Firm 0 
Cooperative Firm 0 
Family Owned Business Firm 0 
Others, Please Specify 
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Q-2: Number of Employees working In Company (Please Tick 	) 
Group 	 No. of Employees Working 
A 	 50-100 
B 101-300 
C 	 301-500 
D More than 500 
Q-3: Annual Turnover Level of Respondent's Company (Please 'lick R1  ) 
Less Than 10 Lacs 0 
10 L-1 Cr 	0 
1 Cr-50 Cr 	0 
More than 50 Cr 	0 
Q-4: Awareness about the Life Insurance Company (Please Tick R1  ) 
Yes 0 	No 0 
Q-5: Are you aware with Group Life Insurance Products? (Please Tick Ef  ) 
Yes 0 	No 0 
Q-6: Source of Information about the Group Life Insurance (Please Tick 	) 
Source 
• Agent 
• Press 
• Relatives 
• T.V 
• Internet 
• Bankers 
• Brokers 
• Friends 
• Mobile 
• Legal Lawyer/C.A 
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Q-7: I lave you Ever Bought Group Life Insurance? (Please Tick 	) 
Yes 0 	No 0 
Q-8: Interest to buy Group Life Insurance? (Please Tick RI ) 
Interested 	0 
Not Interested 	0 
Already Bought 	0 
Q-9: Which channel you buy Group Life Insurance? (Please Tick 	) 
Distribution Channels: (a) Agent 	 Q 
(b) Corporate Agent 	0 
Q-10: Satisfaction Factor for Selecting an Agent/Corporate Agent (Please Tick 
u ) 
Details of Selection Factor 
• Knowledge of policy 
• Convincing approach 
• Investment advice 
• Claim settlement 
• Premium details 
• Handling documents 
• Nominee details 
Q-1 1: Details Expected From Agent/Corporate Agent (Please Tick 	) 
DETAILS 
• Features of policy 
• Premium amount 
• Terms and condition 
• Other benefits 
• Other services 
• Settlements 
• Period of premium 
• Mode of payment 
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Q-12: Satisfaction Level fir ,Agent/Corporate Agent Service (Please Tick Rf  
Satisfaction Level 
• Highly Dissatisfied 
• Dissatisfied 
• Can't Say 
• Satisfied 
• I Iighly Satisfied 
Q-13: Reason(s) that Companies decided to buy Group Life Insurance (Please 
Tick 21  
Reason 
• Benefits as Coverage and Security 
• For Economic Development of the Country 
• Tax Benefits 
• Other 
Q-14: Decision-maker for buying group life insurance policies (Please Tick 
Decision-maker of Companies 
• Sole proprietorship/ Owner of firm 
• Director 
• Top Management 
• Others. 
Q-I : Preferred Insurance Company for Group Life Insurance (Please Tick 
Rf 
Sector 
• Public sector 
• Private sector 
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Q-16: Satisfaction Level Factor for Preferred Insurance Company (Please Tick 
Rf 
Preferred Life Insurance company Services 
(I I.S=Highly Satisfied, S=Satisfied, C.S=Completely Satisfied 
D=Dissatisfied. 1-I.D=Highly Dissatisfied) 
H.S S 	C.S D i  I-LD 
Brand name 
Product and service 
Customer needs 
Attractive advertisement 
Terms and procedures 
Sales promotion 
Premium amount 
Period of premium payment 
Mode of payment of premium 
Availability of rider clause 
Online service 
Loans against policies 
Settlement of claims 
Q-17: Preferred Insurance Company In Future (Please Tick 21  
Company 
• LIC 
• IIDFC Life 
• BAJAJ Life 
• ICICI Life 
• SBI Life 
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• Reliance Life 
• Tata ATG Life 
• Others 
Q-1R: Preferred Delivery of Policy Documents (Please Tick Q  
Policy Documents 
• Online 
• By post 
• Through agent 
• Personally at Life Insurance Companies' Offices. 
Part II: Customer's Expectation 
Please select one answer of each following statements. (Please tick to your 
answer) 
1=Strongly Disagree 2=Disagree 3 =Slightly Disagree 4= Neutral 5=Slightly 
Agree 6—Agree 7= Strongly Agree 
VIEWPOINT 	 VIEWPOINT LEVEL 
Strongly Disagree. 	• 	Strongly 
Agree 
1 2 3 4 	5 	6 	7 
1-The office surroundings will have 
a modem looking. 
2- Physical facilities will be a 
visualized appealing. 
3-The representative will appear 
reliable. 
4-Materials associated with the 
service will be visually appealing. 
Ex, easily to understand of policy)  
5- The representative will have 
ability of fulfilling the promises in a 
timely manner 
6-The representative will offer when 
a customer has a problem 
7-The representative will perform 
the service right the first time. 
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8-The representative will be able to 
provide the service at the time they 
promise to do so. 
9- The representative will be able to 
provide the accurate records. 
0- The representative wi 11 tell the 
customer exactly when services will 
be performed. 
11- The representative will give 
prompt service to his/her customer. 
12- The representative will be willing 
to help his/her customer. 
13- The representative will never be 
unavailable to respond his/her 
requests. 
14- The behavior confidence of 
representative will instill in 
customer. 
15-Customer will feel save in 
transactions. 
16-The courteous representative will 
be consistently with his/her 
customer. 
17- The answer the representative 
will have knowledge to customer's 
questions. 
I 8- The customer representative will 
give his/her individual attention. 
19-The convenient representative - 
will have operating hours to his/her 
customer. 
20- The customer representative will 
able to 'give the personal service. 
21-The customer's representative 
will have his/her best interest at 
heart. 
22-The specific representative will 
be able to understand needs of his/her 
customer. 
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Part III: Customer's Perceptions 
}'lease select one ans%%er of' each following statements. (Please tick to your 
answer) 
=StronygIv Disagree 2=f)isagree 3 =Slightly Disagree 4=Neutral 5—Slightly 
Agree 6=Agree 7=Strongly Agree 
VI F.\\ P<)M\ F 	 Vi F\ POINT LF:vF;t. 
Strongly Disagree4 	Strongly 
Agree 
♦1 	I2 	
4 	5 
6  I7  
- The office surroundings are 
modem looking. 
2- Physical facilities are visualized 
appealing. 
3- The representative appears neat. 
4- Materials associated with the 
service will be visually appealing. 
5- The representative has ahilit\ of 
fiiltilling the promises in a timely 
manner 
6- The representative offers when a 
customer has a problem 
7- "I'he representative performs the 
service right the first time. 
8- The representative can provide the 
service at the time they promise to do 
so. 
9- The representative can provide the 
accurate records. 
10- The representative tells the 
customer exactly when services will 
be 	crtormed. 
I I- The representative gives prompt 
service to hisiher customer. 
12- The representative is willing to 
help his/her customer. 
13- The representative is available to i 
respond his/her requests. 
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I 4-The behavior of representative 
instills confidence in customer. 
15-Customer feel save in 
transactions. 
16- The representative is consistently 
courteous with his/her customer. 
17- The representative has 
knowledge to answer the customer's 
questions. 
IX- 1lie representative gives hisiher 
individual attention. 
19-The repres ntative has operating 
hours convenient to his/her customer. 
20- The representative can give the 
customer personal service 
21- The representative has his/her 
customer's best interest at heart. 
22- The representative understands 
the specific needs of his/her 
customer. 
23- Are you satisfied with the given distribution channel of Group Life Insurance? 
(Tick only I answer; 1= strongly Disagree, 2=  Disagree, 3= Slightly Disagree, 
4Neutral. 5= Slightly Agree, 6= Agree; 7= strongly Agree) 
❑ I D 2 ❑ 3 ❑4 ❑5 ❑6 ❑7 
24.) Are you willing to continue using this Group Life Insurance distribution channel? 
7 Yes 	❑  No 
Thank you for your co-operation with this questionnaire. 
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ANNEXURF. II 
LIST OF INSURANCE COMPANIES OPERATING IN 
INDIA 
LIFE INSURERS 
Public Sector : Life Insurance Corporation of India 
Private Sector 
I Aegon Rcligare Life insurance Co. Ltd. 
2 Aviva Life Insurance Co. Ltd. 
3 Bajaj Allianz Life Insurance Co. Ltd. 
4 Bharti AX A Life Insurance Co. Ltd. 
5 Birla Sun Life Insurance Co. Ltd. 
6 Canara HSBC OBC Life Insurance Co. Ltd. 
7 DLF Primerica Life Insurance Co. Ltd. 
8 Edelweiss Tokio Life Insurance Co. Ltd. 
9 Future Generali Life Insurance Co. Ltd. 
10 IIDFC Standard Life Insurance Co. Ltd. 
11 ICICI Prudential Life insurance Co. Ltd. 
12 IDBI Federal Life Insurance Co. Ltd. 
13 ING Vysya Life Insurance Co. Ltd. 
14 lndiaFirst Life Ituurance Co. Ltd. 
15 Kotak Mahindra Old Mutual Life Insurance Co. Ltd. 
16 Max Life Insurance Co. Ltd. 
17 MetLil'e India Insurance Co. Ltd. 
18 Reliance Life Insurance Co. Ltd. 
19 Sahara India Life Insurance Co. Ltd. 
20 SBI fife Insurance Co. Ltd. 
21 Shriram Life Insurance Co. Ltd. 
22 Star Union Dai-ichi Life Insurance Co. Ltd. 
23 TATA ALA Lite Insurance Co. Ltd. 
NON-LIFE INSURERS 
Public Sector 
I National Insurance Co. Ltd. 
2 New India Assurance Co. Ltd. 
3 Oriental Insurance Co. ltd. 
4 United India Insurance Co. Ltd. 
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Private Sector 
I Bajaj Allianz General Insurance Co. Ltd. 
2 Bhatti AX.A General Insurance Co. Ltd. 
3 Cholamandalam MS General Insurance Co. Ltd 
4 Future Generali India Insurance Co. ltd. 
5 1IDFC ERGO General Insurance Co. Ltd. 
6 ICICI Lombard General Insurance Co. Ltd. 
7IFFCO'I'okio General Insurance Co. Ltd. 
8 Liberty Videocon General Insurance Co. Ltd. 
9 L & T General Insurance Co. Ltd. 
10 Magma 1-11)1 General Insurance Co. ltd. 
II Raheja QBE General Insurance Co. Ltd. 
12 Reliance General Insurance Co. Ltd. 
13 Royal Sundaram Alliance insurance Co. Ltd. 
14 SBI General Insurance Co. Ltd. 
15 Shriram General Insurance Co. Ltd. 
16 TATA AIG General Insurance Co. Ltd. 
17 Universal Sompo General Insurance Cu. Ltd. 
Specialised Insurers 
5 Agriculture Insurance Co. Ltd. 
6 Export Credit Guarantee Corporation Ltd. 
Standalone Health Insurers 
18 Apollo Munich Health Insurance Co. Ltd. 
19 Max Bupa Health Insurance Co. Ltd. 
20 Religare Health Insurance Co. Ltd. 
21 Star Health and Allied Insurance Co. Ltd. 
RE — INSURER 
General Insurance Corporation of India 
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APPENDIX III 
ASC MODEL 
Customer Satisfaction 
l ii Tangibles Responsiveness 
-0] 
I Enipatht• 
Corporate Agent 
ASC MODE[. 
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APPENDIX IV 
Details of Individual Agents 
Insurer As on 
111 April, 2011 
Additions during 
2011-12 
Deletions during 
2011-12 
As on 
3111 March, 2012 
AEGON RELIGARE 10861 5107 8655 7313 
AVIVA 23219 8625 12718 19126 
BAJAJ ALLIANZ 189667 70796 87317 173146 
BHARTI AXA 15210 6754 7122 14842 
BIRLA SUNLIFE 144573 32165 45441 131297 
CANARAHSBC 0 0 0 0 
DLF PRAMERICA 5199 2149 226 7122 
EDELWEISS TOKIO 0 828 3 825 
FUTURE GENERALI 52666 12402 23787 41281 
HDFC STANDARD 136009 16259 46024 106244 
ICICI PRUDENTIAL 190407 26747 78271 138883 
IDBI FEDERAL 7882 2252 2734 7400 
INDIAFIRST 296 1364 2 1658 
ING VYSYA 34957 20301 25862 29396 
KOTAK MAHINDRA 38269 12263 19235 31297 
MAX LIFE 43542 18443 26617 35368 
METLIFE 28840 9894 9316 29418 
RELIANCE 189433 45999 84842 150590 
SAHARA 14180 415 17 14578 
SBILIFE 79628 49609 42248 86989 
SHRIRAM LIFE 10139 202 3961 6380 
STAR UNION DAI-ICHI 128 422 0 550 
TATAAIA 87223 25215 65490 46948 
PRIVATE TOTAL 1302328 368211 589888 1080651 
LIC 1337064 345917 404747 1278234 
INDUSTRY TOTAL 2639392 714128 994635 2358885 
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APPENDIX V 
Details of Corporate Agents in Life Insurers 
Insurer As on 
1"April, 2011 
Additions during 
2011.12 
D.I•tions during 
2011-12 
As on 
31" March. 2012 
AEGON RELIGARE 4 3 1 
AVIVA 11 2 2 11 
BAJAJ ALLIANZ 289 4 47 246 
BHARTIAXA 13 6 12 7 
BIRLA SUNLIFE 164 37 111  
CANARA HSBC 7 0 0 7 
DLF PRAMERICA 7 4 1 10 
EDELWEISS TOKIO 0 0 0 0 
FUTURE GENERALI 12 2 6 
HDFC STANDARD 8 1 1 
ICICI PRUULN I IAL 15 1 2 14 
IDBI FEDERAL 6 0 3 3 
INDIAFIRST 6 3 0 4 
ING VYSYA  1027 4 1022 9 
KOTAK MAHINDRA 25 5 6 24 
MAX LIFE 55 0 32 23 
METLIFE 12 3 5 10 
RELIANCE 67 15 37 45 
SAHARA 8 0 0 8 
SBI LIFE 100 10 37 73 
SHRIRAM LIFE 7 4 2 9 
STAR UNION DAI-ICHI 9 0 0 9 
TATAAIA 18 3 8 13 
PRIVATE TOTAL 1870 107 1335 642 
IC ?1+5 27 8? 240 
INDUSTRY TOTAL 2165 134 1417 882 
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FAbstract 
Cu,torni rs make purchases in order to satisfy need,,. The wealth of pr xltu is ,rnd 
services produced in a country make our economy strong. All the behaviour of 
human beings during the purchase may be termed as 'buyer hehaviour.Thk 
papers attempts to explore the effect of customers understanding in limn( 1,1l 
services especially in Life Insurance Industry. It identifies elements of customer 
satisfaction and its behaviors which are to be very important for survival of 
business using case studies in Life Insurance Industry. Customer satisfaction and 
to understand their needs is an important element of competitive quality. firms 
strive to identify customer requirements and develop strategies that allow them 
to meet or beat the service level provided by their competitors. In short, 
Understanding finanr ial services customer can improve business for companies. 
Introduction 
Understanding customer is central 
to effective marketing, and yet our 
understanding of how customers buy 
financial services is rather limited. 
For many customers, financial 
services are not seen as particularly 
interesting or exciting purchases; 
they are seen as complicated, and 
often it is difficult for customers to 
identify differences between a bank 
account from, say, HDFC Bank and 
one from State Bank of India(SBI), or 
between an insurance policy from 
LIC and one from ICICI Prudential 
Life Insurance. Customers find it 
difficult to evaluate their investment 
pattern, 	and 	consequently 
experiences high levels of perceived 
risk. 
Customers, many of whom will have 
detailed knowledge of financial 
services and their financial needs. 
However, to understand financial 
services buying behaviour can be very 
complicated. This paper, which is 
substantially based on personal 
experiences and research aims to 
provide an explanation of how 
customers make decisions when 
buying financial services products 
and the main focus will be on retail 
customers. It is important to bear in 
mind that the term 'customer' is 
multifaceted, whereby a number of 
roles combine together to result 
ultimately in buying financial 
products. 
There are many different frameworks 
for understanding customer's 
behaviour. Indeed: there is a growing 
interest in researching customers 
from interpretive perspectives to 
understand the meaning, nature and 
significance of investment of certain 
types of financial products and 
services to individuals. However, the 
majority of research on financial 
services customers has relied on 
traditional 	cognitive-based 
approaches to understanding 
customers' behaviour. These 
approaches to understanding 
customers are based on the notion 
that customer choice is the result of 
some form of systematic processing 
and evaluation of information. 
The customers' is seen as in a 
muddle situation that moves 
sequentially through a series of 
stages in a decision-making process 
prior to making a investment. One of 
the best examples of this approach 
for final taking investment into 
"Life Is not measured by the breaths you take, but rather the moments that take your breath away." 
5 	 August, 2010 	 Life Insurance Today 
I C'ushnne'r.c' 
consideration is outlined in very 
simplified form in Figure 1.1. In 
essence, the decision process 
begins when the buyer recognizes a 
'problem' (that is, a difference 
between a desired and an actual 
state) and is motivated to act. Need 
recognition may be stimulated by 
either external tactors (e.g. 
advertising, promotion, awareness or 
others) or internal factors (e.g. Tax 
Rebate, Multiplying money. need for 
security as in case of Life Insurance 
products). 
To solve the problem, the buyer 
engages in a search for relevant 
information (either from memory or 
external sources, or from both). 
Based on that information, the 
consumer evaluates the alternative 
options that are available and makes 
a purchase decision based on which 
option best meets the initial need. 
Finally, once the purchase has been 
made, there will be further evaluation 
and responses including, typically, 
evaluations 	of 	satisfaction, 
willingness to recommend and 
willingness to repurchase. 
Treating customers' choice as a 
problem-solving process may have a 
certain intuitive appeal, but it also 
has a number of weaknesses. In 
particular, such an approach 
assumes a high degree of rationality 
in purchase decisions; it assumes 
that decision-making is very logical 
and linear, and it assumes a degree 
of consistency in behaviour. It is 
important to recognize these 
limitations and to be aware that 
consumer choice in financial services 
is potentially a very complex 
process. 
However, the simple framework 
outlined five steps in Figure 1.1 is 
helpful as a way of structuring the 
discussion of customer choice in 
financial services. In particular, it is 
useful as means of understanding 
some of the different ways in which 
marketing can and does influence the 
choice process. 
Identifying Future Needs 
Detail search of Alternative 
Investments 
Evaluation of alternatives 
Buying Behaviour Process 
After Sales-Customers' Behaviour 
' After 
sales post 
buying 
Behaviour 
Buying behaviour 
process 
Evaluation of Investment 
althernative 
There's a difference between knowing 
who your customer is and 
understanding your customer. You 
need In do both. Most people spend 
most of their time on the former and 
too little time on the latter. This will 
ultimately result in failure. Why? If 
you don't understand your customer, 
you won't have full clarity on your 
value proposition 
Knowing your customers --
information typically collected by a 
business -- means you know who 
they are demographically, what 
content they're reading, and so on. 
Most companies do a good job on 
this front. 
When it comes to understanding 
customers, however, many 
companies come up short. 
Understanding customers helps 
businesses deliver an online product 
with meaningful and compelling value 
propositions that meet not only their 
current reeds but also their evolving 
and future needs. The essence of a 
business is all about their customers. 
A company exists because it aims to 
gain profit and the only sources of 
such profit are the customers. All the 
sales activities, production, and 
marketing plans have a common 
objective and that is to attract 
customers to purchase their products 
or services in order to bring in money 
to the company. 
Surprisingly, not all companies know 
and understand their customers fully 
well. Some companies fail to take 
time to clet to know their customers 
and relate to them. The old adage 
that the .,ustomers are the lifeline of 
the business is indeed true. They 
define tha business and the company 
highly depends upon their needs for 
most of the sales and market.ng 
activities. The secret to a solid and 
successful business is to place your 
customers in the heart of the 
business and make them feel that 
they are the most important 
ingredient of your company. An 
effective way to do this is to find out 
what they want and understand their 
needs. 
Elements of Understanding 
Customers & its' Behaviour 
The behaviours that are required are 
not hard to identify. Going back to our 
online survey we asked consumers to 
tell us what financial services 
companies could do to gain their 
trust. The answers they have given 
were not at all surprising and included 
improved communication by being 
open and transparent particularly with 
regard to interest rates on savings 
"Each friend represents a world in us, a world possibly not born until they arrive." - Anais Nin 
6 	 August, 2010 	 Life Insurance Today 
accounts, reducing the small print, 
using plain English, avoiding jargon, 
and keeping customers informed. 
They included separating advice from 
sales, lending responsibly and being 
consistent. Lack of consistency is 
something that undermines trust 
quite considerably. Customers get a 
letter one day castigating them for 
late payment of a credit card bill and 
the next day a direct mail pack from 
the same company offering them a 
loan. This is something that is hard to 
make sense of and doesn't convey 
that the company either knows them 
or has their interests at heart. It 
includes understanding customers 
and acknowledging that it is a two 
way relationship. 
Customer Relation 
The ability to reach out and relate to 
customers being the most important 
element in the business is 
the concept of 
customer relations. 
In this approach, tt-,;_  
fundamental am. 
powerful tool to us- 
is communication. 
The goals of 
customer relations 
are to make the 
customer feel valued. 
identify possible issueF 
and problems, and to 
find out emerging needs that may 
serve useful in future product 
developments. 
Customer Research 
Understanding the needs of your 
customers will help a company define 
and create new market opportunities 
that greatly contributes to revenue 
growth in the organization With the 
rapidly changing economy and 
dynamic technology, customers also 
observe a rapid change in personal 
Understanding Custrnmcrs' 
tastes and preferences. So, a 
company must conduct regular 
market research to be fully updated 
with the latest trends. Basically. the 
two types of customer research are 
Qualitative research which is 
conducted through in-depth individual 
or group discussion with customers 
and Quantitative research is based 
on the use of standard questions or 
survey questionnaires where results 
are generated right away and easily 
studied or analyzed. 
Doing Business with 
Customers 
Customers who find it easy to do 
business with your company will 
come to understand that your 
business knows what your 
customers need and expect from you 
as their product and service provider. 
As a reliable service provider, your 
company and staff should be 
knowledgeable about 
,~ 	your products and 
services offered. 
„'-': 	Make sure your 
company 
representatives 
are well-equipped 
with the required 
product knowledge 
so they can quickly 
respond 	to 
customer inquiries. 
Developing 	Cus':omer 
Relationship 
Since customers are the 'meat of the 
business,' companies should put 
value in building good customer 
relationships. Once you are able to 
establish connections, you keep 
loyal customers who continue doing 
business with you and bring more 
people into the business. 
Relationships are developed over  
time and are not built overnight. It is 
not a one-time experience with your 
customers. That is why effective 
marketing plans include strategic 
activities that entail building good 
customer relationship apart from 
developing the product or adding a 
new product line to the market. 
Below are some helpful techniques 
for companies in building customer 
relationships. 
• Build Your Network 
Every business probably has a desire 
to grow and expand its operations. 
One way to achieve it is to build the 
network of customers. The company 
should not just focus on promotional 
activities and advertising programs 
but must take efforts to expand the 
network. A company's network may 
consist of business associates. 
acquaintances, existing and potential 
customers. business partners or 
clients, suppliers, and contractors. 
Even family members and friends are 
part of that large network of the 
business. 
• Keep in Touch with Customers 
Regularly 
When we build good relationships 
with people, permanence is never a 
guarantee. Customers may come 
and go for some reasons, even with 
the most loyal of your customers. 
The process is continuous; a 
business has to constantly 
communicate with their customers. 
Communication should be done early 
and regularly. 
After at'ending networking events and 
meeting new acquaintances, make it 
a point to initiate the next encounter 
and always make a follow-up. For 
existing customers, provide them 
with the latest updates of new 
"There's nothing more dangerous than an Idea, when it's the only one you have." - Emile Chartier 
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products and any of your marketing 
programs. It is also a way of 
educating them with the latest 
market trends and keeping them up-
to-date with industry technology. 
advice on the best technique for each 
client's circumstances through: 
Postal Questionnaire 
Telephone Interview 
Third Party Interviews 
• Reward Loyal Customers 
Keeping loyal customers and in turn, 
they bring more people in the 
business which in fact, is a reality. A 
company should never disregard the 
value and potential of loyal 
customers. These people contribute 
a lot in your network expansion. It you 
reward your loyal, repeat customers; 
they will pay you back by bringing in 
more customers to your business 
from their network of connections. 
Your loyal customers become your 
best salespeople ar,c , 
marketing agents. Recognizir 
 their loyalty by acknowledgir  
them during company event.  
and occasions is also a way of 
rewarding them.  
Interviews carried out by client's staff 
Case Study- Life Insurance 
Understanding C.u.tv,ners' 
"The Galbraith Muir Consultancy" 
has the background and expertise to 
The agent would come to the 
customer's residence, introduce the 
product, and calculate the benefits to 
the customer of purchasing the 
product. The agent's calculations 
would be based upon information 
provided by the (potential) client. In 
some instances, the client was 
required to fill in a form that was sent 
Company 
The case study is pr;vate :ife 
insurance Company that seeks All-
classes of society individuals as 
customers. The company offers 
innovative insurance products and 
services for all types of legally 
required and optional pension-linked 
insurance plans. In 2000, Private Life 
1ns,,ranr,e companies got nod from 
f 	 ,h. 	 .' 	 li 
IRDA for doing business ire inch that 
 includes the offering insurance 
intermediary, advisor or insurance 
agent and now you can invest through 
 Internet also.  
to him by post. After filling it in, the 
client normally had to wait a few 
weeks until he received a response 
from his agent regarding the options 
selected. In this "conventional" way, 
it could take up to four weeks from 
the time the customer requested the 
product until a policy became 
available. 
This rather lengthy delay is very long 
for a simple product whose price and 
parameters can be calculated 
quickly. Loss of time is present as 
well in the communication and 
information flow between the 
customer and the agent. Additionally, 
the information exchange and 
communication between the agent 
and the company itself takes 
:p time. 
.'Jith the new E-business 
~ l r,itiative, the loss of time is 
avoided by having direct 
lectrorllc communication 
:;etween the (potential) 
customer and the insurance 
company. The company has 
begun selling this product on 
the Internet. By answering a 
series of questions, the user 
can get information on the best 
insurance policies fit to his needs. 
The application works as follows: 
The customer is asked to fill in 
personal information about his age, 
income, and the age at which he 
wishes to retire. Based on this 
information, the application provides 
comprehensive graphs and figures 
with insurance solutions that can be 
purchased. If the customer is 
interested in these solutions, he can 
fill in an on-line form which is then 
directly submitted to an account 
manager. 
I Develop relationships wit 	` 
people who do not just use yoL, 
product but are Gntereste..: 
about what you can do fu' 
them. Keep the connectie:. 
alive and always regard then , 
with value, and they will be more than 
excited to tell others about their  
positive experiences and would wan 
these people to also experience wha 
they just did. It is but a domino effect.  
t products. This particular product had 
t been sold by means of an 
Understanding customers require 
close contact and a formal proces$ 
designed to extract the maximun-
amount of relevant information 
Customer dialogues can take mans
forms, and the selection of the mos' 
appropriate means for a particular 
client is crucial. 
s
"The philosophy behind much advertising Is based on the old observation that every man is really two men -- the man he 
is and the man he wants to be." - William Feather 
' 
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Understanding Customers' 
The company promises a response 
time of four working hours. This gives 
the customer the assurance that his 
request will be dealt with very quickly. 
He also knows when to expect a 
reply. If the customer decides to buy 
the product, the account manger 
prepares a contract and sends it to 
the client electronically. If the 
customer agrees to the terms, he can 
sign and return it immediately. 
The advantage of this service is that 
the first contact with the customer is 
made on-line and all the required 
information is transferred o i-line. By 
using this method. the middleman 
(advisor, intermediary or insurance 
agent) is cut out. The communication 
process is done directly with the 
company. The whole process, 
including delivery of product. takes no 
more than 3 days. 
The following section presents the life 
insurance company initiatives for 
knowing customers' buying 
behaviors' which provide satisfaction 
to customers. 
Customer Relationship 
Customer relationship has strongly 
improved. This improvement is due to 
two reasons: 1) reduced wait time for 
customers wanting to investigate 
product purchasing options as 
everything is available on-line; and 2) 
Customer's knowledge of expected 
response time - within 4 hours. The 
process time is dramatically reduced 
and there is no loss of information. 
Furthermore, customers are now 
dealing directly with the company 
and not through a middleman/broker. 
"Getting closer to the end client 
instead of brokers is much more 
personal. Additionally, the customers 
liked the idea that email was 
answered very quickly and they 
always received a notice of when they 
could expect an email. "This 
developed a kind of 'ele:tronic 
relationship' between the cL stomer 
and the account manager," !.aid the 
marketing manager. This could have 
not been achieved without th+ speed 
of electronic communications. 
Another aspect that improved 
customer relationship was the fact 
that the whole process had been 
dramatically shortened without loss 
of information. Furthermore, 
customers no longer needed to be 
contacted more than once when 
wanting to purchase a product. All the 
information is filled in on-line and sent 
directly to the account manager. The 
relationship between the customers 
and the company has been improved 
since, before this initiative, there 
was, in fact, no relationship at all -- it 
was through a third person. 
Service and Support 
Service and support have also been 
improved significantly. Previously, 
service was provided by phone, and 
paper-based information was sent by 
post. Customer service employees 
would have to ask for the customer's 
data and send him the right form. 
Now, everything is done through 
email quickly and efficiently. "The 
success is due to the new email 
management system we bought. + 
This system could direct the email to 
the right person and thereby improve 
response times" said the customer 
service manager. "At times when we 
were overloaded with emails, our 
contracted email management 
bureau handled the emails for us and 
notified customers when they can 
expect a reply. Customers did not 
notice where it was coming from, and 
we were still able to keep our promise 
of responding within 4 hours," said 
the customer service manager. This 
comforts customers as "they are still 
notified and know when to expect a 
reply" 
Leaving the traditional delivery of 
"paper-based" information added to 
satisfaroon as well. "Customers 
loved it the website and reported that 
they don't want to receive any 
information on paper anymore, but 
prefer to receive it through electronic 
channels" Many customers wrote in 
their reply: "Thank you for the good 
and fast service". 
Service and support had a major 
effect on customer satisfaction due 
the fact that emails were handled 
quickly and correctly and all 
information 	was 	provided 
electronically. 
Value for money 
This initiative can be divided into two: 
a long-term investment, and a short-
term investment; both of which 
impact customer satisfaction and 
easy to understand customer buying 
behavior. The initial (short-term) 
investment of introducing the E-
business initiative was high due to 
hardware and software costs and the 
development of the software. 
However, in the short term, said the 
project manager: "The customer will 
not 'feel' the costs of our initial 
investment since it are being 
balanced by the costs we had while 
using brokers. In fact, we are able to 
provide the product at much cheaper 
running costs". 
Email management is part of the 
"The advertising man Is a liaison between the products of business and the mind of the nation. He must know both 
before he can serve either." - Glenn Frank 
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long-term 	investment, 	and 
maintenance should also have a long-
term effect. But "Since we decided to 
spread the cost of this initiative over 
the years, the product will not be 
more expensive. It is even going to be 
cheaper as there are no 
commissions paid to the middleman" 
explained the project manager. In 
addition, "the costs of printing and 
sending the reports on paper have 
been eliminated". From a customer 
perspective, both in the long and 
short tOnn. ";r botlur value' Ic~r money 
has been achieved and caused a 
tremendous increase in sales. 
This increase is certainly due to the 
good value for money of thiz. product" 
pointed the marketing manager. 
Since many third party costs were 
replaced by infrastructure costs 
which are lower, the customer 
receives a greater value for money 
and thus there is an increase in 
customer satisfaction. 
Speed 
Speed was one of the elements that 
had the greatest impact on customer 
satisfaction. "We invested in a very 
good email management system that 
enabled us to provide a response 
within 4 hours almost at 90% of the 
cases. We thought that if we could 
not reply to customers quickly, we 
would miss our goal of shortening the 
process and cutting out the 
middleman." explained the logistics 
manager. 
According to surveys conducted by 
the company, customers were very 
happy the whole process could be 
finalized within a few days. After only 
a couple of minutes after login in, 
customers have access to all the 
required information for purchasing a 
product, they can contact the 
Understanding Customers'' 
account manager directly or arrange 
a meeting with an advisor- all with 
'one-click'. Customers reported that 
they were very impressed with the 
response time of the account 
manager and customer service 
department. 
Additionally, customers were pleased 
that the web interface was very easy 
to use and were impressed with the 
application speed "Thank you for the 
quick response." was a rather 
common phrase in customer or nails 
said the logistic manager". Such 
comments demonstrate that good 
speed and response times had a 
great effect on customer satisfaction. 
Priva-.y & security 
As this life insurance company deals 
with financial data of customers, 
security is a great concern and is a 
very sensitive issue to customers. 
Therefore, privacy and security was 
considered a key issue of the 
initiative. Ensuring the security of 
data involves much effort and 
investment. "It took a great deal of 
effort from the IT department to make 
sure data is handled correctly and 
remains secure. It also took much 
effort from the customer service 
department to convince customers 
that the service is secure. However, 
the end result was that the service is 
100 percent secure and that 
customers were aware of it." said the 
IT manager. 
The company guaranteed customers 
that its services are 100 percent 
secure. It stated so wherever it could 
and successfully gained customers' 
confidence. "That's why they didn't 
hesitate to use the service and safes 
were doubled and even tripled the 
normal numbers." said the project 
manager. We can see that security 
and privacy did not have a negative 
nor a positive effect on customer 
satisfaction. Most customers' 
confidence and satisfaction with 
security remained the same before 
and after the initiative. 
Reliability 
Customers want to be assured they 
can trust the service they are paying 
for. "One of the requirements of the 
project was providing a secure and 
reliable service," said the IT manager. 
"We warted to surprise many of our 
competitors and show them that E-
busines:s service can be as reliable 
as service from real human beings" 
he added. "The fact that our customer 
service department didn't get many 
complaints about the use of the 
service is already a good sign of 
customer satisfaction," explained the 
customer service manager. 
The reliability of IT infrastructure is 
always an area where questions of 
doubt are raised. The IT department 
worked extremely hard to certify that 
the software would be 'bug-free' and 
that the servers would not crash. 
With this initiative, customers are 
able to use the service without any 
technical problems or crashes and 
the service is "live" at all times. When 
a customer does not need any 
technical support while using the 
service, he feels he can relay on it 
and responds with satisfaction. 
Availability 
Availability of an E-business service 
is crucial to a user especially in 
financial industries. In this case 
study, the company's aim was to 
provide a product that could be 
purchased 24 hours a day, 7 days a 
week. Since there were no technical 
problems, the product was available 
at all times and the goal had been 
"If you're trying to persuade people to do something, or buy something, it seems to me you should use their language, 
the language in which they think." - David Ogilvy 
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achieved. "We suffered many 
technical problems on the cross 
browsing issue, but since the 
introduction of the service, it was 
always on-line," assured the IT 
manager. The cross browsing issue 
seems to be a major drawback in 
many E-business sites. However, 
this company addressed and solved 
many technical problems to make 
sure the service would be available 
both with Internet Explorer and 
Netscape. 
The great effort was 'paid back' as the 
company received many positive 
responses from clients. Moreover, by 
observing the times of product 
purchase, managers found that the 
service's high availability attracted 
new customers. People who used 
this service said, "We want to see 
more and 'more activities like this, 
where we could use it 24 hours a day, 
7 days a week". Customers were 
also pleased they could use it 
whenever they wanted and not 
be committed 'n n, 
broker's visa' -"''  
Making 	th . 	 - 	. 
product availat  
24 hours a day 	`- 
was an effective = .. ,~ 
way not to lose 	.'  
new customers.  
Access to  
Information  
The company die:  
not allow customer- 	►~`' 
access to account  
information. Customers COU 	r 
not see any information afte 
purchasing the product, the:- " •" 
this element remains difficult to 
confirm. Nevertheless, customers did 
get access to some graphs and 
figures during the purchase process, 
which helped them, visualize the 
('nderctandin,r; Cuctr+mcr~' 
financial situation. "We wanted to 
provide our customers with a clear 
picture in every stage of the process. 
This helped them understand what 
we are doing," explained the 
marketing and sales managers.. 
"Customers liked the fact that we 
also picture the situation and it 
helped them see what they were 
buying," said the logistics manager. 
In this case, it was just during the 
purchasing process that access to 
information was given, but it was one 
of the reasons a large number o` 
customers bought and "promised to 
buy more if we provide it the same 
way". Thus, access to information 
had a definite contribution to the 
increase in customer satisfaction and 
sales. 
Predictability 
The element of predictability was 
also relevant in this case as, during 
the process of buying the 
product itself, 
estimated 
financial values 
	
 t 	 were presented. 
Involving 	the :  
customers in the 
"rocess and telling 
them what is going on 
• a was an effective way in 
gaining 	their 
satisfaction. 
Customers were able 
3y 	to receive an 
~:•Ii overview of what 
they could expect 
to obtain from the 
company. "This 
could help move 
customers to our side and gain their 
attention. They were alert to our 
responses." said the sales manager. 
"When the customer is finally 
deciding to buy the product you 
know he is satisfied with the way we 
have presented it." he concluded 
In addition, promising a four hour 
response added to the improved 
predictability. Customers knew when 
to expect a reply, furthermore, they 
were also aware of the next steps. 
This enabled them to know when to 
plan their next action in the process. 
"It helped us to have them waiting for 
our response." added the sales 
manager. Thus, in this company. 
predictability had a positive effect of 
customer satisfaction. 
Quality of product/service 
Quality of the product service 
provided by an E-bustness initiative 
should be as high (or even higher) 
than it is in the conventional way. "If a 
customer feels that the quality of the 
service is not high enough, he will not 
trust the product and not buy it. 
Therefore, it was company policy and 
high priority to provide a high quality 
of product/service" said the project 
manager. The company did not want 
its customers to feel that since they 
do not have a human contact, they 
get less quality service. "We did 
everything we could, in every aspect 
of technology in order to make sure 
this service will be of high quality, and 
this has paid back by a dramatic 
increase of sales," said the IT 
manager. Customers have reported 
that they were very satisfied with the 
service they get and the product they 
bought. 
Conclusions & Suggestions 
India is a country where the average 
selling of life insurance policies is still 
lower than many western and asian 
countries, with the second largest 
population in world the Indian 
insurance market is looking very 
"We love to expect, and when expectation is either disappointed or Iratified, we want to be again expecting." 
• Samuel Johnson 
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prospective to many multinational 
and Indian insurance companies for 
expanding their business and market 
share. 
Before the opening of Indian market 
for Multinational Insurance 
Companies, Life Insurance 
Corporation (LIC) was the only 
company which dealt in Life 
Insurance and after opening of this 
sector to other private companies; all 
the world leaders of life insurance 
have started their operation in India. 
With their world market experience 
and network, these companies have 
offered many good schemes to lure 
all type of Indian consumers but 
unfortunately failed to get the major 
share of market. 
Still the LIC is the biggest player in 
the life insurance market with approx 
65% market share. But why Indian 
customers do not trust on many 
companies and why the major 
populations of India do not have any 
life insurance policy or what are the 
factors plays major role in buying 
behavior of consumers towards life 
Insurance policies. Customers is the 
king and it is the customer 
determines what a product is to be 
buy therefore a sound marketing 
programme start with a careful 
analysis of the habits. attitudes, 
motives and needs of customers. 
Competing for the customer is a 
never-ending challenge. This is due 
principally to the uniqueness and 
competitiveness of each individual 
market, for they are all different and 
Understanding Customers' 
all require different approaches". 
Knowledge of the buying motives of 
customers is essential for a 
marketer. The changes in the market 
are brought by the customers. In 
present Indian market, the 
investment habits of Indian 
customers are changing very 
frequently. 
The individuals have their own 
perception towards various types of 
investment plans. The study of this 
paper work was focused over 
customer's perception on investment 
towards financial Services products. 
The objectives of the study were to 
evaluate the factors underlying 
customer perception towards 
investment in financial products 
especially towards life insurance 
policies; and there is also a 
difference in customer perception of 
male and female customer. Female 
customer is savvier and she gets 
ready soon for investment for future 
as compared to men. 
The customer's perception towards 
Life Insurance Policies is positive but 
we have to develop a positive mind 
sets for their investment pattern, in 
insurance policies. Still some actions 
are needed for developing insurance 
market. The major factors playing the 
role in developing customer's 
perception towards Life Insurance 
Policies are Consumer Loyalty, 
Service Quality, Ease of Procedures, 
Satisfaction Level, Company Image, 
and Company-Client Relationship. 
There are still more areas are vacant  
now like deep rural penetration and 
still we not covered all classes of 
society. Try to understand how 
different customer groups have 
different needs and plan accordingly. 
Most importantly, regardless of your 
business plan, interact with a 
customer as part of a lifetime 
arrangement, not just as a 
transaction. 
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Abstract 
Customer relationship management is an old concept. Its all about how you treat your customer after the sale. 
Businesses that handle well succeed referrals and repeat sales are the lifeblood of business. They are also a 
direct result of effective customer relationship management. Financial Services industr'. is part of an economy & 
successful operation of the industry sets impetus for other industries and development of an economy. This article 
focuses related to customer relationship building especially for retail investors from life insurance sector and its 
management in general, based on the principles of Relationship management in service organizations. Identifying 
the managerial practices and measures for relationship building for effective and efficient business is the epitome 
of this article. Right from basic concept of CRM, its strategy & technique formulation to evaluation of CRM. 
various aspects of customer relationship management are covered in this article. 
Keywords: Financial Services. Economy. CRM. Retail Investor. 
Introduction 
Customer relationship management is an old concept. 
Its all about how you treat your customer after the 
sale. Businesses that handle well succeed referrals and 
repeat sales are the lifeblood of business. They are 
also a direct result of effective customer relationship 
management. 
Customer relationship management (CRM) is a practice 
that puts the customer at the center of the equation. 
Over the years myriad software applications have 
sprung up to simplity and streamline this process. In 
simple terms, CRM involves organizing and tracking 
all contacts with prospective and existing customers 
and in a simple scenario, it invokes: 
• Recording all customer and interactions details in 
an organized manner into a database 
• Providing the tools to view selected customer or 
prospect data in a desired manner 
• Generating alerts for pending actions such as 
follow ups, service calls and marketing contacts 
In a more complex large enterprise scenario like life 
insurance companies. CRM can become a complicated 
exercise including: 
• Marketing: Modules for Customer segmentation, 
List rnana~aement. Campaign management, Lead 
management. I.ovalt\ management and other 
marketing tasks 
• Sales: Modules for Sales forecasting, Sales 
performance management. 'Territory management. 
Commission management and other selling routines 
• Service: Installations & Maintenance. Customer 
service and support, Field service management. 
Claims and other service management modules 
CRM is a business philosophy based on upon individual 
customers and customised products and services 
supported by open lines of communication and feedback 
from the participating firms that mutually benefit both 
buying and selling organisations. 
In short, CRM provides selling organisations with the 
platform to obtain a competitive advantage by 
embracing customer needs and building value-driven 
long-term relationships. 
Determinants of CRM 
Trust 
fie willingness to rely on the ability, integrity, and 
motivation of one company to serve the needs of the 
other company as agreed upon implicitly and explicitly. 
77 
Value 
The ability ofa selling organisation to satisfy the needs 
ofthe customer at a comparatively lower cost or higher 
benefit than that offered by competitors and measured 
in monetary, temporal, functional and psychological 
terms. 
In addition to trust and value, salespeople must: 
Understand customer needs and problems: Meet their 
commitments; Provide superior after sales support; 
Make sure that the customer is always told the truth 
(must be honest); and Have a passionate interest in 
establishing and retaining a long-term relationship (e.g., 
have long-term perspective), See Diagram 1.2 for more 
details. 
Stages in the development of a Customer Relationship: 
(Shown by Diagram 1. i ) 
• The Pre-relationship Stage  
The event that triggers a buyer to seek a new business 
partner. 
• The Early Stage 
Experience is accumulated between the buyer and seller 
although a great degree of uncertainty and distance 
exists. 
• The Development Stage 
Increased levels of transactions lead to a higher degree 
of commitment and the distance is reduced to a social 
exchange. 
• The Long-term Stage 
Characterised by the companies' mutual importance to 
each other. 
• The Final Stage 
The interaction between the companies becomes 
institutionalized. 
A Relationship Life Cycle Model 
H1g11 ci. opeiatiott 
Lot' do1l1)ct1tkol1 
Low coh:1atio11 
I ligh cOH11). tlliO11 
Time 
(JV1krnson and Young, 1997) 
Diagram 1.1 
Models ofCustonter Relationship Management 
The Brock and Bareklay (1999) model of selling 
partner relationship effectiveness 
Independence 
Mutual Trust 	Selling partner 
Cooperation 	
relationship 
~- effectiveness 
I Relative influence 
Diagram I.2 
Managing Customer Relationships 
Theglnbal salesperson must he involved in the following 
activities in order to initiate, develop and enhance the 
process that is aimed at building trust and commitment 
with the customer. 
• Initiating the relationship 
Engage in strategic prospecting and qualifying, 
Gather and study pre-ca II infurmat ion; 
Identify buying influences; 
Plan the initial sales call; 
Demonstrate an understanding of the customer's 
needs; 
Identify opportunities to build a relationship; and 
Illustrate the value of a relationship with the 
customer 
Developing the relationship 
Select an appropriate offering; 
Customise the relationship; 
Link the solutions with the customu', needs;  
Discuss customer concerns; 
Summarize the solution to confirm benefits; and 
Secure commitment, 
• Enhancing the relationship 
Assess customer satisfaction; 
Take action to ensure satisfaction; 
Maintain open, two-way communication; and 
Work to add value and enhance mutual 
opportunities 
Functions of Customer Relationship 
Management 
Direct functions (are the basic requirements of a 
company that are necessary to survive in the 
eotnpetitivc marketplace) (a) Profit (h) Volume and (c) 
Safeguard 
Indirect functions (are theactions necessary to convince 
the customer to participate in various marketing 
acti- hies) (a) Innovation (b) Market (c) Scout and (d) 
Access. 
The must common techniques include using information 
gathered during the sales process to build emotional 
anchors and connections so that customers think of 
you and your business first when they have a need. 
Storing and categorising this information in an electronic 
environment allows you to use it more effectively but 
simply noting important facts and refreshing your 
memory before periodic marketing calls can be equally 
effective, the 2008 Executive Survey by Canner and 
Forbe,.com states plainly that, "relaining and enhancing 
relationships with current customers is the number one 
business issue, followed by attracting new customers." 
Businesses that properly implement a customer 
relationship strategy stand a significantly higher chance 
of achieving both of these goals. 
You can have the best products at the best prices, but 
if you neglect customer service or customer relationship 
management you wont have the one thing you need to 
succeed: customers. Showing existing customers that 
they matter and that you appreciate their business 
inspires loyalty. That loyalty translates into the referrals 
and repeat sales that move your bottom line in the right 
direction. In addition, it is far less expensive to retain 
an existing customer than it is to attract a new one. 
Translation: "taking care of your client's means more 
for you". 
We can improve Customer Relationship Management 
& it doesn't take much. Simple things like birthday 
cards, opinion surveys and focus groups are a great 
way to connect with your customers. Coupons, 
discounts and special perks for loyalty and referrals 
are also a good way to show your appreciation for your 
customers. Businesses are facing unprecedented 
pressure to deliver value. Lowering customer acquisition 
costs, decreasing administrative waste, and improving 
the outlook held of the customers they serve has become 
of paramount importance. Inefficient, impersonal 
processes threaten the future success of many 
businesses. A great deal of data is being generated in 
the course of interactions with prospective and existing 
customners. Properly analyzed the data can identif, 
leads, product opportunities, customer segments and 
market trends, for example. Such analysis can also 
support the selling process by tracking responses and 
alerting salespersons, Sound customer relationship 
management practices are the answer. 
The major focus of CRM is to facilitate customer-
centric operations leading to strong customer relations 
and loyalty. CRM seeks to do these through improved: 
Customer Experience Management: Even if customers 
have to deal with different persons and offices of an 
enterprise, they will receive a meaningful, helpfid and 
consistent experience.. CRM enables this by maintaining 
easily-retrievable customer records from anywhere 
across the enterprise. The records will show customer 
purchase history, contact details and pending actions. 
Sales force Automation: Sales people are supported 
through automated alerts about pending actions, 
customer issues and possible leads. 
Customer Service: Customer call centers and Web• 
based help desk facilities & role of IT can lead to quicker 
and more satisfactory customer service. 
Channel Partners Management: Channel partners also 
need organized attention and excellent support to 
improve their performance. 
In order to have a high level of customer retention, the 
customers must be happy with the level of service they 
receive and the company's ability to meet or exceed 
their needs. L'xpectations play a big part in client 
satisfaction. If a company can exceed the customer's 
expectations, the chance of them returning is 
significantly increased. 
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Proactive CRM is one important method of exceeding 
customer's expectations. 
Proactive Customer Relationship Management: When 
it comes to good customer relationship management, it 
always best to be proactive rather than reactive. 
Anticipating concerns before they become problems 
can often make the difference between a customer 
returning and never setting foot in the store again. 
Taking car e of customer concerns should be fast and 
immediate whenever possible. The longer a client has 
to stew over a concern, the greater the probability that 
they will not return. Since taking care of a client's 
concern quickly and eINcientty increases the probability 
that the customer will return, employee empowerment 
can make a hoge difference in the time it takes to resolve 
a concern. When an employee doesn't have the 
authority to immediately resolve a concern, the 
customer has longer to stew over the concern. 
Employees that have direct interaction with the 
customers should be empowered to make deeisiOILS for 
immediate resolution of the concern. The end goal of 
aclive customer relationship management is lu positively 
nurture the consumer-seller relationship over time, 
inspire continued customer satisfaction, and spur on 
future transactions. 
lechniquc forCRM 
One of the best marketing techniques for customer 
relationship management is one-on-one interaction with 
the customer, In order to have a high level ofeustonrer 
retention, the customers must be happy with the level 
of satisfaction they receive with the company's ability 
to meet or exceed their needs. Besides meeting or 
exc xxling their needs, an important aspect ofcustomer 
satisfaction is perception. If the customer perceives 
that a company truly cares about their needs, they will 
continue to patronize a business. 
Customer Relationship Management by Walking 
Around 
Customer Relationships and the 'I en-Foot Rule  
The Ten-Foot Rule 
• Any employee within ten feet of a customer will 
acknowledge their presence. 
• The employee will ackmswladgs the customer with 
a standard greeting like good  morning." 
• If the customer asks for a specific person, item or 
directions the employee will personally assort the 
customer to that person. item or location within the 
company. 
Customer Retention by Exceeding Expectations 
Discussion & Conclusions: 
Customer relationship management (CRM) is the key 
for success of organizations. When the organizations 
grow larger and larger, complexity increases in 
controlling potential customers. Establishing a 
Systematic and well organized CRM systems calls for 
understanding and analyzing the key success 
faetors.CRM is a new business philosophy based on 
trust and value; The core function of CRM is the value 
creation process; Customer relationships develop Over 
time; The role of global salespeople in the process is 
that of both relationship builders and relationship 
promoters; and The basic premise of CRM is to offer 
superior valuero customers in an effort totem prospects 
into customers, customers into loyal customers, and 
loyal customers into partners. Life Insurance companies 
want intermediaries who can deliver solutions to 
customers, not simply products. They need 
intermediaries with technical knowledge and skills. They 
need people with relationship, communication, and 
negotiation skills & Customer Relationship Building 
skills. Improving CRM is an important part of the 
financial Seclor especially in life insurance sector. This 
can be measuring of customer satisfaction, Making 
customer satisfaction targets part of the individual 
performance report Extra focus on complaint 
management and solving client problems, installing 
product approval processes (inc(uding compliance and 
risk management) that guarantee careful information 
to the client.To become more customer-centric and 
The following rule is a good start to get all employees 	optimize customer lifetime value, financial services 
on board, 	 providers need to consider the following five variables 
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that create mutual value to the customer and the 
services provider: 5C's Coverage, Cost. Convenience, 
and Care & Compliance. To serve as a practical tool 
for managing customer relationships, the lifetime value 
optimization we have to adopt these SC's. 
The results of customer value optimization can be highly 
rewarding. Life Insurance companies that have adopted 
this approach have been able to achieve business growth 
and profitability in competitive environment. 
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.4 hstract 
The ohjectire of carried out this research is to compare public and private sector life 
insurance companies of India hl' evaluating their service quality which leads' to the 
satisfied customer. This research is mainly based on prima?) ' data which has been 
collected through a it'ell-structured gHeStionnaire. The questionnaire has been distributed 
to 150 di/jerent respondents as per the convenience sampling method. 
This paper makes a useful contribution as there are very bit' numnber of studies has been 
conducted in India related to the (JrolI/) products and Its se►'1'ice aspects which included 
the premium paying options. reliclbility, customer service, claim handling process and 
infrastructure. This research shows that customer .satisfaction varies from person to 
person and Sales managers need to locus on the service on the priority basis in order to 
assess the customer satisfaction of ei ctive(y. 
Keywords: ('ustomer satisfaction, customer services, re'liahility, group product. 
